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Download MP3 Promising Perspectives by APmuse This is an ambient, optimistic, inspiring corporate track, which is perfect for motivational and successful videos. Suitable for many uses including meditation, relaxation, yoga, nature and scenery, spa treatment, etc. Mood thoughtful, melancholic, dreamy, creative. Download MP3 Nothing Has
Changed by AG Music It's a very soft and spatial ambient track with gentle piano and pads. Could be suitable for a lot of different projects or adverts supporting the innocent nature of our early childhood years. Download MP3 India Chill Out World by ColourTunes This one is an ambient and relaxing composition with authentic female ethnic vocal.
Suitable for media and event projects, nature, and drone photography. Download MP3 Easy Thoughts by DPmusic Light acid-jazzy music with lounge and relaxing atmosphere. Often, royalty free music is mistakenly called stock music. Ideal for wedding videos, romantic and Valentines day videos, heart touching love videos, romantic films, and
emotional commercials and advertising. This tune is written with acoustic guitar, percussions, piano and strings. This heartwarming tune will give extra emotion and magic for a wedding anniversary video, marriage ceremony, or quiet interlude for love and devotion scenes. Suitable for children related productions, nature video soundtracks, and any
visual content that is meant to ease the mind. A melancholic, calm and with an 'end of the world' like vibe. This track is perfect for romantic and inspiring slideshows, love story videos, inspirational commercials or documentary films, charity video campaigns, wedding background music, and sentimental videos. Download MP3 Sunday Sky by DPmusic
This one is a laid-back, smooth jazz track with a downtempo beat and lounge atmosphere. The natural ambiance will help manage stress, soothe pain and induce sleep. The music creates an ambient and relaxing setting. Featuring slow beats, airy Rhodes, warm guitar, and synths. Download MP3 In Peace And Harmony by DPmusic A touching and
intimate cinematic music with sweet and lovely mood. This track can be used for environmental and nature videos and stories. A seamless loop ensures that the music will not distract your viewer. This track will perfectly fit any creative, innovative, and motivational videos and advertising projects, technology, science, slideshow, and music on hold for
business phone systems. The track builds in rhythm and intensity. Beautiful interaction between two guitars with a nice bright sound. This relaxing and soothing track is suitable for the wedding ceremony, engagement, sweet romance, love and gentle emotional videos, Download MP3 Sunshining by DimmyPlus Waking up, getting ready for the beach,
ice cream truck, jumping on a trampoline, and bike riding. Download MP3 Utopian Dreams by MintWhale Dreamy ambient music, with e-piano chords, spacey vocals, airy pads, spatial guitars, and a slow minimal beat. Download MP3 The Success by Nazar Rybak Stylish, motivational, positive corporate background music with soft and stylish modern
sound. Download MP3 Christmas Emotion by Geoff Harvey An emotional piano Christmas tune designed to create a relaxing, magical feel. Acoustic guitar and celesta provide a cozy sense of comfort and joy, making it ideal for make-up or craft themes but is also perfect for conveying being happy or thoughtful. Suitable for films, vlogs, and videos with
a nostalgic, emotional, and melancholic vibe. Likeable sound of grand piano, soft electric guitars and subtle drums create a bright atmosphere that is ideal for presentations, websites, voice-over or any other audio production in need of background music. Download MP3 Underflow Stream by AG Music Underflow Stream creates a relaxing ambiance
feeling, ideal for yoga, meditation, or massage. Good for the documentary films, technology tutorials, timelapse videos, commercial trailers, historic educational films and more. Download MP3 Technology Life by Sikosbest Technology Life is a cool, smooth instrumental with modern electronica influences, a positive mood, and an inspiring atmosphere.
Ideal for many uses including: meditation, alternative medicine, spas, relaxation and deep thinking. Download MP3 Down The Street by DPmusic Cool and fresh smooth jazz tune with chill mood and warm sound. Download MP3 Day Of A Robot by Michael Adels Light and smooth electronic pop tune with chiptune influence and typical mini keyboard
accompaniment. This is a rhythmic track that makes it ideal for visual support. This folksy-sounding track features some nice guitar picking and upbeat. Download MP3 Missing Memories by AG Music Dreamy, sophisticated chill out music with a peaceful and serene ambience. Perfect for nature views, cinematic videos, drone footages, meditations,
inspiring speeches, textures, dreamy videos, travel vlogs, infinite space videos, and many more. Download MP3 Royale Trio by Rick Dickert Piano, upright bass and drums combine for traditional jazz inspired arrangement suggested to underscore bar scenes, fine dining sequences and lounge settings. Download MP3 Only This Moment by Infraction
Sweet, lovely and heartwarming rustic acoustic guitar melody with carefree human whistling. Very light and serene. Great for ads, promos, timelapse or nature visuals. Download MP3 Just Having Fun Now by Music Box A happy and upbeat acoustic ukulele folk music cue with a cheerful, easy-going feel is excellent for the promotional marketing
video, vlog, documentary, advertisement, and commercial business use. Tasty lead guitar licks over a solid groove and beat of electric guitar, bass guitar and drums. Download MP3 Gentle Thoughts by Manuel Ochoa Sweet and tender, slow tempo piano music. A sense of floating in space or losing yourself, drifting. Perfect track for promotional
videos, commercials, advertisements, YouTube videos, business presentations, royalty free music for podcasts, phone hold music. Great as background music for corporate videos, documentaries, aerial footage, memorable videos, etc. Download MP3 Love Always Wins by DimmyPlus Is a gentle and inspirational classical music piece, featuring with
warm romantic piano and sweet guitars. It contains classical piano and cinematic orchestral sound. Hypnotic with a strange sense of awareness and knowing. This track is great for relaxing, meditation, visualization, study, and work. You can use this track as background music for slow-motions, documentaries about nature, aerial footage, memorable
videos, etc. Download MP3 Exciting Future by Music Box Positive and uplifting motivational track. Download MP3 Sleepwalking by Erick McNerney A melancholic indie rock track with a bittersweet sound and a retro vibe. Download MP3 Flourishing Life by ABCstudio Positive and optimistic corporate track with a soft, confident vibe. Download MP3
Look Closer by AG Music A warm and inspirational track with piano, strings, and modern percussion and synths sequence. Great as background music for documentaries, slow-motion videos, travel vlogs, time-lapses, etc. Perfect for openers, romantic, love, technology, fashion, city streets, stunning city skylines, and beautiful design projects. The use
of bell-like sounds from the xylophone and chimes gives the tune a positive and bright vibe. Featuring Asian instruments and pad synthesizers. Key of E flat, 65 bpm Download MP3 Island Vacation by Eitan Epstein Music This is a beautiful Caribbean acoustic island music, full of fun and joy. Ideal as background music for slideshow, corporate
presentation, business projects, technology, and education-related media podcast. It contains electric guitar, warm electronic piano, and synth leads. Download MP3 Lost In LA by raspberrysounds A lo-fi, stylish chillhop track with beautiful piano, inspiring synths, nice percussion, and sensual vocal cuts. The beautiful, gentle, and positive-sounding
track featuring orchestral pizzicato strings weaving through a wide dynamic range to express the light-hearted joy of love. Can there be a more perfect moment than this? Great as background music for scientific documentaries, futuristic films, abstract visuals, hi-tech promos, etc. There is an authentic, genuine sorrow that seems to be reflected in
this piece. A bit dreamy and ethereal, it's perfect for the big galactic adventures that science fiction movies are known for. You opened your eyes and could see the birds singing and smiling as you woke up. A soothing acoustic guitar riff plays slowly and softly over a quiet piano background. Download MP3 Bright Side by Roman Cano This is a cheerful
track featuring ukulele, hand claps, acoustic guitar, bells, drums and soft strings. Features acoustic guitar, piano, and soft strings. Let's get into the holiday season! Download MP3 Heart Of Your Beauty by DimmyPlus A beautiful, inspirational royalty free music theme with a gentle piano, strings and uplifting flutes, best for movies or documentaries,
Christmas projects, romantic and sentimental videos, love stories, weddings, memories. Download MP3 Walk The Walk by Geoff Harvey A happy and bouncy flowing everyday melody is featuring a carefree flute and sweet pizzicato strings. Download MP3 Kind Heart by DPmusic If you need beautiful and peaceful piano music to underscore any of your
visual creations, this composition is perfect for you. Perfectly use it for documentary videos, programs, tv shows, presentations, promo videos, cinematic videos, and many others! Download MP3 Magic Mother Earth by Emilio Merone Dreamy and contemplative lounge ethnic track, featuring hypnotic flute melody, deep pads and relaxing percussion
groove that create a peaceful and inspirational mood. Download MP3 Just Like Heaven by AG Music This track was originally produced as on hold music for interactive voice responders and office phones. Happy and warm moods. The piece features acoustic guitars, drums, bass, piano and glockenspiel. Ideal background music to evoke tenderness,
sweetness, inspiration and hope. If you really want to feel the atmosphere of the sun rising over the horizon of your project. Download MP3 Pure Serenity by AG Music Turn on this ambient music, dim the lights, and chill. This tune is great for kid videos and casual games. Imagine a lazy, and peaceful warm evening with candlelight or a bar on the
beach, carefree people and good drinks - that's what the song is. Download MP3 Night Streets by MintWhale Deep and hypnotic electronic music, with e-piano chords, airy pads, spacey vocals, and a slow minimal beat. Download MP3 Foggy Morning by Brian Holmes A peaceful classical-piano composition, with wispy synth effects, creates a feeling of
calm and peace. Encompassing awe-inspiring innovation and humanity's quest for the unknown. Based on a gorgeous fingerstyle guitar, with piano and clarinet playing the lead melody. This track is perfect background for TV commercials, promotional videos, presentations and any other video projects. Download MP3 Carry On Smiling by Geoff
Harvey The main melody features a simple, but cheery marimba and glockenspiel, with the marimba taking on a life of its own as the song progresses. Great as background music for abstract futuristic visuals, documentaries about space, hi-tech promos, lingerie fashion, etc. Useful for slow and easy scenes which could be backed with vocals. Great for
commercials, tv shows, films, documentaries and videos with a romantic, motivating, inspiring and emotional feel. It leaves enough space for dialogues, narration, or to add your own voice. A Merlin Strum stick with a dulcimer sound, acoustic guitar, bass and drums. Have inspiring, happy, and positive moods. Download MP3 Spring Lounge by
AudioPanda Upbeat, fresh, crispy lounge music with stylish chill vibes. This track would be nice for video game or video about 70ies. Warm sound and slow ballad tempo. Download MP3 Inspiring Wind by MediaM Motivational, cheerful, beautiful, and uplifting corporate pop music, would perfectly match your business presentation, commercial
projects, promotional videos, inspiring visualization, real estate slideshow, and more. It features plucked synths and ticking percussions. Perfect for background music in slideshows, inspirational commercials, motivational and uplifting presentations, wedding reception. Inspirational, contemplative mood, suggestive contemporary sound. Download
MP3 Love And Dreams by Mark Woollard A cinematic and slightly melancholic track. Download MP3 Colorful Day by APmuse A relaxing and sunny bossa nova track with a jazz guitar groove, catchy piano and flute melodies, pure vibes, and jazzy drums. Download MP3 Young Love by MintWhale Dreamy and relaxing ambient music, with deep Rhodes
chords, spacey vocals, airy pads, spatial plucks, and a lush beat. Suitable for urban real estate, luxury goods ads. Perfect choice for synthwave and retro-wave-themed projects, VHS images, 80's themed videos, sport and car videos, neon images, commercials. Download MP3 Golden Magic by Nazar Rybak Motivational, and inspirational upbeat
corporate track with acoustic guitar and piano. Download MP3 Healing And Meditation by MediaM An atmospheric new-age ambiance with soft atmospheres pads fills out the arrangement. This music will fit well for a wide range of love, romance, commercials, careful and tender situations. Perfect background for nature views, space videos, night sky
observation, prayerful videos, meditations, yoga classes, contemplation, and many more. Download MP3 Underwater by Jon Wright Inspiring, beautiful and wondrous cue, with a soft piano and atmospheric synths. This is a very slow and calming ambient textured soundscape with meditative elements. It has calm acoustic vibes and mood. Download
MP3 Sparks Of Silence by AG Music A peaceful, quite & soft melody with a soft and worm piano riff and soft pads and atmospheres. Musical instrument: piano, guitar, stylish vocal samples, bass, drums, percussion. Enjoy and feel the sun on your face! Download MP3 Lazy Afternoon by SnowMusicStudio Smooth relaxed and lounge jazz background
music with piano, saxophone, pads. This track can be used anywhere - as a romantic New Year music background for websites, games, tv or radio jingles, advertising and commercial Youtube video, festive photo slideshows. Download MP3 Ramadan Celebration by TimTaj Earthy and hypnotic Middle Eastern background music for the announcement
of the month of Ramadan. Beautiful background for nature views, travel videos, hotels and spa presentations, real estate promos, drone videos, beauty vlogs and more. The piece suggests a mixture of a simple folk life with sounds of street life. This track will perfectly fit for inspirational videos and motivational videos, YouTube videos, films ,TV, nature
videos and photo slideshows, commercials, corporate videos, movies and more. Download MP3 Morning Coffee Chill by Dopestuff So smooth, so relaxing, yet still so chill. Download MP3 Calm Inspire by MediaM A minimal, warm, soft and dreamy sounding track. It will work well on your inspiring corporate and atmosperic presentation videos,
advertisements, timelapse, nature videos, commercials, crowdfunding videos, web video projects and many other applications. Download MP3 Early Rising by DimmyPlus An inspirational and peaceful atmospheric chill out track with warm piano chords, catchy bells arpeggio and stylish soft drums. This heartfelt and beautifully reflective, mellow piece
perfect for movie productions which looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. Download MP3 Coconut Trees At Sunset by Audioblyca Lush and rampant Latin Urban Dancehall track featuring mallets, synths, bass, vocal chops, and urban percussion. Download MP3 Feel It Rising by DimmyPlus Bright, inspiring, corporate background music
with warm piano, airy mute guitar, heaven pads, and gentle melodies. Download MP3 Coffee Time With Friends by ihsandincer A mellow, warm and beautiful acoustic folk track, that will provide a cozy atmosphere to your project. Have inspiring, happy and warm moods. Download MP3 Beautiful Constellations by MintWhale Calm and peaceful
electronic music, with deep bass, Rhodes chords, spacey arpeggios, and a slow minimal beat. Download MP3 Perception Success by MediaM It's a light, motivational and inspirational corporate, uplifting pop song featuring warm piano, electric guitars, pad, and drums. Featuring acoustic guitars, accordion, brushed drums. Nice background for
weddings, love stories, nostalgic moments, sentimental videos, inspiring speeches, prayerful videos, nature views, melodramas, romantic travel, and many more. Download MP3 Panda Kid by Mike Nowa Mid-tempo acoustic pop track, full of emotion and tenderness. Featuring warm beats, Rhodes, airy pads, water sound effects, and dreamy harp.
Download MP3 Dreaming About Future by DPmusic This is simple, minimal and beautiful Corporate music with light and warm sound. Inspiring, uplifting, and motivational track. Perfect background for travel blogs, fashion videos, beauty vlogs, lifestyle videos, advertising, videos from drones, nature views, and many more. Features acoustic guitar,
mandolin, accordion, acoustic bass, percussion, and tambourine. Download MP3 Momentum by Rick Dickert Energetic arrangement of electric piano, synthesizers, acoustic piano and drums suggested for motivational sequences, workout routines, highlight reels and traveling scenes. Also good for art galleries, evening champagne dinner, Valentine's
day present, or just to create a cozy atmosphere. Download MP3 Above The Sea by MintWhale Dreamy chill-out electronic track, with rhodes chords, spacey synths, spatial guitars, airy pads, and a slow beat. Download MP3 Christmas In Whispering Pines by DimmyPlus A gentle, smooth royalty-free Xmas theme, with a lo-fi piano, glock, pads, sleigh
bells, and hip-hop beats, best for holiday ads, travels, city, or family projects. Download MP3 Free Souls by ihsandincer An inspiring, happy and positive acoustic indie track. Download MP3 Keep Calm by Plastic3 Peaceful and mysterious new age music in the style of Enigma for your original projects. This tranquil background music is ideal for yoga
and meditation projects, guided visualizations, sleep therapy, mindfulness practice, hypnosis, or any project that needs a calming and relaxing feel. The mid-tempo arrangement features a soft electronic sound. This track evokes images of wild open vistas in the deep of Africa or maybe images of faraway secret places. Great background music for
promotional videos, business presentations, aerial drone footage, advertising projects, calm and focused videos or more. Download MP3 Wonders Of Nature by Alexander Lisenkov "Wonders Of Nature" is an energetic and uplifting track in a positive mood. Download MP3 Delicate Glance by Elijah Aaron This song conveys a message of comfort, of
strength and hope. Download MP3 Acoustic Summer Dreams by Nazar Rybak Gentle acoustic ballad music with soft piano and acoustic guitar in a calm and romantic mood. Suitable for home decor presentation, rustic nature footage and positive family video, heartwarming moments, simple things in life, and more. Download MP3 Inspirational Story
by ArtIss A magical inspirational trailer with romantic soft piano and uplifting dramatic orchestra. Perfect as cocktail music, hotels' lounge room, fashion background music. This background music implies freedom, escape and positivity, whilst hinting at love and romance making it ideal for sad or happy endings, having freedom or fulfilling dreams.
Ideal for Summer Videos, Tourism Commercials, Fashion Shows, YouTube videos and much more. Download MP3 Tropical Beach Resort by Audioflame This dynamic tropical summer, fashion track with pop and electro elements will inspire and motivate you to new projects. Download MP3 Feel The Breeze by AG Music A touching and inspirational
chill-out track filled with positive energy. Download MP3 Under The Blue Sky by ihsandincer A warm, positive and stylish tropical house track. Perfect for travel videos, soothing home vlogs, social media ads, launch pages, and more. Perfect for any healing and yoga or meditation sessions. Also great for giving, hopeful, humanity, caring. This hip-hop
track will be great for vlogs, travel's videos, lifestyle visuals and many others! Download MP3 Here Forever by AG Music 'Here Forever' is a very soft and quite atmosphere track, with a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background, This heartfelt, A beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create
a peaceful, heartwarming mood. Have inspiring, happy, and warm moods. This beautiful royalty-free track can be a perfect background for a wedding ceremony, true love stories, sentimental videos, touching and intimate moments, fairy-tails voice-overs, sincere promises. Perfectly suits as background music for slow-motions, nature documentaries,
romantic clips, aerial footage, memorial videos, emotional videos, or meditation practices. Perfect for ads, documentary, cinematic, technological corporate videos, tutorial and timelapse videos, slideshow, love stories or travel visuals. Download MP3 Calm Morning by Azovmusic Hopeful, optimistic, and gentle piano and acoustic guitar that create a
tender and soft mood. Download MP3 The Natural Beauty Of Life by DimmyPlus Inspirational and motivational corporate track with airy piano, warm guitars, and soft drums. Download MP3 Secret Forest by MintWhale Calm and nostalgic ambient theme, with warm piano, slow pads, and spatial soundscapes. Download MP3 Inspire Storytelling by
Audiocalm Beautiful inspiring, sentimental emotionally fulfilling cinematic composition featuring piano, strings, stackato. Download MP3 Curious Caper by Geoff Harvey Brazilian style jazzy bossa nova with a nice comedian twist. Fit well as a background for advertising and commercials, tutorials and explainers, presentations and promo, on hold
music, corporate motivational videos, marketing, and other inspiring projects. Download MP3 Gentle And Charming by DPmusic This is sweet and gentle cinematic music with romantic and mellow mood. Download MP3 The Wonderland by KD Music This is a smooth and stylish bossa nova royalty free track with soft rhodes melody, pianos, flute and
upright bass. Portrays a sense of harmony, kindness, friendship, togetherness, caring. Download MP3 Feel Motivated by TimTaj It is a successful and confident corporate background music that will suit any motivational project. The melody creates a feeling of wanting to get up and dance along, to walking on the beach. Instruments: acoustic guitar,
piano, celeste, glockenspiel, warm pads, strings, bells, drums. Download MP3 Underwater Atmosphere by AG Music An atmospheric new-age underwater ambiance with soft pads fills out the arrangement. Try it! Download MP3 Light As A Feather by ihsandincer A sensitive and emotional, very relaxing, warm and soothing atmospheric chill-out music.
Download MP3 Confident Ambience by MediaM This is beautiful, warm, corporate inspiring music with soft and truly optimistic melody. Conveys a sense of cinematic mystery and magic. You can hear marimba, ukulele, acoustic guitar, electric guitar, piano brass section, strings section and a lot of electronic drums with percussion. This track would
be nice for documentary films about the nature, also it can be placed to travel videos. Features acoustic guitar, pedal steel, fiddle, accordion, electric slide guitar, bass, mandolin, ukulele, and drums. This pleasant and relaxing royalty-free music can be a perfect background for resort videos, ocean views, lounge, restaurant and bar videos, cocktail
parties, hold music for phone systems or shopping mall, music for real-estate presentations and more. This background track can be used in for media projects, TV shows, commercial videos, slide shows, YouTube videos and more. Download MP3 The Simple Life by Mark Woollard A positive, joyful, lively, and optimistic acoustic melody that will bring
delight to your ears. Great music-bed for the historical research documentaries, biography Film and TV, voice-over narration, scientific seminars, business conference, etc. Suitable for projects looking for that warm and fuzzy feeling. Perfect background for peaceful home video, kids video, baby sleeping, knitting workshop, nature, advertising, video
with pets, rural scenes, cooking recipes, etc. Most suitable for family vacations, podcasts, YouTube video about home and landscaping. Download MP3 Cool Frozen Landscape by Jon Wright Beautiful ice cold strings and a cool, ethereal piano, synth pads and haunting light choirs convey a sense of the unknown, and the wonder and magic of the nature
around us. Download MP3 City Dreamer by raspberrysounds A warm, stylish, chillhop track with an elegant guitar sound, relaxed female vocal samples, bass, and soothing synth. Download MP3 Beautiful Day By The Sea by Audioflame Beautiful and inspiring corporate electronic track. Rhythmical shakers are used both as melodic elements and to
give the music more flow. This calm track would suit nostalgic and emotional videos, sad cinematic stories, serious videos, memorial videos, trailers, nature videos, slideshows, sentimental timelapse, and other projects requiring sad piano background music. Great rhythm and atmospheric synths, low bass and glitch percussion. Download MP3
Business Dream by Nazar Rybak Modern and light corporate track with the spare arrangement and focus on technology. Download MP3 Medical Practice by TimTaj A soft, calm and hopeful royalty-free medical background music that's good for any medical project, new health technologies, science and technology projects, corporate projects, clinic
presentations, hospital advertisements, video explanations, video tutorials, education and more! Download MP3 Moments With You by MintWhale Lounge away with this new-age, chill-out music. Also use this track as a music background in cozy cafes and restaurants, hotel lobbies and videos on the theme of glamor and beauty. Cheerful, positive, and
uplifting, this folk track is brimming with happiness and joy. Perfect for sensual or elegant atmospheres, club romance, life values, dramatic films, television drama etc. Download MP3 Good Things Await by GreenBird Good Things Await - an acoustic track featuring folk guitar, piano, and warm pad. Download MP3 Coming From The Sky by
DimmyPlus It is a hopeful, inspiring, and atmospheric corporate background track with airy mute guitar, strings pads, gentle synth melody, and melancholy, nostalgic mood. Download MP3 Follow Your Goal by TimTaj This inspirational track features a motivational theme with a positive mood and a feeling of success. This touching royalty free music
can perfectly fit as background for weddings, love stories, soft drama, melodrama, prayers, spiritual stories, faithful and hopeful videos or more. Download MP3 The Little Things by E.L. Mahon Just a smooth jazz cool piece written and performed on alto sax during quarantine, just to remind us all of the little things we take for granted in our lives.
Download MP3 Just Do It Now by Berool Positive inspirational background music. Download MP3 Positive Morning by APmuse A time to celebrate. Download MP3 Reflection Of The Moon by AleXZavesa This is a peaceful ambient music track that creates a warm and friendly atmosphere. Suitable for scenes involving sweet romance, wedding photo
slideshow, love stories, St. Valentine day, and any film or video needing a sincere soundtrack. Download MP3 Holy Water by GreenBird Soothing and exotic oriental ambient composition, with a sense of tranquility and deep relaxation. Download MP3 Magic Morning by MintWhale Melancholic and emotional ambient piano music, with spacey textures
and warm airy soundscapes. Download MP3 Pink Clouds by KD Music A smooth and stylish instrumental Bossa Nova music background with a warm and cozy mood. The track can also be used for video presentations, romantic visuals, commercials, and stylish adverts. Download MP3 Your Optimistic Future by Top Flow Optimistic and Upbeat
corporate pop track with the classical muted guitar sound, beautiful piano chords progression, light background vocal, and warm pads. It also works best for inspirational, motivational videos, corporate presentations, websites, slideshows, videos on YouTube. Will be the perfect background for corporate presentations, travel vlogs, a wide range of TV
and radio commercials. Great for retro scenes, commercials, TV, films and YouTube videos about lifestyle, success, and more. Download MP3 Page 16 Time For Coffee by DPmusic This one is an easy listening acoustic jazz music with light swing movement and a relaxing atmosphere. Download MP3 My Mind Is Far Away by Audioflame Romantic
dream pop/ chillwave music with a light spacey mood, relaxing vibe, and cosmopolitan sound. The instruments are: piano, drums, bass, synth lead. The main instruments are piano, strings, celesta, cello, choir, and harp. Perfect for perfume advertising, beauty vlog, trendy Youtubers content, luxury jewelry and other products where it is necessary to
emphasize the style. Perfect background music for your Video, Radio, YouTube, Promo, Presentations, and other different Multimedia Projects. Suitable for mindfulness practice, meditations, astral journeys, out of body experiences and quiet contemplations, yoga practice music, inner peace of mind. Download MP3 Urban Trends by DimmyPlus Is a
catchy pop theme, with cool drums, groovy bass and talking guitars. Nice background music for meditation, prayer session, relaxation, yoga classes, deep underwater footage, love stories, touching and soft videos. A time of love and friendship. Download MP3 Fun All Day Long by APmuse Happy, fun, and energetic music track with uplifting vocals,
bright ukuleles, strings, and upbeat drums. Download MP3 Technology Progress by Serhii Volynchuk Strong minimalistic corporate background track with a nice mood of happiness, confidence, inspiration and success. Continuous sounding of ethnic instruments with a joyful mood. Download MP3 The Christmas Eve Adventure by DimmyPlus
Sentimental and uplifting cinematic folk music with the warm sound of acoustic guitars, piano, magic bells, atmospheric strings, and gentle melody. Download MP3 Finding Peace In Nature by Sascha Giebel Here is a lovely acoustic track for media projects where love is the main topic. Enjoy! Download MP3 We Are Going Home by Ivan Marklove
Imagine yourself surrounded by the rolling hills of green grass. This music has a touch of romance, tearful feeling, slow tempo and will fit well in cinematic and documentary projects Download MP3 Contemporary Romantic Evening by Geoff Harvey Lazy electric guitar, bass, drums, dulcimer are combined together to create this laid back, slightly
romantic and unconstrained Italian or French atmosphere. Download MP3 Bright Day Ahead by Geoff Harvey Elegant, bouncy and slightly mischievous sounds of pizzicato strings, bass woodwinds, drums with elements of carefree piano, this inviting and positive music theme will work perfectly in your comedy and cartoon videos, playful and joyful
scenes with funny detective and spying moods, children and kids background, quirky and sneaky films, cute and easy moods, funny animals videos, animation games, funny you tube videos and many more. Download MP3 Future Sands by Nazar Rybak Stylish background in modern Future Chill style. Download MP3 Chill Mood by Audioflame
Electronic chill-out music with a soft atmosphere and rhythm. Featuring acoustic guitar, ukulele, piano, some vocals, and drums. But you could also use it in commercials to create a cool stylish atmosphere. Main instruments are piano, analog pads, warm electric guitars, strings, and chill drum beat. Perfect for use as background music in
documentaries or personal projects, slow-motion videos, sci-fi films, timelapse, etc. Download MP3 Pure Sweetness by Soundroll Cute and soft ukulele music with the human whistle. Ideal for fashion vlogs, weekly routine, youth audience, or urban lifestyle clips. Perfect background music for abstract visuals, space documentaries, high-tech promos,
and stylish adverts. Great for romantic videos, dreamy and comforting background, relaxed scenes, charity campaign, serenity and happiness. Download MP3 Lights From The Holidays by Sasha Volkov Evening cafe, you see the city lights outside the window. Download MP3 Page 2 Inspiring Corporate Growing by Soundroll Bright, light and upbeat
background music driven by muted electric guitar staccato arpeggio, blended with wide and expansive synth pads, piano chords, and soft drum beat with human claps. Download MP3 Under The Yellow Sun by ColourTunes Simple and elegant royalty-free track with easy mood and sunny vibe. The track works well for spa treatments, a relaxing
playlist, yoga classes, deep breathing and morning meditation music. I used piano, flute, bells, and orchestral strings to create this track. Written in the indie country-style with slide, steel and resonator guitars. This track will give you a cheerful mood, charge you with positivity and joy for the whole day. The track is made with a focus on corporate
style but it will fit any kind of projects including business projects, timelapse videos, science or medical presentation, or slideshows. Sleep tight. Inspiring mood and calm vibes will be great for your spiritual, mystical, and esoteric YouTube channels, documentaries, Reiki therapy, nature movies, and any projects that require a soothing, relaxing, and
dreamy soundtrack. Download MP3 Kids Kitchen by Mike Nowa A happy and playful tune with a childish melody accompanied by a piano, bells, glockenspiel, bassoon, and claps. It's very easy on the ears and great for any project needing an carefree sound. Download MP3 Feeling No Regret by AG Music The idea for this beautiful, delicate and
intimate piano theme came to me one evening when I was thinking about love and relationships, the ups and downs, how much one person can mean to another, and the mercurial nature of feelings and closeness. Perfect for all kinds of happy video projects such as commercials, presentations, and much more. The melody itself immediately offers a
soft loving Christmas feel , then gradually builds up as the instrumentation is combined to create an amazing instrumental climax. Perfect for advertising, presentation, tutorials, corporate video, explainer video, kids, studying, coding, instagram video, instagram stories, facebook video, youtube, etc. Featuring with Asian instruments, percussions and
synthesizers in a mellow harmony. A sense of longing, lonely, sad, reflective, nostalgic. Download MP3 Drifting Mirages by DPmusic Soft and light pop music with ambient sound and breezy atmosphere. Nice for promos, advertising, real estates video, travel blogs, nature videos, drone views, spa and resort promos, or more. Perfect royalty-free track
for advertising, corporate videos, home tours, technology and futuristic videos or any other commercial or non-commercial multimedia projects. Great for the beautiful atmospheric soundscape, panoramic filming, nature documentaries or Asian travel visuals. Download MP3 Documentary Filming by SnowMusicStudio Beautiful, modern cinematic newage background music with emotional hang drum, piano plucks, synth pads, modern drums, guitar harmonics, bass, and strings. Download MP3 Splendid Leisure by DPmusic Lounge and smooth jazz music with a warm sound and dreamy atmosphere. Download MP3 Serene Flow by Yuri Rozenfeld Calm flowing music with a dominance of keyboards,
synthesizers and the addition of brass instruments and violin. Download MP3 Upbeat And Fun Ukulele by Music Box Upbeat & Fun Acoustic background music. Download MP3 Motivational Confident by Azovmusic Uplifting and inspirational commercial background for your corporate and motivational video project. Download MP3 Christmas Dreams
by Plastic3 This is a winter holiday, background Christmas music track in a pop style with an upbeat celebratory mood. This music is slow, tender and will fit well for romance, sentimental, epic, love moments. This track evokes a sense of success, achievements, trust, and a good mood. Great for underwater, nature, space video projects, serenity, and
relaxation. Very melodic. Download MP3 Simple Dreams by MintWhale Romantic atmospheric chill-out music, with airy vocals, warm Rhodes chords, calm soundscapes, plucks, and a deep slow beat. Download MP3 Romantic Dreams by MintWhale Romantic chill out music, with Rhodes chords, spacey plucks, airy pads, and a slow beat. The main
instruments are analog pads, synth bass, strings, warm synth, piano, and electric guitar. Download MP3 Different Perspectives by DPmusic A soft and transparent corporate track with warm sound showing a feeling of peace. This music will be perfect as background music for vlogs, slow-motion videos, time-lapse videos, romantic clips, photo
slideshows, and many other things. Download MP3 Flight To Andromeda by AleXZavesa Ambient electronic background music with an abstract and sensual mood! It includes soft drums, deep bass, and atmospheric synth sound. Great for meditation, travel videos, relaxation vibes, in-store retail background music, etc. Highly useful for small Christmas
themed projects or videos. This cozy, laidback background music will suit well for various media projects, e.g., warm evening stories, home interior design, lazy day vlog, chilling out time, and more. Download MP3 Over The Ocean by DPmusic This is light, warm and beautiful music with soulful sound in R&B stile. Download MP3 Falling For You by
AG Music Just a sweet soft and nostalgic lullaby song played by a simple yet emotional old piano sound with a childish xylophone. Download MP3 Sail Away by AG Music This track was originally produced as on hold music for interactive voice responders and office phones. This track gives a positive inspirational feeling and will work well for corporate
companies, advertising agencies, websites, Tv programs, Youtube videos, and films. Great as background for slow-motions, nature documentaries, videos about space, aerial footage, and more. Ideal for vlogging, fashion projects, supercar, luxury boats, Instagram videos, models lifestyle, travel show, commercial photos, fashion streetstyle, beauty
tutorial, urban video and more. Used soft piano and mellow synth. Download MP3 Paradise Garden by Mike Nowa This is slow and deep ambient music. Download MP3 From The Street by raspberrysounds A warm, dreamy, soft chill hip-hop with charming vocal samples, stylish synth, modern drums, bass. Download MP3 Believe In Your Success by
Top Flow Uplifting corporate pop music with bright guitars, soft piano and synth pads on the background. Download MP3 Lazy Morning by MintWhale Calm chill-out music, with airy vocals, warm Rhodes chords, calm soundscapes, vinyl noise, and a slow lo-fi beat. Perfect for commercials and corporate presentations, uplifting and motivational
projects. Download MP3 Inspirational Medicine by TimTaj Soft and calm music with elements of the corporation. Download MP3 Joyful Rising by KD Music With its bossa nova rhythm and guitar melody, this track will bring an upbeat vibe to any project. Download MP3 Energy Of A New Day by Audioflame Inspirational and motivational track features
electric and acoustic guitars, muted and harmonics guitars, violin, drums. Good as background music for promotional visuals, city life, adverts and commercials, and lounge settings. The track offers upbeat background music for a lot of different projects. Great as background music for scientific documentaries, films about medical research, hi-tech
promos, etc. Download MP3 Tranquil Rainforest by Mark Woollard A calm and relaxing track with soft pads, a bell-like synth, and a flute. Track is easy editable and almost any part can be looped. Download MP3 Perfect Backstage by Alex Grey Brilliant, exciting, and motivational, this corporate tune will make you feel great. Download MP3 In The
Living Room by Azovmusic Beautiful acoustic composition with a smoothly flowing melody and peaceful mood. Download MP3 A Morning Coffee With Leticia by Audioblyca This is an experimental electronic track, with funny, yet odd digital melody. Download MP3 Neon Firefly by Mike Nowa It's positive and up tempo Acoustic track. This track is
ready to use in any relaxing content, as well as advertising and promo. Perfect background music for nature time-lapses, slow-motion videos, travel vlogs, romantic clips, promos, etc. In contrast, strong deep basses provide you a sense of calm and comfort. Download MP3 Its My Way by raspberrysounds Smooth, soft, and uplifting acoustic pop track
with a light, transparent, and beautiful melody. Download MP3 Strollin Down In Spring by Alistair Fernandes A vintage flavored upbeat chillhop track with vinyl drums, minimal beats, and a warm happy piano progression. Download MP3 Most Amazing Things by KD Music A confident, optimistic royalty free corporate tune with piano stabs, ambient
synths and pluck. Download MP3 Happiest Ukulele by Yevhen Lokhmatov A joyful ukulele tune sounds like happy children playing in a holiday place on a sunny beach. Download MP3 Download MP3 Peaceful Vietnam by FabianKreutzerSound An ethnic, peaceful track featuring Chinese zither 'žgu zhengâ', asian bells and a beautiful violin melody.
Download MP3 Deep Lake by MintWhale Deep and slow ambient music, with spatial piano notes, deep Rhodes, soft synth pads, and a slow liquid beat. Download MP3 Hypnotic Night by MintWhale Deep and mysterious chill out techno music, with e-piano chords, airy vocal sounds, spacey plucks, and a groovy beat. Download MP3 Family Picnic by
RMSound This track in corporate style. Download MP3 High Tech Time by Giraffe Music It's a technology atmospheric background music with deep bass, glitch percussion, synth, and dubstep drums. This track would work well for business presentations and could be used in other projects that need relaxing, inspiring music. Consisting of live metal
tongue/ hang drum, playing the main melody; kalimba, playing harmony; kup and def percussion. Perfect for themes relating to love and romance - or for adding some drama and passion to your scenes. Ideal for various uses, including YouTube videos, marketing and advertising, presentations, slideshows, webcasts, real estate videos and apps, travel,
and nature shows. Download MP3 Six Strings Soul by Mike Nowa It's calm Country, Folk, Americana track. Download MP3 Confident Life by MediaM Motivational, bright, and upbeat background music. Pianos and guitars give this track a warm, soft, and gentle feel in a very beautiful and dreamy way. Download MP3 Goals And Dreams by Audiocalm
Hopeful, modern, inspirational corporate background music with a successful mood. Perfect for real estate projects, tech videos, presentations, YouTube videos, films, TV, promotions, corporate videos, slideshows, commercials, business videos, advertisements, marketing, applications, visuals, etc. The melody, like the first rays of the morning sun,
awakes the frozen feelings. Download MP3 Ocean Dream by MintWhale This atmospheric track with its soft rhythms, airy pads, and spacey plucks. Suitable for corporate presentations, slideshows, business videos, science and technology projects, app promos, explainers, video tutorials and more. Beautiful piano, strings, acoustic guitar and soft
drums create cool, warm and pleasant atmosphere. Download MP3 My Weekend by raspberrysounds Stylish, atmospheric, chillhop track with sensual background vocal and sparkling summer atmosphere.The main musical instrument of the synthesizer, drum, bass, guitar, background vocal. Download MP3 Between Two Worlds by DPmusic This is
calm and atmospheric ambient track with feeling of huge space, peace and contemplation. Perfect for any medical, science, and technology projects, video reviews, infographics, innovative and technological projects, promotional videos, slide shows, corporate projects, marketing, product launch, podcasts, screensavers, television, media, commercial
projects, presentations, video explainer, youtube, video tutorials, business, science projects, medical projects, education and more! Download MP3 Window To The World by DimmyPlus It's a soft, reflective, and inspiring corporate track with piano, soft pads, and guitar melody. Suitable for family-oriented commercials, positive media content, good
memories, romantic vibes, a day in the life vlog, and more. Suitable for promotional media and uplifting marketing videos. The track is gentle and suitable for a wide range of background use or for the purpose of yoga, mediation, or other relaxing practices. This track contains soft drums, bright piano, electric guitars, and bass. Download MP3 Our
Place by MintWhale Chill and relaxed slow chill out track, with the airy guitar sounds, Rhodes chords, spatial vocals, and a lo-fi hip-hop beat. Download MP3 Warm Oceans by MintWhale This chill out track is ideal to create a relaxed laid-back vibe. Best for YouTube promos, romantic travel vlogs, videos about nature, etc. Download MP3 Journey To
Freedom by AG Music Very romantic, tender and soft piano theme with a big and mellow orchestra sound, Ideal for any drama, romance, trailer and movie scenes with an uplifting and motivated feel. This mid-tempo arrangement features upbeat ukulele and acoustic guitars, playful flute, claps, xylophone, glockenspiel, bass, and fun drums! This
cheerful instrumental track will surely bring the joy and happy feeling to a wide range of promotional media, including cute and fun marketing videos, corporate motivational videos, business retreat, and events blogs, as well as other marketing material related to fun, having a good time, achieving progress, and celebrating. Featured instruments are
piano, electric guitars, synth, drums. The piece was recorded with cellos and acoustic guitar, giving it a more heartfelt sound that provides depth to the hopeful songs. Its overall festive mood will prove to be pure gold for your various projects and videos! Thanks for listening and purchasing. This carefree music is ideal to add a summer vibe for
commercials, tv projects, urban settings, etc. Download MP3 Stay Tonight by DPmusic Very sweet and lovely acoustic jazz ballad music with calm motion and relaxing mood. It will work well on your inspiring corporate and atmospheric presentation videos, technological videos, advertisements, tutorial, development, crowdfunding videos, motion
graphics, web video projects, and other commercial visuals. Perfect as background music for space movies, video landscapes of nature, documentaries, cinematic trailers, slideshow, and more. Contains bright instruments catchy synths and bells, children laugh fx. A beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for productions looking to create a
peaceful, heartwarming mood. Perfect for advertising, showreel, fashion show, motivational and inspiring videos, film and movie soundtrack, YouTube videos, bright presentation or slideshow, sport achievement videos, colorful motion graphics, or any other commercial media which needs a fresh and catchy background. Download MP3 Old Town by
MintWhale This chill-out track has a calm and relaxing feel with tranquil Rhodes chords, spatial synths, pads, and a slow lo-fi beat. Download MP3 Always Love You by GreenBird This track created a wondrous, tender, and romantic mood. Download MP3 Not Too Long Ago by AG Music 'Not Too Long Ago' is a very soft and quite atmosphere track, with
a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background. Perfect for commercial, advertising, Vlogging, Fashion, Instagram, city video, models, travel videos, photography, lifestyle, beauty tutorial, urban videos, and more. Download MP3 Minimal Future by DimmyPlus Is an inspirational, gentle, smooth, soft mood track with relaxing positive
atmosphere give you the confidence and peace of mind. Download MP3 Calming Water by Mark Woollard A gentle, serene and tranquil new age track. Download MP3 Gentle Heart by DPmusic This one is a gentle cinematic track with warm piano leading. Ideal for lounge atmosphere, deep relaxation, elevator music, department stores, supermarkets,
phone on-hold music, weather reports, soothing tender memories, and more. Download MP3 Inspiring Technological Corporate by DimmyPlus It is a deep and inspiring track with acoustic guitar, piano, strings, and a positive synth melody. This track utilizes female vocals, piano chords, synth bass, and light percussion for an effect that is at once
mood-lifting and relaxing. Download MP3 Vintage Love by Manuel Ochoa Sentimental music recorded with cello, acoustic piano and upright bass. Download MP3 Inspire Success by MediaM Positive, beautiful, motivational, and uplifting corporate pop music would perfectly match your business presentation, commercial projects, promotional videos,
inspiring visualization, real estate slideshow music, etc. The piano and guitar are perfectly combined with strings and light atmospheric synths. Happy and motivational. Have a soft and easy-going mood. Download MP3 Romantic Scene by DPmusic This is a beautiful and lovely romantic track in cinematic style with acoustic guitar, strings, piano, cello,
and celesta featuring. Download MP3 Spend Time Together by DPmusic This one is a dreamy and easy listening track with a relaxing atmosphere and jazzy mood. Best for vlogs, presentation, fashion content, and other projects needing laid-back downbeat electronica. The middle-east melody, blended with electronic elements at mid-tempo creates a
mysterious and exotic atmosphere. Download MP3 Page 19 For Real Estate by GreenBird A peaceful and relaxing background music with a modern corporate sound will highlight any media project. Shimmering arpeggios give a sense of gentle movement and oneness with nature. This track is perfect for heartwarming stories, earth from above
footage, comfort zone relaxation, stress relief, home decoration ideas, wedding anniversary, newborn's first hours video, baby sleep music, marriage ceremonies background, and romantic love story. Download MP3 Tell Me Your Story by Audiocalm Dramatic piano orchestral track with melancholic and motivational track featuring wondrous orchestra,
smooth cello, angelic choir, flutes. Great as background music for romantic clips, intimate atmosphere, relaxing time, and more. Download MP3 Inspiring Mind by GreenBird This corporate music track will help you to convey truly professional and positive message to your audience. This track features ukulele, acoustic guitar, glockenspiel, and hand
clapping. Download MP3 Vitamin S by Alex Grey Positive and festive soft music. Perfect for inspiring projects, infographics, technology, promotion, media projects, video marketing, online education music, and more. The tune consists of piano, bass, strings, bells, and percussion sounds. Suitable for a romantic drama, fantasy cartoon animation,
dream wedding, a fairy-tale about the bell of the ball or Cinderella etc. Inspiring mood and calm vibes will be great for your spiritual, mystical, and esoteric YouTube channels, documentaries, Reiki therapy, nature movies and any projects that require a soothing, relaxing and dreamy soundtrack. Chill out leisurely, and feel the breeze! Download MP3
Like A Butterfly by Andy Littlewood Light and dreamy instrumental track featuring acoustic guitar, ukulele, mandolin, pedal steel, and soft strings. Great as background music for corporate videos, product promos, romantic moments, timelapse footages, memorable videos, etc. Most suitable for scenes of people talking and having a good time,
summer leisure, family gatherings, celebratory events, and for filming. Download MP3 Downtown Vibes by Serhii Volynchuk An optimistic minimalistic corporate background track irradiates the confidence and taste for success. Download MP3 Create A Better Future by DPmusic Atmospheric and airy electronic music with optimistic and inspirational
feelings. Great as background music for documentaries, slow motions, nature timelapses, promos, travel vlogs, and more. Download MP3 Sea Birds by Mike Nowa Relaxing Deep House track featured piano chords, bird sounds SFX, various synths effects, deep bass, electronic drums, acoustic percussion. This heartfelt, beautifully reflective, mellow
piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. Download MP3 Acoustic Spring Mood by Plastic3 Happy and positive sunny upbeat track with bright spring mood. Suitable for inspirational videos, media projects, life and travel, motivational startup video production, websites. Download MP3 Cold Heart by
SPMusicGroup Energetic and fashionable royalty-free dance beat with electric guitar and beautiful piano chords. Ideal for a wide range of children, commercial, logo, careful and tender situations. Beautiful background for love stories, romantic dinners, restaurant ambiance, tender and sentimental videos, or more. Will be perfect for various media
projects like presentation, advertising, commercial, slideshow, time lapse video, etc. A caring tender gentle feel. Download MP3 Melancholy Requiem by Audiocalm Sad melancholy classical sorrow tune. The smooth vocals and dreamy melody create a laid-back, environment for you to unwind, enjoy a drink or two, or read a book. The main instruments
are digital synth pads, piano, bass and soft drums. Download MP3 The Rhythm Of The World by GreenBird This chill-out instrumental composition will create the perfect ambiance for your documentary, world commercial, or music project. Download MP3 Do Not Look Back by GreenBird It's a motivational, energetic track in the pop-rock style
including electric guitars, piano, strings, catchy melody, and groove. You will be invited to a magical land filled with carefree smiles and radiant sun rays! Absolutely perfect for your children related projects, TV shows, radio broadcast, cartoons, animations, baby commercials, promos and various Youtube contents! Take this one for a spin today and
make your projects shine brighter than the morning Sun! Enjoy it now! Download MP3 Slow Wave by Yoav Alyagon A slow and relaxed ambient electronica with a calm, laidback, intimate mood, and not a hurry feel. Creates an dream-like atmosphere. Download MP3 My Saturday by raspberrysounds Relaxed lo-fi background track with sound of
sampled vinyl and cool chillhop beat. Great as background music for romantic videos, product promos, timelapse footages, memorable videos, etc. Perfect for commercial use, relaxation, tv marketing, as on-hold music, and more. Soft synth bells make this delicate melody sparkle. Features of clarinet, oboe, xylophone, marimba, pizzicato strings,
piano, and orchestral mallet instruments. Download MP3 Corporate Inspiration by Media Sushi An inspiring and uplifting background track perfect to set an optimistic and motivational mood. Download MP3 Yoga Practice by Yevhen Lokhmatov Relax music track for meditation, yoga and spa. This music is perfect as background music for daily routine
videos, relaxing time, de-stress hold music, and much more. Download MP3 Time To Think by raspberrysounds Chill, soothing warm lo-fi hip-hop track with sensual vocal samples, atmospheric ambient synth, airy harp, modern and cool bass, stylish drums, soft warm percussion. Download MP3 One Perfect Moment by AG Music One Perfect Moment is
a very soft and quite atmosphere track, with a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background. Perfect background for inspiring and motivational projects, corporate presentations, advertising videos, YouTube videos, tutorials, slideshows, explainers, montages, openers, business videos, and more. This relaxing background music is perfect
to create profound relaxation. Download MP3 Light Life by GreenBird This is a very soft, gentle, and soothing acoustic track featuring guitars, piano, and subtle pad. The track consists of reversed guitar, piano, beautiful voice cuts and spectacular percussion. Suitable for any video, online advertising, presentation, social media, healthcare projects,
video explainers, presentation, infographics and slideshow music, real estate marketing videos, etc. Suitable for corporate and business videos, kids projects, promotional videos, slideshows, movies, commercial projects, summer walks, car trips, and more. Inspiring & uplifting acoustic pop track in corporate genre with a soft motivational feeling.
Bright and uplifting music for dramatic, romantic and inspiring videos, wedding movies, love stories, motivational and business presentations. Download MP3 Page 10 Hope And Mercy by DPmusic This one is gentle and intimate royalty-free piano music with touching sound and a peaceful atmosphere. You can use this track for you meditation,
relaxation and as a background sound for you visual content. Download MP3 How Sweet It Is by Strat 56 A very sweet heartfelt instrumental acoustic guitar duet with a classical influence. Ideal backdrop music to slip away from stress or anxiety into a state of bliss and tranquility. Works well for science or cosmology videos, life mysteries or
breakthroughs, alien planet, dream, and deep moods, longing and loneliness scenes, and more. Download MP3 Ideal Solution by DPmusic A beautiful and hovering corporate music with a smooth atmosphere and calming mood. Suitable for advertising, gadget presentation, slide show, fashion show, blog, on YouTube and for other projects. Perfect for
emotional scenes where there may never be a happy ending or for scenes of rest and reflection about the past or future. Perfect for corporate visuals, travel vlogs, documentaries, product presentations, commercials, adverts of dance events, and more. Download MP3 Sweet Time by APmuse It is a feel-good and carefree folk acoustic track with sunny
acoustic guitars and a real whistle. But it can also be used to create a relaxed intro in real estate video or segue between scenes in your vlogs. Download MP3 Business And Technology by Sergey Wednesday Dynamic corporate tune, featuring light piano melody, and minimal house elements. Ideal as a calm and quite underscore for any nature videos,
drone footage, or on hold music. Imagine a peaceful scene being at home during winter fests, relaxing near the fireplace with beloved ones, while snow falls outside the window. Download MP3 Chimes Of Heaven by Mark Woollard A tranquil, meditative piece, featuring piano, choir and soft pads. Download MP3 A Drink In Pool by Nuform Music This
track will help you set a calm and relaxed tone. Lullabies are a completely natural way of getting your child to calming down and fall asleep. Hypnotic synth chords, fashion, trending sounding. This beautiful royalty-free tune can be perfect as a background for promotional videos, technology presentations, science and sci-fi videos, documentaries,
high-tech developments and modern engineering videos, corporate presentations and business ads or more. Download MP3 Above The Earth by Soundroll A chill, ambient track featuring lush atmosphere, and wide sound consisting. Clear, bright grooves create a positive atmosphere as the track builds to a powerful and inspirational crescendo. A light
easy sound and feel. Whether you're chilling by the pool, running around town, or enjoying the weekend with friends, this easy listening music score will emphasize your content. This tune would be nice for relaxation, travel documentaries, science experiments, educational movies, information flow, data presentation, movement or constant change.
Download MP3 Sensual Heart by DPmusic A sensual and peaceful piano track with gentle sound and calming mood. Ideal for those tender love scenes, but can also play an important role in a heartwarming documentary Download MP3 Our Cozy Place by MintWhale Peaceful lo-fi chillstep music, with Rhodes chords, cute plucks, deep pads, dreamy
airy vocals, and a slow beat. Use it as background music in your yoga practice, study, or during concentration. Perfect for film scores, reflective moments, wedding inspired videos, romantic and touchful story, family albums, nostalgic moments of life, photo slideshows, social films, motivational presentations, cinematic projects, emotional journey.
Intimate brass, deep acoustic piano, double bass and modern drum loops. Download MP3 The Proof by AG Music An inspiring and confident corporate track. This track is ideal for business advertising, company promotion, construction, marketing, motivational videos, commercial projects, presentations, social media, YouTube, and more. 4 versions
included. This piece evokes feelings of a simpler time, a country lane or an open road. The main instruments are electric guitar and drums. Download MP3 Romantic Date by Plastic3 A beautiful, melodious pop track about our fleeting life with a tender piano solo, somnolent drums, pad and fx. Warm sound of elegant piano with symphonic orchestra
create very subtle and intimate atmosphere. This track might be a good choice for your video presentation, and media projects related to science research, innovative thinking, uplifting mood, startup, and more. Nice and stylish background for intro/outro music, presentation, advertising, vlog or film. It features ethnic percussions, acoustic
instruments, such as kalimba and marimba, and some woodwinds. The great backing track for funny videos, kids videos or family-related commercials. Download MP3 Fresh Midnight by Infraction Modern, fresh, energetic, motivational indie pop for incredible projects such as: youtube videos, sport, fitness, racing, fight, workout videos, beauty blogs,
festivals, openers, intros, presentations. Download MP3 Travel To Remember by APmuse There are no limits to the world you can reach. Download MP3 Dream Atmosphere by MediaM Soothing and relaxing music for meditation, relaxation, daydreaming, sleeping, dreaming, massage, spa, stress reliever, healing therapy, for complete peace of mind,
video about space, nature, etc. Download MP3 Sunny Ukulele by Audioflame This is a very simple and positive corporate track with ukulele, bells, piano and whistle. Accordion and violin add a folk touch. Download MP3 Tai Chi Relaxation by FabianKreutzerSound An ethnic relaxing instrumental world music track with Asian instruments like koto,
flute and symphonic strings. The tune consists of piano, guitar, bass, strings, bells, and percussion sounds. A simple drum beat keeps things upbeat throughout, while bells and claps provide an extra feel-good touch. Ideal for advertising, commercials, documentary, trailer, time-lapse, life style, cocktail parties, in-store music, hotel resorts, drone
footage or for any project needing a distinguished and fresh mood. Light acoustic guitars with cinematic piano and guitar harmonics playing very romantic and lovely melody and fills. The melody is slightly rustic, hinting at country fields or glorious landscapes. Download MP3 Nonstop Fun by APmuse It's carefree and happy acoustic music with a
positive mood. Download MP3 Old Vinyl by ArtIss Catchy, calming, and warm this chillhop track will put you at ease state while taking everything in with an open mind. Perfect for advertising, love stories, Valentine's Day videos, travel and holiday visuals. Enjoy! Download MP3 Future Horizons by Azovmusic Uplifting and motivational pop and indie
infused track to put you in a good mood and leave you feeling inspired. Orchestral string section comes in later to bring the listener a warm and emotional feel. Download MP3 Peaceful Flowing by DPmusic Ambient pop music with a beautiful and peaceful atmosphere. Featuring piano, strings, choir, and bells. Great as background music for corporate
videos, travel visuals, documentaries or scientific projects, urban contents, etc. It will sound great on wedding ceremonies and videos, romantic scenes, classical art events. A combination of synths pads, piano lead is complemented by string and textures. Ideal for cinematic projects, that need romance and 'classical' feel. Download MP3 Solutions by
Serhii Volynchuk Strong minimalistic background corporate track with a nice mood of happiness, confidence, inspiring success. The melody creates a relaxing and soothing mood. Nice music for advertising, nature videos, videos from drones, inspiring speeches, product promotional videos, presentational, educational videos, and much more. Great as
background music for scientific documentaries, films about space, travel vlogs, hi-tech promos, etc. Download MP3 Somewhere In The Depths by SPMusicGroup Very sad and sensual track with a beautiful voice cuts and duduk melody. Download MP3 Timelapse Heartbeat by Nazar Rybak Futuristic, positive & uplifting light industrial underscore.
Perfect for commercial videos, motivational advertising, inspirational podcast or just as an instrumental background for your multimedia project. Download MP3 Silent Prayer by DPmusic Light and peaceful ambient music with analog pads, strings, piano, and electric guitar featuring. This track can be used for a video game, videos about high tech, or
infographics. Perfect for different projects like corporate works, classical intros, classical trailers, documentaries, films, wedding videos, etc. Key of C, 76 bpm Download MP3 African Expedition by Geoff Harvey Uplifting African instrumentation creates a carefree and inspiring ethnic melody useful for travel, documentary and world themed projects.
Download MP3 Motivational Step by Music Box This track aims to create a warm, natural, and at the same time, motivational feel. 2 versions are available: full track/piano solo version Download MP3 Acoustic Moments by Eitan Epstein Music This is a soft and peaceful folk acoustic guitar music, full of heartwarming mood and relax. Download MP3
Carry Me Home by John Radford A light but sombre piano track which is complimented by soft rich strings. This chill and deep track can be used as a music background for documentary films, logo intros, relaxation, yoga session, meditation or spa youtube videos. Download MP3 Majestic Universe by MediaM Dreamy, beautiful and peaceful music
with huge space and warm atmospheric sound. Perfect for film trailers, adverts, intros, various cinematic purposes, and other video material where you want a piece that hooks the viewer straight away. Positive, feelgood, happy. This relaxing soundtrack serves as perfect music for Yoga, Reiki or other relaxation or treatment sessions. Perfect for use
in corporate video, positive advertisements and lively lifestyle programming. Download MP3 Magical Snowflakes by Ionics Music A magical Christmas tune full of positive melodies, suitable for commercials, Xmas animations, video games, and winter holiday-related audio-visual content. Download MP3 Digital Timelapse by Dopestuff This futuristic
and atmospheric electronic track provides an excellent background for your visuals and can be used as bed music for your voiceovers. Wonderful background for sky and space views, nature beauty videos, inspiring speeches, deep relaxations, meditations and yoga classes, prayerful videos, love stories, and more. Ideal for use in multimedia projects,
life-affirming podcasts, family vlogs, voice-overs, educational videos, kids projects and other use. Download MP3 Blurred Out by AG Music A meditation track with ethereal pads and textured instruments, with very distant synths soundscape. Download MP3 Wonderful Happy Summer by ColourTunes Easy-going acoustic background music with a
positive, and relaxed mood. Nice background for retreat experience, drone timelapse video, nature landscapes, ocean views, travel vlogs, hotel and spa presentations, advertising and promo projects, cinematic sunsets or sunrise pictures. Download MP3 Melancholic Evening by MintWhale Calm and peaceful music, with airy guitar melody, warm
Rhodes chords, calm pads, vinyl noise, and a slow lo-fi beat. Download MP3 Say Something by Diva Production Music If you are looking for low-fi background music, this is it!. This track is excellent for creating a late-night atmosphere for your content. Perfect for weddings, charity videos, romantic moments, emotional events, love scenes,
melodramas, peaceful nature views, and many more. This delightful background music is perfect for any moment of your day, ready to be a great escape from the pressures of life. Great bossa nova music for ambient situations, relaxed moments, restaurant cafe scenes and background usage. Loopable, relaxing, and not annoying, it can be used as any
kind of background music. This music inspires optimism, confidence, success, joy, freshness, epic, romance, new beginnings, hope, and more. Perfect for nature footage, space documentaries, sci-fi, philosophical projects, dramatic videos, films, meditation, yoga, etc. Perfect for promotional videos, TV advertising and so much more! Download MP3
Slow Sunset by MintWhale Peaceful chill-out track, with deep Rhodes chords, spacey guitar melody, spatial vocal swells, airy pads, and a slow beat. Download MP3 Looking Up by Mark Woollard A beautiful, melodic acoustic track that is both sensitive and understated. Download MP3 Summer Clouds by MintWhale Calm and nostalgic ambient track,

with the spacey pads, vocal swells, warm Rhodes chords, and a slow airy beat. Download MP3 Inside The Dream by MediaM Dreamy and relaxed electronic chillout track with a thoughtful atmosphere and gentle beat. Nice track for any Video, Media, Youtube, Slide-Show, Radio, TV, Internet projects. Warm and gentle moods. Download MP3 Fashion
Tech by ColourTunes Background tech lounge music. Download MP3 Take It All by AG Music An inspiring and motivational track about chasing your dreams, reaching for your goals, and living your best life. Will be great for travel and lifestyle vlogs, family oriented commercials, romantic wedding videos, ads with children, corporate presentations
and many more. Download MP3 Urban Casual by DimmyPlus It is a smooth funky track with catchy guitars, a stylish hip-hop beat, and atmospheric organ chords. Great for advertising, business presentations, slideshow, timelapse, motivating video, video about nature, architecture and other projects. It is universal and ideal for holiday, children
themes, ads etc. Download MP3 Stardust by Yoav Alyagon Positive and bright track in the easy-listening corporate genre with a soft motivational inspiring feeling. Also perfect for science, technology and futuristic topics in documentaries and other productions with similar topics. Download MP3 Feel The Beat by DPmusic Modern smooth jazz music
track with groovy atmosphere and funky beat. Featuring with delay electric guitar, synthesizer, modern rock rhythm. Download MP3 Tech Calm by MediaM Decide on calm, soft, hopeful, and inspiring corporate background music good for innovative and technological projects, promotional videos, slideshows. Perfect for motivational business
presentation, on hold music, corporate slideshow, positive advertising montage, and creative corporate video project. Download MP3 Desire For Success by Music Box This positive track has a soft uplifting and motivational mood. Perfect for creating great backing in product advertising retail, infomercial or branding campaign, luxury advert,
restaurant cafe lounge, elegant scenes, summer beach vacation. Perfect for presentations, advertising, Travel & sports. This is perfect for your video or presentation due to its calm mood and unobtrusive minimal sound. Download MP3 Lay And Chill by DimmyPlus A relaxing, lo-fi royalty-free lounge track with a warm beat, atmospheric melodic
guitars, and lulling Rhodes pads. This track will add feelings of motivation emotions, confidence, success, and achievement. And also for: video about cars, video about cook and food, promotion, commercial, advertising video, youth advertising, photo collage and photo slideshow, cute video, other urban and street lifestyle video. Thanks for listening
and purchasing! Download MP3 Believe In Luck by DPmusic Great uplifting pop music with optimistic and motivational feeling. It incorporates a glockenspiel with a piano, strings, and a steady beat. This track would be a good choice for projects related to Spain and Mediterranean culture. 2 versions are available: Full track / Without vocals Download
MP3 Lonely Morning by MintWhale Nostalgic, and reflective ambient piano music, with warm soundscapes, and airy pads. A great background for urban street scenes and nature documentaries, romantic videos, and many other projects! Download MP3 Blurry Dreams by AG Music Blurry Dreams is a light ambient music track with soft synth, hypnotic
pads, and modulated effects. Download MP3 Inner World by DPmusic A beautiful ambient track with warm analog pads, soft piano, light synth, strings, and deep bass. Download MP3 Space Traveler by AG Music A very subtle, smooth and calming atmosphere. Download MP3 Morning Dreams by MintWhale A calm, relaxing R&B chill-out tune with
spatial vocal chops, warm Rhodes chords, airy pads, and a soulful beat.Perfect as background music for romantic visuals, travel vlogs, intimate atmosphere, and stylish adverts. Perfect as background music for documentaries, scientific films about space, abstract visuals or installations, promos, etc. Perfect for any medical, science, and technology
projects, education, and more! Download MP3 These Romantic Feelings by DPmusic This one is a sentimental acoustic jazz track with a heartwarming sound and a romantic mood. Download MP3 Good For All by KD Music A happy and carefree track with a larger than life vibe. The track perfect for great on luxury advertising video, business project,
corporate media, presentation and any project needing inspiring and modern moods. Download MP3 Evening Nostalgy by raspberrysounds A relaxing commercial track in the style Chillout Hip-Hop for your stylish and inspiring projects! This warm, cozy track with chill beat and sensual vocal samples perfect for commercial, vlog, advertising, fashion,
vlogging, sport, lifestyle, vimeo, travel vlog, TV background and many others projects. Used synth pluck and soft percussion. Great for yoga and meditation practices, nature videos, wellness content, spa and massage therapies, relaxation from stress, or background for inspiring stories. Download MP3 Tropical Marine Worlds by Yevhen Lokhmatov
This is positive tropical relax music that brings to mind images of a warm climate, beautiful girls on a beach, green palm trees, and white sand. Download MP3 Return To Childhood by MintWhale Peaceful and relaxing chill-out music, with Rhodes chords, airy vocal cuts, spacey synths, pads, and soft beats. Perfect to create a slightly retro feel for
voice-over narration, a vintage film noir movie, nostalgia, and relaxation. Download MP3 Soft Day by Starjam Confident and uplifting corporate theme music featuring e-piano, electric guitar. A good choice for any medical, science, and technology projects. Perfect for scenes of relaxation and tranquility. Perfect for Kickstarter campaigns, product
promos, romantic moments, timelapse footage s and more! Download MP3 Ideal Simplicity by DPmusic This one is a light and beautiful royalty-free track with an airy sound and peaceful mood. Relaxing and calm. Download MP3 Above The Lake by MintWhale The dreamy and peaceful cinematic piano theme, with airy pads and spatial ambient effects.
Download MP3 Wait Right Here by AG Music Soft and atmospheric folky track, acoustic guitar with a very acoustic guitar strumming. Excellent choice for wedding love story, romantic moments, sentimental marriage pictures, soft and tender moments together. Perfect music for wedding ceremony. To accompany nature scenes, gardens and water.
Nice background for inspiring stories, winter nature views, weddings, romantic and touching videos, charity, gentle moments, dreamy videos, and many more. Features low pads interspersed with steady beats to evoke the idea of rain steadily falling and thumping sounds here and there to make it more real. Download MP3 Lets Dance All Night Long
by Audioflame Modern, upbeat and summer dance pop music for commercials / advertising, broadcast, sport, promo, website, TV show, travel, vlog and many more. Check out this uplifting acoustic track with a sunny mood featuring ukulele, piano, fun percussion, whistle sound, and joyful glockenspiel! It's also perfect for advertising, children's
videos, family travel vlogs, or any project in need of a positive and motivational background. Download MP3 Wind In Her Hair by Mike Nowa Americana Folk, country style track made of electric, acoustic, slide guitars, bass and drums. Download MP3 Advertising Corporate by Azovmusic Inspirational and positive commercial background for your
motivational video project. Also perfect for royalty-free business music, podcast background music, inspiring presentation, video or motivational slideshow, and for many other purposes. Suitable as a dramatic soundtrack for wild nature videos, deep relationships, timelapse movies, romantical lovely stories, beautiful heartfelt drama, finding new hope
after the heart was broken . Perfect to add depth to a romantic plot, dramatic cinematic film, inspirational life story, aerial drone footage, new love, nostalgia, innocence and beauty. Meandering synths create a hazy and dream-like melody with a subtle piano lead. Download MP3 Walk In The Forest by MintWhale Peaceful chill-out track, with the
water drop sounds, Rhodes chords, airy vocals, spatial flute melody, and a lo-fi hip-hop beat. Download MP3 Tech Business by MediaM It is soft, calm, hopeful, and inspiring corporate background music. This track will suit very well in films, video games, documentaries, dystopian, trailers, and other projects that want a sad emotion. Spacey, dreamy,
flowing, positive with healing and meditation mood. An ideal choice for vlogs, youtube videos, commercials, web advertisements, beauty product commercials, lifestyle videos, and more. Download MP3 Lofi Dreams by Dopestuff Check out this incredible chillhop track with gorgeous saxophone bits, smooth bass, airy guitar elements, and lo-fi vinyl fx.
Download MP3 Our Souls Are Close by Audioflame Smooth groovy and rhythmic track with an urban feel. Ideal as background music for travel documentaries, presenting holiday resorts or real estate. Perfect for presenting new ideas or products to the world for the first time, whether in advertising or reviews. Download MP3 Space Dreams by
AleXZavesa This electronic ambient royalty free music track with glitch percussions, low bass, atmospheric synths and xylophone. This track is consisting of many deep and wide sounds made by digital synths. Great for real estate slideshow, technological projects, business presentations, tutorials, inspiring visualization, technical developments,
marketing, product promos, television, video explainer, science. Perfect for Yoga & Meditation videos, intimate scenes in films, and more. Download MP3 Calm Child by Azovmusic Beautiful acoustic composition. This track is one of ten from the album "Sleepy Bee - Velvet Dreams." Download MP3 Inspiring Reality by Soundroll Clean and soft
background music for corporate and promotional presentation. 2 versions available: 1) full track; 2) piano solo. Great to illustrate peaceful scenes, summer holidays, sunny beaches, coconuts, Jamaica seaside, marijuana, or whatever you would like to associate with reggae music. Would work well as background music for nature timelapse video, Yoga
practice, deep relaxation, meditation, spa therapy, reiki healing practice, inner peace. Enjoy! Download MP3 The Memory Of Us by AG Music â€œThe Memory of Usâ€ is beautiful, tender, and romantic background music for your projects. Download MP3 Sunlight Inspiration by Sascha Giebel Beautiful inspirational acoustic guitar and piano theme
over light and airy drums and percussion with additional soft melodic acoustic guitar elements. Featuring a subtle bassline, cool SFX sounds, and a straight beat. Download MP3 Happy Baby Playing by Owen Mulcahy A playful innocent little ukulele song reminds me of a little Happy baby playing and exploring their surrounding. This track is perfect
for any relaxing video material. Download MP3 Happy Face by Christian Aen This upbeat bright and happy song features ukulele, glockenspiel and claps. Ideal for projects related to technology, real estate, health and global business. This royalty-free music can perfectly fit for lounge zones, coffee shops, hotel lobbies, romantic dinners, travel videos,
or as on old music for call centers or elevators. Download MP3 Winter Lights by Emilio Merone This dreamy and optimistic modern classical composition features an ostinato piano melody, warm pads, and a strings ensemble to create a joyful and inspirational mood. Perfect as background music for silent locations, memorial videos, documentaries,
funeral slideshow, scenes linked to isolation, loneliness, and melancholy. Ideal for sentimental commercial, atmospheric underscore, Documentary films, nature, animals, travel etc. Featuring acoustic and electric pianos, tubular bells, antique sleigh bells, strings, and percussion. Download MP3 Mindfulness Meditation by AG Music It's an ambient
track that was created specifically for calm relaxing, yoga music, and other spiritual and relaxation practices. Download MP3 A Simple Dream by Erick McNerney Wordless, atmospheric indie-folk with bittersweet melody and electric guitar. Downtempo beat, deep bass, soft guitar and contemplative chill vibes creates meditative chillout relax feel.
This song will help you to convey positive feelings toward your product. Download MP3 Blossom Lights by Emilio Merone A gentle and peaceful piano melody and slow chamber strings create a contemplative and ethereal mood, evoking a calm, relaxed and intimate atmosphere. Starting with a soft confident intro and building up to a winning
successful feeling. Perfect background for an inspiring, modern business project, advertising, commercial, slideshow, video presentation, travel, vlog, tutorial, slideshow and etc. A soothing, memorable cinematic melody with a touch of magic and mystery. It will help you to relax and concentrate. The piece provides an unforgettable soundtrack that is
deeply intimate and lush, yet at the same time distinct and original. Download MP3 Light Moments by MediaM Bright uplifting background track for your corporate media projects, presentation, business video and more. Download MP3 Jungle Crisis by FabianKreutzerSound A dramatic piece of orchestral music featuring ethnic instruments like
bamboo flute and gong. Download MP3 I Am Still Here by AG Music An elegant soft lifting piano composition with an uplifting outlook.This theme will grab your viewers, and stirs up emotions of love, happiness, and romance. Download MP3 East Express by Soundroll Arabian royalty-free composition. This upbeat, easy-going acoustic track has a
lighthearted and sweet mood. It's perfect for abstract visuals, scientific documentaries, landscapes, stylish adverts, and travel media content. Beautifully electric nylon string guitar phrasing, lush strings, keyboards, nice bass and drum backing. Download MP3 Confident Moving by Audiocalm Inspiring corporate motivational tune with dreamy and
uplifting sound. Download MP3 Good Old Time by raspberrysounds A dreamy and mellow lo-fi hip-hop track with a cool and chilled urban vibe. Download MP3 Beautiful View by MintWhale Peaceful and dreamy soundscape in chillhop style. Perfect for advertising, youtube videos, corporate presentations, motivational videos and more. Soothing and
light in feel, this track is perfect for film, television, corporate videos and more. 2 versions available: 1) full track; 2) version without drums Download MP3 Soft Promotional by Music Box It's bright and happy music that sounds light and airy. It acts as a background audio track or even as a score. This focused and energetic track is perfect for any
subject related to business, economy, and profit. Download MP3 Virtual Things by MintWhale This deep, downtempo music features a slow chill-out beat, spacey plucks, spatial female vocal, Rhodes chords, and an airy pads. Download MP3 Unusual World by MediaM Add a slinky, suburban, and cinematic atmosphere to your project. Download MP3
Ghosts Of The End by Andrea Baroni A dark and contemplative ambient electronic track, lead by electric piano. Good composition for scenes of kindness, humanity, and beautiful feelings. This track will take your activity to a new level. Download MP3 Childhood Memory by AG Music Very touching, delicate and mellow, romantic piece smooth and
gentle acoustic piano. Download MP3 Okinawa Mystery by FabianKreutzerSound A melancholic and dramatic piece of Japanese world music featuring ethnic instruments like shakuhachi bamboo flute, koto, tanpura and taiko drums. Perfect background music for product presentation, design, modern lifestyle, abstract scenes. Download MP3 The Calm
by Manuel Ochoa Soft music track recorded on piano, clarinet and strings. Download MP3 Happiness In My Veins by APmuse Happy, energetic, upbeat music, with nice saxes, bright guitars, trumpets, piano, bass, snaps, and swing drums. Well suited for presentations, corporate, nature and travel video, science, business videos, technology movie.
Perfect for all kinds of your media projects: advertising, TV, cinema, movie, film, business projects, commercial or lifestyle videos, travel, slideshows, YouTube videos, family videos, presentations, kid videos, summer vacations, and many more. Download MP3 Broken Hearted by AG Music Broken Hearted is a very soft and quite atmosphere track, with
a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background. Download MP3 Endless Spirits by AG Music Listen to this healing music track for a calm and peaceful mind. Used electric guitar, piano, strings, deep bass and soft drums. Featuring acoustic and electric guitars, warm acoustic bass, tenderness bell mallets melody and brushes. Enjoy!
Download MP3 Spring Of Success by Sikosbest Inspiring and motivational corporate background music with a positive, uplifting and inspiring mood. Good for any corporate projects, and advertising your business. This track will provide a peaceful and serene atmosphere for your projects. Created for relaxing, deep sleep, recreation, pain relief, yoga.
Download MP3 Nature In Time Lapse by Plastic3 This is my new, positive corporate music, gentle rock music track with sunny bright mood, which contains electric guitars, electronic drums and live bass. A great choice for your new media and video projects. This heartfelt, A beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for movie productions which
looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. For example, for business advertising, promotion, presentation, construction, marketing, education, real estate, and more. Download MP3 Healing And Meditation Mood by AG Music An atmospheric new-age ambiance with soft atmospheres pads fills out the arrangement. Great as background music
for nature time-lapses, romantic clips, landscapes or aerial footage, etc. A good choice for explainer video project! This track can also be used for: conferences, advertising, events, business, presentations, slideshows, technology, science, construction, medicine, education, real estate, information projects, tutorial, innovation, infographics, YouTube
videos and more. Deep, resonant sound aims at relaxation in a natural setting. Key of A, 120 bpm Download MP3 Losing Gravity by DPmusic Cool and atmospheric lounge music with modern sound and easy dance beat. Download MP3 Children Always Have A Good Mood by BeepCode Happy, positive and uplifting instrumental with great mix of
acoustic guitars, ukulele, snaps, claps, etc. This track is consisting of wooden flute playing main melody and wide and soft synths. Tranquil, relaxing, thoughtful, accepting. Download MP3 Just Beautiful by Audio Walker Melodic and beautiful future chill track with smooth female vocal chops, acoustic guitar and delicate synth melodies. Good
background for corporate and business promo videos, success stories, career achievements, product advertising, real estate presentations or more. Download MP3 Soft Morning Breeze by AG Music Very soft, romantic and quite atmosphere track, with a very smooth and gentle guitar movement in the background, This heartfelt a beautifully reflective,
mellow piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. Download MP3 Your Love by MintWhale Dive into a sensual, atmospheric downtempo chillout experience with this luxurious, premium music track. Featuring soulful guitar melodies and floating bass background. Finding the right royalty free
copyright music can be tricky. Download MP3 For One Who Believes by DimmyPlus An uplifting and hopeful corporate royalty-free track, featuring airy plucked guitar, inspiring warm piano, acoustic guitar, steady drums and positive mood. Download MP3 The African Life by Geoff Harvey Joyful African theme with flavours of traditional Folk tradition.
This track can be used as a soft musical background for websites, computer games, tv or radio jingles, advertising and commercial inspiring video, wedding or nature slideshows, time-lapse videos. Similar to Coldplay or Stereophonics. Ideal for a wide range of projects related to love, romance, together forever, rustic wedding, Valentine's day, and so
on. Sensitive Creature by DPmusic This is a beautiful and very emotional cinematic piano theme with strings, celesta, pads, and acoustic piano. Ideal background music for luxury retail, perfume commercial, makeup industry projects, sophisticated and catchy video content, also good for in-store music, corporate presentation and more. Download MP3
Eternal Shining by Elena Naumova Sweet and naive easy-listening composition with childlike melody that will sparkle your imagination. Dreamy e-piano chords blend with spacey female vocals and soft pads to build a dreamy atmosphere. Download MP3 Forecast by Yevhen Lokhmatov Atmospheric and positive theme with modern lounge feel.
Download MP3 Stay Calm by Giraffe Music This is an easy listening, calm and soft music. Download MP3 Think About You by Top Flow Beautiful, light and inspiring, background corporate track with ambient soft piano and gentle pads on the background. Electric bass and drums put a fun and modern twist on this elegant classical music. Additional
versions in this package: Full Track, 60s Edit, 30s Edit, Underscore. In the style of the soundtrack to "American Beauty" by Thomas Newman. Slow, easy, deep and very sweet. Download MP3 Ethical Business by Geoff Harvey A corporate and inspiring theme features felt piano, glockenspiel, synths, and drums, creating a positive and inspiring
instrumental corporate rock track that conveys uplifting, inspirational feelings and emotions. Download MP3 Paradise by Emanmusic Soft calming chill-out music with relaxing peaceful feeling and soothing calm mood. With ethnic instruments like delicate kalimba and soft marimba blended with a full orchestra. Optimal background for educational
videos, business projects, presentations, advertising, promos, real estate, drone videos, and more. Download MP3 Perfect Simplicity by DPmusic This is calm, easy, light and truly beautiful background music with pure and warm sound. Perfect for promo videos, presentations, travel videos, web commercials, vacation videos, slideshows, and much
more. A great background for wedding frames, travel vlogs, romantic clips, and many other projects! Download MP3 Be Optimistic Always by Music Box Calm instrumental electronica music theme with comforting, relaxed hi-tech feel. Download MP3 Lazy Mornings by raspberrysounds It's a background, carefree, stylish Hip-Hop track with an elegant
electric guitar, vocal samples, nice drums, bass, perÑussions. Download MP3 Sunshine Everyday by APmuse This is a sunny, carefree, upbeat acoustic music track with a catchy, easy-going melody and warm mood. This track will help motivate your audience to achieve new heights. A bright and positive track that creates colorful imagery in the mind
of a playful kid having fun while playing outdoors or just experiencing simple daily activities like washing dishes or reading new books. The hopeful and optimistic mood will create a perfect ambience for your inspiring videos, inspiring presentations, tutorials, background music for your company advertisements. Download MP3 Warm Breath by
MintWhale Lush ambient chill-out tune, with pads, vocals, warm Rhodes chords, spatial synths, and a slow beat. Meant to be a background music track it will work perfectly for corporate presentations, commercials, and projects in need of a gentle, uplifting atmosphere. Positive & uplifting track featuring ukulele, claps and whistles. Perfect music for
movies, cinematic videos, melodramas, love stories, sentimental moments, weddings, and many more. Download MP3 Morning Sky by MintWhale Inspiring Asian chill-out music, with Rhodes chords, spacey arps, deep pads, airy vocals, and a hip-hop beat. Ideal as background music for an inspirational and successful story, advertisement and TV
commercial, brand company and news, science and invention, architecture and trade, technology and education, media project, podcast, and more motivational video productions. The dreamy and slow synths mixed with the piano and bass make this track great for narration, background music or underscore for various video productions. Vinyl,
sensual kalimba, elegant piano, nice drums, bass, vocal samples, textured percussion add mystery and captivating energy! Download MP3 Pleasant Trip by GreenBird Pleasant Trip - the inspirational acoustic track featuring with folk guitar, piano, synth and warm pad. Good choice for presentations, medical projects, technology, business projects, real
estate video and new technology for health, as well as for scientific projects and corporate presentations, infographics and as call hold music, etc. Conveys feelings of joy, holiday, and sunshine. Perfect for photo slide show, vacation video and TV advertising, backgrounds on the media. Download MP3 Tropical Summer Vibes by SnowMusicStudio
Happy and innocent tropical house music similar to Kygo. Download MP3 Just A Little Hope by AG Music "Just A Little Hope" is a very soft and quite atmosphere track, with a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background,This heartfelt, A beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create a peaceful,
heartwarming mood. Download MP3 Ethernal Flame by Manuel Ochoa Imagine an immense ocean, every day the sun rises and the water is shimmered. Download MP3 Stand Be Me by Elena Naumova Touching and soft piano accompanied orchestra music with warm sound and mellow mood. The characteristics for this melody are very inspiring, feel
good and work well with animal themes. Download MP3 Her Silhouette by MintWhale Melancholic ambient track, with slow touching piano, slow spatial pads, and soundscapes. Download MP3 Cook Like A Chef by APmuse It's fun, upbeat, and catchy jazz music that featured saxes, trumpets, piano, and nice jazz drumming. Love and relationship,
eternal friendship, caring/caressing. This beautiful acoustic composition includes acoustic guitar and piano. Download MP3 Changing Winds by AG Music Changing Winds is a very soft quiet and relaxing track with a peaceful feel. A melody filled with peace and happiness. Featuring sensual vocal samples, romantic piano, smooth pads. Download MP3
Sweet Summer by Diva Production Music An inspirational and uplifting track featuring warm acoustic guitars. Download MP3 Cloudy Dreams by Audiocalm It is atmospheric, airy, calm, hopeful track that create chill, love, ethereal mood. Download MP3 Quiet Snowfall by DPmusic Gentle and calming piano music featuring strings, celesta, harp, and
cello. Download MP3 Old Roads by MintWhale Calm, relaxing chill out music, with Rhodes chords, deep pads, airy flute, and a slow lo-fi beat. Good theme for a good season. Great for business and financial presentations, advertising, travel, video tutorials, real estate, product placements, merchandising, success, and other motivational uses. Use this
tune in your video on nature pollution, natural disasters, and any other documentary. Download MP3 Streets Watching by raspberrysounds It's a fresh, lively, background Hip-Hop Beat track with charming vocal samples, modern synth, pads, drums, bass, stylish percussion. Download MP3 Achieve The Goal by TimTaj It's a confident, motivational
corporate track. Perfect for advertisement, children's, home and family videos, cooking, cheerful holiday visuals and other happy content. Download MP3 My Mistress Eyes by AG Music Surreal, relaxed and beautiful meditation music. Download MP3 Look At Us Now by AG Music Are you celebrating good times with family and friends, of hitting the
open road on a beautiful day, or maybe the joy at the end of a long journey, or a simple romantic walk on the beach? Download MP3 Boundless Imagination by DPmusic Groovy and catchy track with modern dubstep groove. Positve and optimistic instrumental background music bed for a great variety of purposes. Download MP3 Secret Of Oriental by
GreenBird Secret of Oriental - ambient background music for world documentary, advertising, and asian video projects. Suitable for scientific videos, new startups, Kickstarter projects, 3d motion graphics, corporate presentation,and various use. It is ideal for inspiring and corporate videos, holidays, business presentations, advertising, radio, TV,
Youtube. Featuring repetitive mellow synth and electric guitars patterns, soft piano pads and arpeggio. This beautiful track has a pastoral and great for underwater, nature, reiki, space videos and yoga music. This music track is possible to use for a lot of projects. Download MP3 Business Inspire by MediaM It's a motivational and inspirational
corporate, uplifting pop song featuring warm piano, electric guitars, and drums. Download MP3 Wellness Temple by Sascha Giebel Positive relaxing chillout lounge track with warm acoustic guitars and a soft whistle like analog synth sound over atmospheric and lush synth pads and strings. Also suitable as lounge cafe background music and much
more! Enjoy it! Download MP3 The Spirit Of A New Day by KD Music Corporate pop-rock track with an emotional, energetic, happy, inspiring, motivational, and optimistic mood. Download MP3 Rolling My Way by Audioflame Inspiring, cheerful and positive track. Download MP3 A Longing Heart Solo Electric Guitar by Strat 56 A heartfelt sentimental
spacious solo electric guitar instrumental with dreamy effects. Best for travel vlogs, summer videos or pool party, fashion show, modern advertising, and more. Download MP3 Thoughts Flow by DPmusic A calm and beautiful atmospheric background music with peaceful and ambient mood. That way, the composition can become an inspiring corporate
video soundtrack or background music for product or website presentation, infomercial, fashion show presentation. Perfect for advertising, timelapse, corporate, discovery, romantic videos, nature videos, travel, and holiday visuals. It consisting of various digital synths playing long notes and chords. Download MP3 Ocean Horizon by MintWhale Calm
and peaceful drum & bass theme, with chill vibe similar to Etherwood. Download MP3 Be Positive by TimTaj This is an inspiring, motivational, positive corporate background music. Download MP3 Subatomic Particles by Alexander Lisenkov This technological ambient track features a mellow atmosphere. Ideal for weddings, nature videos, advertising,
travel content, vlogs, slideshows, and many others. Download MP3 Little Star by Michael Adels Sweet kid's music is similar to "Twinkle Little Star" which makes every little star visible. Download MP3 Beautiful Time by RMSound This romantic modern classical music is full of beauty, love, and peace. It featured of acoustic piano, harp, bells, electric
bass and acoustic drums. Download MP3 Those Bright Times by Audioflame Featuring a bright, catchy melody and consistent drive, this corporate music track is ideal for commercial advertising, tech videos, tutorials, presentations, business, time lapse, commercial trailers, tv jingles, or any upbeat project needing a nice background groove. Great for
advertising, promos, young active content, and traveling. Download MP3 Romantic Waltzing by Jon Wright Sophisticated and classical, this waltz inspires emotion. Download MP3 Ambient Of Asia by GreenBird Asian style Chill out/ New Age/ Ambient background music. Download MP3 Trillium Trio by Rick Dickert Piano, bass guitar and drums play
laidback jazz-inspired arrangement in a slightly retro mood. Download MP3 Isola Bella by Geoff Harvey Digital synths play across a pop style beat providing an energetic, dance style theme implying being active, creative or innovative. The main instruments are acoustic and electric guitars. Download MP3 Your Deep Meditation by SnowMusicStudio
This music can be used for meditation, yoga, sleep, learning, dreamy, positive affirmations, and other ambient background purposes. Download MP3 Sexy Midnight by ArtIss A silky-smooth mix of lo-fi chillhop music to create a casual yet classy atmosphere for product presentations, commercials, and adverts. This ambient music fits very well to any
relaxing, meditation therapy healing video project. Download MP3 Walking On Clouds by Christian Aen This orchestral piece is very inspirational with a hopeful and uplifting mood. Recommended usages : promotional media, uplifting marketing videos, corporate presentations and advertising. Great as background music for romantic visuals, intimate
atmosphere, scientific documentaries, travel media content, nature time-lapses, commercials, and stylish adverts. Download MP3 When Dreams Come True by Ivan Marklove This is the perfect inspirational corporate music for your next great project. This track is consisting of electric guitars, acoustic guitars, piano, bass, acoustic drums. Perfect as
background music for heart-break scenes and storylines, animal shelter promo, charity organizations, sentimental content, TV soap opera, and more. Great underscore for a modern lifestyle, family and friends, learning journey, corporate presentations, romantic series, etc. It would be ideal for wedding videos, romantic and love scenes, St Valentine
greetings, relaxing getaways, on hold and voice-overs. Perfect for IT business, new software presentations, product overview, hi-tech innovations, gadget's advertising, training videos, seminars, websites, and more. With this chill hip-hop track, you will want to sit with a cup of coffee in a cozy cafe, listen to lounge hip-hop music, look at the city, and
be inspired by its unique atmosphere combined with warm, chill-out energy. Great as background music for corporate videos, promos, travel visuals, romantic vlogs, urban contents, etc. It is very bright and joyful with catchy finger clicks and playful notes, making it fun and enjoyable for many ends uses. Download MP3 Ice River by MintWhale This
chill-out track has a calm, relaxing, and spacious feel with tranquil e-piano chords, spatial plucks, pads, and a slow deep beat. Download MP3 Healing Wind by Manuel Ochoa Meditative music slow and tender recorded with piano and upright bass. Download MP3 Ocean Dreams by HorizontMusic A positive tropical pop song with inspiring featuring
vocal melodies, cool synths, airy guitars, and drums. This swing music is positive and optimistic and will fit well for background music, web series, cinematic productions, and funny, comical projects. Perfect for weddings, love stories, nature contemplation, prayers, worship videos, romantic stories, sentimental videos, charity, and many more.
Featuring marimba, xylophone, staccato violins, pizzicato strings, and double bass. Touching, tender, elegant, encouraging; brings feelings of joy for your media work. Featuring a combination of musical instruments such as bagpipes, flute and sampled birdsong. Featuring ambient vocal samples, elegant piano pads, and laidback beat. Take a deep
breath and relax. Also it has low analog bass. This track is also useful for corporate videos, business promotion and other projects requiring an inspiring background track. Download MP3 Evening Beach by MintWhale Slow and dreamy ambient hip-hop track. Download MP3 Share The Joy by DPmusic This one is an airy and transparent acoustic track
with lovely vocal Â«AahÂ», acoustic guitar, piano, strings, and pads. Great for documentaries, trailers and projects that need an ambient, otherworldly yet emotional cinematic soundtrack. With a touch of hope in the melody, this piece is sure to make those around you appreciate their surroundings through the profound concept of love. This music can
be used in various projects - from gadget presentations to romantic videos. Download MP3 Dream Road by raspberrysounds An inspiring calm warm chillhop track with smooth gentle vocal samples, elegant guitars, synths, drums, percussions. Featuring Rhodes chords, dreamy guitar melody, and soft pads, itâ€™s perfect as background music for
romantic visuals, to create an intimate atmosphere, and for stylish adverts. Download MP3 Dawn Of A New Day by Strat 56 A melodic, positive, heartfelt instrumental. Also is great for vlogs and fun family situations, YouTube channels about healthy food, a video about animals, and so on. A good choice for dramatical films, reflective moments, touchful
videos, documentary scenes, short movies. Download MP3 Hip Hop Light by Azovmusic Cool, positive and light hip-hop track for background, GoPro, backstage, promo, YouTube video. The eerie sound design gives it an otherworldly feel as if you're floating through space in a ship or traveling to your own private planet. Download MP3 Page 21 Miami
1983 by Audioflame Inspiring, dynamic retro music with punchy energetic drums and cool bright synthwave synths and bass, created for sport, sci-fi projects, hi-tech, ambient background, commercial and advertising. Download MP3 Soaring Hang Glider by DPmusic Marvelous and transparent atmospheric music with a splendid and delighted feeling
of high space and freedom. Perfect for your media projects. Good choice for nature views, video about space, sunrise, sunset, landscape, cinematic videos, love stories, travel stories, inspiring speeches, philosophical quotes, time lapse, hopeful moments, contemplative and relaxing videos. Download MP3 So Easy And Simple by raspberrysounds A
refined kalimba, aptivating lo-fi synth, drums, bass, stylish chilled vocal cutes, background vinyl - all this you can hear in atmospheric charming and warm chill lofi hip hop track! This chill beat and it's soft lounge energy and relaxed mood will certainly create a special atmosphere and a pleasant melodic trail in a video project. It is great for positive
and optimistic background music, comedy trailers, playful and amusing projects, happy and cheerful videos, cute and easy moods, cartoon and humor scenes, children and kids games, hilarious and joyful commercials, awesome and friendly youtube videos and much more. Fits as a background for advertising and commercials, tutorials and explainers,
presentations and promo, motivational videos, marketing, and other inspiring projects. Download MP3 Perfect Awakening by Mikael Manvelyan Serious and flowing cinematic track will take you on a fantastic journey. Ideal for: video reviews, infographics, innovative and technological projects, promotional videos, slide shows, corporate projects,
marketing, product launch, podcasts, screensavers, television, media, commercial projects, presentations, video explainer, youtube, video tutorials, business, science projects, medical projects, music for education and more! Download MP3 Moon Bossa Nova by Emilio Merone Relaxing bossa nova lounge music just like your favorite tropical beach
getaway. It's perfect for games and atmospheric videos of any kind. Download MP3 Happy Moments In Life by Music Box Happy and upbeat acoustic indie folk music cue with a cheerful easy-going feel for a promotional marketing video, vlog, documentary, advertisement, and commercial business use. 2 versions available: 1) full track; 2) piano solo
Download MP3 The Future Is Near by DimmyPlus Is an inspirational and atmospheric background easy listening track for commercial videos: advertising, corporate, documentary, time-lapse, tutorial, nature slideshow and much more. Download MP3 Small Moon by MintWhale Dreamy ambient piano music, with a peaceful and melancholic
atmosphere. Download MP3 Bossa Jazz by Media Sushi Beautiful bossa jazz tune with high-quality sound production. Download MP3 Best Summer by Berool A groovy, upbeat royalty free dance tune with cool guitars, piano, synths, deep bass, claps, vocal cuts and tight beats, best for summer, party or travel videos. Perfect for fantasy games, TV,
fantasy film/movie soundtracks, halloween scenes, children's animations, forest walk, audiobooks, Harry Potter style videos, kids lullaby and more. Feature repetitive melody electric guitars, soft piano pads, and arpeggio. Download MP3 Cheeky Chappie by Geoff Harvey A variety of playful, quirky instrumentation including oboe, flute, bass, and
vibraphone combine to create a sneaky themed melody designed to bring animation or fictional character to life. This wonderful music will be a perfect background for weddings, touching moments, heartwarming stories, romantic and sentimental videos, or many more. Nice background for corporate and promotional videos, product advertising,
nature views, drone videos, inspiring speeches, real estate promos, travel, and adventure videos, or more. Great music background for business topics designed to inspire and motivate, new technical project presentations, advertising voice-overs, phone message systems, and more. This track is great for travel, education videos as well as advertising
and presentations. Download MP3 Green World by Alexander Lisenkov Beautiful and sophisticated modern classical composition for cinematic use. Download MP3 Set Yourself Free by AG Music Cool surf-pop indie folk music with a laid back chill vibe of the '50s or '60s and a little strike of melancholy. Download MP3 Interstellar Movement by Mike
Nowa It's dreamy and positive ambient track with strong feeling of huge space. It's great as a motivational background for corporate presentation, Youtube commercial, inspiring business project and other uses on your choice. Suitable for projects that need romantic feel, thoughtfulness or even a classical touch. Ideal for video projects, film scenes,
romantic videos, inspiring speeches, love stories, emotional journeys, etc. Download MP3 White And Fluffy by Oshtein This joyful, fun, and happy track is suitable for casual games, adventures, puzzles, riddles, simulations, kitchen games, cooking games, action games, etc. EvokesThe atmosphere of springtime, beautiful gardens, flowing streams,
flowers. Think of kids playing in the yard to scenes of people rolling out in the morning to start the day. Ideal choice for cooking videos, DIY project videos, advertisiments, happy animals videos, travel and nature videos and much more. Ideal background music for rustic videos, Third Wave Coffee places, travel, and an excellent calm atmosphere.
Perfect for all kinds of positive content. Download MP3 Sincere Moment by DPmusic This is emotional and romantic cinematic music with piano featuring. Elevate your marketing campaign with this beautiful and motivational track. Best as background music for fashion videos, hotel lobbies, upscale ambience, or after-party visuals. Could be used in
promotional videos, nature documentary, emotional scenes and any other project that requires a heartfelt and smooth vibe. A feel of thankfulness, appreciation. This minimal background track is perfect for science innovation documentary, corporate advertising, digital product marketing, business technology presentation, infographics, scientific
discovery, future scientific research, medical video, futuristic time-lapse, drone footage, IT product review, space documentary, cryptocurrency marketing. This music is ideal for slow motion videos,ocean waves video footage,hip-hop backstage videos, nature video, travel blog channel, fashion blog channel, drone video footage, background hip-hop,
clean after effects slideshow, fashion backstage, fashion videos, after effects slideshows, commercials, travel videos, fashion show, vlog. This background music brings you into a world of lightness and warmth. A lot of improvisations. Like a deep-sea diver, your consciousness plunge into the relaxation. Download MP3 Page 20 Free From All by Fahmy
Isaac A soft relaxing track with an ambient new age sounds good for meditation, relaxation, studying, positive transformation, sleep aid also for spiritual practice and inner peace. Download MP3 Alone In The Space by Berool Ambient royalty-free track with slow deep movement and with soft sound of piano, strings, choir, and pads. Great as a
Christmas on-hold music, but could work for year-round holiday use as well as on a variety of family programming or Christian radio. It will give your video a happy comic or lively childlike feel. This music will fit well for a wide range of media projects including films, videos, commercials and voice-overs. This music is suitable for any product that
brings joy and happiness but at the same time can be used in projects related to family, kids, brand videos, movie trailers, and romantic videos. Featuring folk guitar, piano, and warm pads. Download MP3 Highland Sweet by Strat 56 A sweet solo acoustic guitar instrumental with a Celtic influence. Positive and optimistic instrumental background
music bed for a great variety of purposes. This easy-going tune will be great for background usages, restaurant lounge, casual life scenes, or smooth moments. Great for themes involving nature, beauty, dreams, contentment, relaxation, peace, floating, flying, love, happiness, joy, fulfilment, sophistication, nostalgia. A perfect choice for corporate
videos, presentations, digital marketing, innovative projects, websites, tutorials, explainers, slideshows, YouTube. Suitable for lifestyle and travel, medical and health videos, real estate, startup videos, app promos and more. Download MP3 A Moment Of Peace by Geoff Harvey An easy listening soft and relaxing piano-based melody containing serene
background washes creates contemplative sense of peace. Download MP3 Im On My Way by AG Music Very soft and cheerful acoustic composition with an uplifting outlook. Download MP3 Eternal Soul by Mike Nowa It's slow, warm, Ambient, relaxing and meditation track. This beautiful track is great for calm and peaceful content. Download MP3 A
Simple Path by AG Music An elegant and uplifting piano composition with a lovely outlook. Download MP3 The Standard by GreenBird Innovative corporate indie music. It is a melody with an amazing and relaxing atmosphere. Download MP3 Departing Sadness by Erick McNerney It's an orchestral string piece with unbearable sadness and a mood
which is difficult to put into words. Perfect for travel vlogs, hopes and dreams, romantic escape, open road, reality TV, openers, Instagram lifestyle content, iOS and Android app promos, YouTube and Vimeo videos, and more. Great as background music for intimate atmosphere, documentaries, travel content, nature time-lapses, and romantic films.
Uplifting and motivating, this track is best suited for summer holiday videos, drone footage, tutorials, or any other project needing a simple but effective background soundtrack. Download MP3 Calm Tech by MediaM It is calm, soft, hopeful, and inspiring corporate background music. It's perfect for background music at your next slideshow, product
or vacation video, and any other scene where a smooth, serene mood is needed. Perfect choice for fashion vlogs, beauty blogs, urban clips, or trendy commercials. Download MP3 After Sunrise by AG Music 'After Sunrise' is a very soft and quite atmosphere track with a smooth and pulsing synths movement in the background. This soothing piece
would be ideal for any project looking for a calm, zen, or ambient feel. Download MP3 Indian Temple by Mike Nowa It's an Indian ethnic meditational track. Perfect background audio for any business projects, corporate videos, on-hold systems, or other media, needing neutral, confident sound. Download MP3 Into The Space by Berool An ambient,
chill royalty free music theme with piano, airy guitars, synths, nice plucks and trap beats. Perfect background music for nature footage, slow-motion videos, documentaries about Asian culture, promos, etc. The melody is very timely, delicate with hints of tranquillity making it useful to represent relief, human emotions and feelings. Great for relaxation
and lounge settings, urban stroll, coffee time, peaceful background, late night mood, video montage of memories that may save or break a relationship. The tune that conveys a sense of potential, genius, and opportunity and ideal for documentaries. Download MP3 Lonely Astronaut by MintWhale Ambient, futuristic electronic music track, with spatial
arps, e-piano chords, synths, airy vocals, and a glitchy beat. Download MP3 Childrens Chase by Eitan Epstein Music This is a funny and amusing kids music, full of humor and smile. Works well for inspirational, emotional, and hopeful themes. It can be used as background music for projects related to travel, peace, love and hope, environment
protection, global warming, and climate change, dreams, organic lifestyle, etc. Download MP3 Sun Behind The Mountains by DPmusic This one is a beautiful and atmospheric royalty-free track with an airy sound and uplifting mood. However, royalty free music is not created for just one specific project. Positive, optimistic, motivational, and uplifting.
Great as background music for nature documentaries, slow motions, abstract visuals, telecasts, promos, channel idents, science visualization, and more. Wonderful background for inspiring stories, travel videos, happy moments, joyful memories, advertising, family and friends videos, or many more. Featuring soft beats, Rhodes, warm synth pads, and
dreamy melody. Download MP3 Island Of Adventure by ColourTunes This fancy and magical cinematic background music piece is ideal for around the world adventure soundscape. Suitable for timelapse video, romantic visuals, on-hold music, relaxation. Key of A flat, 60 bpm. Great to underscore fine dining, cocktail gatherings and relaxed lounge
settings. This kind of music will work well for commercials, corporate and personal branding, or various media applications. Download MP3 Become Confident by MediaM Uplifting, positive, beautiful and motivational corporate pop music. Great as background music for lounge settings, elevator music, on-hold music for phone systems, leisure time,
morning routine vlogs, etc. Download MP3 Dreamy Sceneries by ihsandincer A warm, soft, dreamy and emotional background track with echoey electric guitars, piano, pads and a soft beat. This backdrop music can be used in various ways, including for technology and science projects, timelapse videos, drone videos, cityscape views, or even video
games. Download MP3 Corporate Explainer by TimTaj Inspiring, easy, soft, corporate background track. It can be used for nature documentaries with footage of sea coasts, islands, beaches, rivers, mountains, forests. Useful for kids games and apps involving witches, weird creatures, strange landscapes, spooky characters etc.. This track is thought
provoking and mellow. Together it makes the uplifting, motivational, and happy mood. A sense of contentment happiness feelgood positive uplifting inspirational. Download MP3 Business Talk by DPmusic This is corporate background music with soft, yet focused mood. Great as background music for intimate atmosphere, documentaries, travel
content, nature time-lapses, and romantic clips. Download MP3 Cajun Feelgood by Strat 56 An upbeat feelgood southern country instrumental with a Cajun influence. It brings good vibes to every situation. Main instruments are acoustic guitar, piano, electric guitar, strings, background choir. Download MP3 Corporate Ladder by Azovmusic Bright,
positive, confident, motivating, inspiring, and uplifting corporate music. Similar to Thomas Newman music works. This relaxing track featuring the delicate sound of piano and bells. Download MP3 Blue Lotus by ihsandincer A positive and care-free Indie pop track, with electric guitars, bass guitar, drums, claps, percussion and synth. This calm music
with thoughtful undertones is ideal for remembering lost loved ones or for reflective moments in general. Download MP3 Sentimental Mood by RMSound Hopeful and beautiful piano soundtrack. Great for explainers, scientific documentaries, landscapes, stylish adverts, and travel media content. Great for positive energy, tutorials, travel advertising,
big city life, growing world, business promotions, company branding, etc. Download MP3 Moment Of Peace by DPmusic This is touching and sincere cinematic royalty free music with lovely and romantic mood. Featuring electric guitars, straight drumbeat, bass and e-piano. Enjoy it with a cup of coffee on a lazy day. Download MP3 Taking Inspiration
by KD Music Upbeat and mellow, with country folk elements featuring heartfelt acoustic guitar, ukulele and bells melody to create a satisfied and laidback mood. Download MP3 Reflected Lights by DPmusic A light and soft ambient track with warm sound and a peaceful atmosphere. Download MP3 Digital Progress by ihsandincer It is a dreamy,
vibrant, and chill out corporate track specially designed and composed for technology videos, science projects, real estate commercials, mobile applications, documentaries, youtube videos, and many other projects. It will be the perfect background for restaurant promo, holiday videos, vlogs, and much more! Download MP3 Palma de Lounge by
Yevhen Lokhmatov Modern abstract electronic track with live instruments. Download MP3 Im Coming Home by AG Music “I'm Coming Home” is a soft folky song with a catchy piano melody that celebrates success and freedom. This beautifully reflected mellow piece is perfect for film productions which looking to create a peaceful and heartwarming
mood, romantic films, ethereal scenes, love fantasy and illusions, relaxed videos, and more. This melody could be a soundtrack for medical drama, with a clock ticking sound. Great music for sensitive and delicate situations. Feel free to use this melody for various multimedia needs. Download MP3 Falling Star by MintWhale This atmospheric, ambient
electronic music features a minimal deep beat, spacey plucks, Rhodes chords, airy pads, and spatial vocal effects. Download MP3 Wonderful Morning by LexinMusic A beautiful, warm piano composition creates a dreamlike, reflective atmosphere. Download MP3 Spring Breeze by DPmusic Lounge pop track featuring electric piano, piano, light synth,
pads, and synth bass. This positive and inspirational track is great for heartfelt stories and can be used as background music in children's videos, games, animations, and more. Perfect for background music in a corporate setting, business and travel videos, presentations, slide shows, or even YouTube Vlogs. Download MP3 Beautiful Reflection by
Jeremy Kim A thoughtful and reflective solo piano composition that loops seamlessly. It starts with a soft groove and gets more ambient over time. Download MP3 Optimistic Mood by ColourTunes Optimistic Mood is a happy royalty-free music track for the mood of joy, fun, youthful, bright, cheerful, etc. Download MP3 Your Dream by MediaM
Dreamy, light, and optimistic corporate chill out music with a calm, and inspiring atmosphere. Download MP3 In My Romantic Memories by ColourTunes This one is a background acoustic music soundtrack for wedding videos, romantic scenes, or childhood memories projects. Download MP3 Emotional Heart by DPmusic This one is a sentimental and
hopeful cinematic piano track with piano, strings, pads, cello, and bells featuring. Nice background for melodramas, movies, touching stories, romantic dates, evening restaurant atmosphere, weddings, sweet moments, emotional scenes, love and beauty videos, or many more. It also can be used as background music to create a most pleasant
atmosphere for any video or multimedia project. Fits perfectly for shorts films, videos and many other. Great track for corporate videos, promotional videos, business presentations and any advertising projects. It features piano, sound textures, and strings and will work great on any media project. Download MP3 Whats Cooking by Geoff Harvey A
warming, bright, and flowing acoustic melody consisting of joyful and positive notes provide a relaxed feeling of happiness and joy. The simplistic beauty of the background music instantly transports your audience to a calmer state of mind. Nice background for nature views, sunrise, sunset, landscape, cinematic videos, love stories, weddings, travel
stories, inspiring speeches, philosophical quotes, hopeful moments, contemplative and relaxing videos. Perfect for any of your projects where light and background, motivational music is required. Download MP3 Optimistic Start by APmuse Positive, optimistic and inspiring acoustic background music. Download MP3 Radio Waves by raspberrysounds
It's stylish, atmospheric urban chillhop track with sensual male vocal and catchy vinyl sound. Download MP3 Age Of Clarity by Christian Aen Touching, lo-fi Chillhop/RnB track. Download MP3 Best Friend by DPmusic This one is an uplifting royalty-free country-folk track with a happy mood and friendly sound. Download MP3 Follow Your Dream by
Soundroll Minimal, clean, positive and ambient background music, would perfectly match for your business and company presentation video, promotional and commercial projects. Download MP3 Waking Up In Paris by Emanmusic This is a positive and easy-going acoustic track with a swing feel. Download MP3 Hot Funky Night by Mark Woollard A
medium tempo funky track in contemporary style with sparse female vocal, electric piano, synth pads, and rhythm section. Featuring a soft and relaxing electric guitar melody, it is peaceful background music for yoga, meditation, studying, reading, writing, working, and anything else you can think of! Download MP3 You Know This Moment by Berool
Background music track with acoustic guitar, electric and bass guitars, piano, violins, whistle, wood xylophone, acoustic drums, and claps. Perfect background audio for any proper events such as wedding videos, love stories, sweet and gentle moments of life. Download MP3 Beautiful Mind by GreenBird Atmospheric and contemporary Asian style
corporate background music. Great as background music for slow-motions, documentaries about nature, aerial footage, memorable videos, etc. Best for narration inspirational background, wedding ceremony, cartoons about princesses and rainbow, romantic theatre shows or simply lovely and cute music background. Download MP3 We Will Survive
by AG Music A dramatic and sad cinematic track full of emotions. Background music for videos, wedding themes, family videos, happy slideshows, summer themes. Perfect for presentations, slideshows, video blogs and any project dealing with yoga and deep calmness. Download MP3 Clear Thinking by DPmusic Soft and transparent background music
with warm sound and peaceful mood. Works well with video montages. Download MP3 From Venice With Love by Andy Littlewood Traditional Italian folk track with a cinematic feel. Download MP3 Space Flight by Giraffe Music Beautiful and emotional atmospheric electronic music. Featuring slow beats, Rhodes, airy pads, atmospheric vocals, and
dreamy guitar melody. Download MP3 Small Island by SPMusicGroup A relaxing and catchy royalty-free chillout tune with elegant bass, melodic vocals, and sweet beats. Download MP3 Warm Summer Street by MintWhale This dreamy hip-hop track is ideal to create a relaxed laid-back vibe similar to Nujabes. Download MP3 Sunshine Bossa by
Christian Aen Smooth, and uplifting Latin Bossa Nova style music in the tradition of Jobim, Astrud Gilberto 1960s recordings. Will add a happy atmosphere to your project, create a stress-free lifestyle. Download MP3 Happy On Sunday by GreenBird Dreamy and relaxing indie-folk music featuring acoustic guitar, piano, and warm pads. Nice
background for romantic videos, dinner time, coffee time, weddings, elevator music, shopping mall music, hold music, music for call center, travel videos, real estate, people talk videos and many more. Dramatic, dreamy, and spacious, the melody shimmers to create an incredible ambient atmosphere. Perfect for oriental documentaries, music for
Ramadan video celebrations, Eid al-Adha, or any kind of Eastern, ethnic, Islamic holidays, and more. The music is clean and minimal and easily could be used in business, commercial or promotional video and presentation. Ideal for a wide range of love, romance, coming together, commercial, logo, careful and tender situations. Download MP3 Catch A
Rainbow by DPmusic Beautiful and deep ambient music with huge space and calming mood. Download MP3 Want To Have You by GreenBird Summer track in style of acoustic with ukulele. Download MP3 Magical Christmas Scene by Geoff Harvey Gentle, magical, opening chords lead to joyous rotating string motifs in this evocation of the magical
feeling of Christmas. Download MP3 Children Smile by Music Ideas Cute, funny, and kind music for your video in a medium tempo. This heartfelt, beautifully reflective, mellow piece is perfect for movie productions that are looking to create beautiful, soft, and sentimental moments. Perfect for openers, romantic, love, art, technology, fashion, stylish,
lifestyle, beauty blogs, designs and beauty video projects! Download MP3 Peaceful Life by Giraffe Music A calm, smooth and sophisticated easy listening music with a light and slow pace. Download MP3 Tender Memories Story by ColourTunes This atmospheric romantic royalty free background music track in calm acoustic style for your romantic and
emotional video scene, family memorable events, photo slideshows, inspirational projects, documentary or any other media projects looking for nostalgic and sentimental mood. Download MP3 Future Ambient by Azovmusic Future Ambient this beautiful calm ambient music with soft piano, synth, and smooth beats to create gentle and relaxing mood.
Suitable for friendly products or customer service, ads of soft drinks and icecream, island vacations, etc. Great as background music for slow-motions, documentaries about nature, romantic travel vlogs, aerial footage, memorable videos, etc. It features smooth piano, muted acoustic guitars and percussions. A great background for romantic travel
vlogs, nature documentaries, intimate content, and many other projects! Download MP3 Inspired By A Moment by Soundroll Inspirational, uplifting and motivating corporate music with a positive and relaxed atmosphere. Great for Youtube videos such as photo slideshow, summer project, love story, family picnic, day out in the sun, commercial and
advertising, etc. This track features synth sounds, piano, bass, strings, and soft beats. Perfect background music for nature slow-motion videos, documentaries, romantic clips, promos, etc. This Hip-Hop music is suitable for commercial, youth advertising, urban and street lifestyle videos, presentation, beauty content, summer content, fashion
advertising, slow-motion edits, atmospheric and chill videos, drone flight footage, cafe/bar background music, modern media projects, unboxing and many others. Nice melodic phrasing. Think about a joyful summer mood, beaches, happy tourists activities, and other joyful memories. This ambient and relaxing melody will be a perfect background for
any multimedia projects. An ideal choice for timelapse videos, drones, documentaries, presentation projects, dramatic videos, and more. Download MP3 Dark Sky by Mike Nowa This track is a combination of ambient and modern sound. Perfect background audio for your Youtube video, on-hold systems, or other production use. Download MP3 Perfect
Solutions by MixSound It is a calm, soft, hopeful, and inspiring corporate background music. Perfect for inspirational and motivational videos, commercials, TV, movies, corporate projects, commercial projects, presentations, etc. Best for ads, vlogs, promos or intros. Perfect choice for time lapse, slideshow, lounge bar, city webcam, real estate project,
contemporary visualization, innovative eco-technology projects, design agency promo video, inspiration travel clip, etc. Ideal for intimate film contents, slow motions, vast landscapes, or nature time-lapses. Download MP3 All The Things You Love by Infraction All The Things You Love is chill hip-hop music atmospheric and stylish track with a trap
beat. Great for love theme films, cafes, or even as family dinner background. Download MP3 Lonely Whale by MintWhale Calm and melancholic ambient piano theme, with warm pads, airy bells, spatial textures and soundscapes. Suitable for business presentation, as on-hold music for phone systems, relaxing projects. Featuring soft minimalistic
beats, lush Rhodes, airy pads, and dreamy synth melody. Suitable for lounge zone, travel on a yacht, relaxation, an early morning nature, a day in spa resorts, and positive projects. It's consisting of acoustic guitars, clean electric guitars, warm bass, electric organ, acoustic drums. The track is perfect for any movie or film project where you need a
touch of sadness and yearning, but without fear of losing hope. Great for motivational content, documentary, inspiring stories, cinematic, corporate videos, technological videos, travel vlogs, or love stories. The track would also be appropriate for videos that try to create a refined atmosphere. That's Peaceful Vietnam. Featuring soft synth arpeggio,
electric and acoustic guitars harmonics, mellow drums. This lo-fi chillhop music would be perfect for anything that has to do with urban city life! On a skateboard tour of your city, an inspirational vlog following a local designer or artist, showing off some excellent furniture or product, showing off your room or home anything! The possibilities are
endless! Download MP3 Serenity And Nature by Emanmusic A beautiful, gentle, calm and soft piano music. Download MP3 Career Advancement by Audioflame The inspirational and motivational track features electric and acoustic guitars, muted and harmonics guitars, violin, drums. Perfect for summer party video, summer fun, DJ party, teenager
holidays, beach party, fashion commercial, summer slideshow, beautiful girls, holidays, vacations, music events, resort promotion, rent promo, summer festivals, beauty blogs, web advertisements, traveling, exotic background music, GoPro, landscapes. Ideal for a vision of walking with your soul mate. Download MP3 Coconut Reggae by SoundWave
Happy Reggae track with beautiful melodies recorded with ukelele, guitar, drums, and bass. Perfect for motivational business presentation, music on hold, corporate slideshow, positive advertising montage, and creative corporate video project. Download MP3 Dragons Lullaby by Christian Aen Happy Asian springtime music, Chinese New Years
Romance, romantic comedy, travel, cooking show. The melody features distant bells, felt piano and background synthesizers which convey a sense of hope and develop into a soft timely theme conveying change and sympathy. The sun brought out a refreshing spring morning. Download MP3 Long Way Up by Audioflame Optimistic and motivational
corporate pop track that expresses a lot of positivity and a feeling of strong confidence. Feel free to use this melody in various multimedia projects. The serene melody of the piano transmits the whole harmony of this beautiful moment. Download MP3 Warm Memories Of You by MintWhale Romantic and dreamy chill out track, with Rhodes chords,
airy vocals, warm pads, synths, and a RnB beat. Nice background for promo videos, business, advertising, presentation, educational media, real estate, talk shows, analytical data videos, city view from drones, or many more. Effortlessly romantic, this laid-back instrumental background track will add a touch of class to any production. Download MP3
Think Different by AG Music Confidence and optimism abound in these elevating tracks. Sun, sky and abstract painting was inspiration for this music. It works great for projects aimed at children and for all types of media that need something catchy and fun! Download MP3 Blossoming Thought by AG Music An atmospheric new-age ambiance with
soft atmospheres pads fills out the arrangement. This gentle track can be perfect background music for any project like inspirational narration, technology projects, business video, travel video, catchy Youtube story, and other lovely media. Download MP3 2020 New Technology by AudioPanda Fresh, bright, sparkling electronic track with a high-tech
and innovative sound. Great for film scores, YouTube videos, advertising, and a wide range of promotional media. Download MP3 Sunshine Bells by Mark Woollard A happy, friendly, positive easy-listening track. Download MP3 Family Bossa by Audioblyca Optimistic and naive bossa-nova track, with Brazilian rhythms and catchy mallet melody.
Download MP3 Page 7 Puffy Bear by Mike Nowa This music piece is for Kids. This futuristic electronic track has a deep e-piano, spacey plucks, pads, and a slow glitchy beat. Ideal for sentimental commercial ,atmospheric underscore,Documentary films ,nature ,animals,travel etc. Featuring flutes, guitars, piano, pads, congas and jazzy drums. Perfect
for advertising, product promos, educational videos, presentations, real estate videos, business promotional videos, inspiring speeches, atmospheric drone videos, and more. Download MP3 The Path To Success by MixSound We present for your consideration a light electronic music with the piano chords and tones. Download MP3 Corporate Hazy by
Azovmusic Corporate music track, dreamy and hazy, with a modern, soft, and positive style that creates a hypnotic, chilling but hopeful atmosphere. Would perfectly match your business presentation, commercial projects, promotional videos, inspiring visualization, real estate slideshow, etc. Perfect for any inspiring and optimistic projects. This track
will give a dreamy vibe to your projects with its ambient atmosphere. You can use it as background music for a wide variety of projects including tv and movie trailers, advertisements, commercials, podcasts, and e-learning videos. Great background for business, promotional videos, presentations, advertising, real estate, technology videos and many
more. Download MP3 Between Rivers by MintWhale Slow, dreamy ambient chill-out music, with spatial vocals, warm piano chords, airy guitar sounds, and a deep beat. Wonderful background audio for any wedding projects, sentimental and intimate events, love stories, nostalgic and emotional moments, Saint Valentine's videos. It's consisting of
bunch of electric and acoustic guitars, electric organ, electric bass and acoustic drums. And you won’t have to spend time on editing, as all tracks come with 15-, 30-, and 60-second versions to perfectly match an ad roll. Download MP3 Bollywood Feelings Story by ColourTunes This emotional and very pensive royalty-free background atmospheric
soundtrack is perfect for accompanying a sad, sorrowful, or dramatic cinematic drama scene, ethnic trailers, life story projects, travel, nature, documentaries, and landscape projects. Download MP3 Evening Bangkok by GreenBird â€œEvening Bangkokâ€ is a lounge Asian track, perfect for documentaries, advertising and Asian video projects. Perfect
for ads, tutorial, technology videos, travel, and motivational videos. Download MP3 Secret Moments by AG Music Very calm, soft, quiet, and underscore track for any nature, drone videos, or hold on music. Cool as background music for relaxed content, fashion, beauty vlogs, or other social media content. Download MP3 Reach The Ocean by DPmusic
The is cool chillstep music with a relaxing mood and downtempo beat. Choose it for positive and heartwarming projects. It is uplifting, warm and moving. Ideal underscore for the romantic wedding, Christian projects, heartwarming love story, final credits, slideshow, precious fond memories, or visually beautiful moments. Download MP3 Fresh Idea
by Music Box Soft and elegant upbeat royalty free background instrumental music with an uplifting corporate feel for promotional marketing videos, training videos, promotional YouTube clips, and other media projects. Perfect background music for your majestic trailers, dramatic advertising, timelapse video, inspiring promotion, and other
multimedia projects. Download MP3 Always Smile by Berool A bright and happy acoustic soundtrack, with ukulele, electric guitars, piano, glockenspiel, and percussion. Download MP3 Good Friend by APmuse A deeply romantic and sentimental acoustic piece is perfect to create a sweet and tender environment. This track is a perfect background for
TV commercials, promotional videos, presentations, and other video projects. Enjoy! Download MP3 Caribbean Dream by Emanmusic Lovely and cozy Caribbean folk music filled up with sunshine and optimism. We meticulously select the best works of brilliant artists to save you from digging through tons of tracks. Perfect background music for
YouTube video, business presentations, slideshows, or other multimedia projects. Perfect for any happy and fun videos, summer holidays, celebration or party, positive commercial, animated slideshow, childrens TV show, childhood, YouTube kids channel, kids Instagram, playground, happy background music, funny pets and animals, family videos,
video games and more. This mellow and peaceful track will add a touch of calm and class to any project that needs an elegant touch. This Chillhop track suitable for commercial presentations, advertising, inspiring videos, modern media projects, apartment presentations, timelapse, design and production show-reels, motion graphics, slideshow, vlog,
events, YouTube channel, wedding content, visuals and more! Download MP3 Success In Connection by Dvir Zilverstone Inspiring and successful corporate rock pop. Perfect for: inspiring projects, infographics, promotion, broadcasting, advertising videos, slideshows, television, motivational videos, media projects, marketing, film, commercial
projects, corporate projects, presentations, explanations video, video training, business video, social media, real estate, and more. Download MP3 Grayed Out by AG Music Inspire and empower your audience with this uplifting, motivational corporate music track. Download MP3 Pure Technologies by Giraffe Music It is a future-sounding electronic

track that will work great with technology, science, slideshow, promo videos, futuristic video, advertising, real estate video, drone views, etc. Main instruments are synth, piano, strings, pads and soft drum kit. Download MP3 Always And Forever by AG Music A very soft and quite atmosphere track with a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the
background, This heartfelt, A beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. Very inspirational and laid-back creating an easy chill out feel, making it useful for many end uses requiring an easy going modern theme. Download MP3 New Home by Mike Nowa Peaceful and
reflective acoustic folk composition with delicate reverberation. Download MP3 A Walk In The Park by Mark Woollard Smooth and relaxed track with a friendly atmosphere with urban rhythm. It could be used for commercials, photo slideshows related to family, friends and happy moments or any project that requires a warm and sentimental feel. The
melody sounds smooth and creates a dreamy atmosphere like the awakening of nature after a long winter dream. Perfect for: corporate videos, advertising, real estate videos, medical videos, tutorials, timelapse videos, intros music, technology, youtube videos and more. Download MP3 Tantra Science by Mike Nowa A beautiful, relaxing track in
Oriental style. Positive and calm. This tune includes guitar, piano, synth, and perfect for corporate presentations and videos. Spacey, sci-fi and bizarre, Dreamy, flowing, positive. Great for e-learning videos, nature and travel videos, family and relationship stories, and day-to-day business activities. Made with electric muted guitar, acoustic guitar,
piano, and soft drums. Perfect for melancholic movie scenes, video blogs, presentations, slideshows and any project dealing with Asia, Vietnam, nature and love. Best for fashion clothing, youth ads or Youtube vlogs, food products, and vacation promotions. Download MP3 Pure Calmness by MediaM It is calm, positive, soft, hopeful, and inspiring
corporate background music. Download MP3 Confidence In Luck by DPmusic Confident and uplifting corporate track with light plucked synth, electric guitars, acoustic harmonics, piano, and deep synth bass featuring. Featuring ambient sound elements. Very descriptive and versatile, ideal soundtrack for a wide variety of production themes and uses,
including commercials, travel, cooking, family, documentary. Uplifting acoustic guitar and soft drums bring hope and luck to your creative projects about anything. Suitable as background music for corporate branding, presentation, voiceover, and other media projects. Download MP3 Our Inspiring Story by AudioPanda This gentle acoustic folk tune
with a natural warm sound brings up hopeful and positive vibes. Suitable for a romantic comedy, long road trip, nostalgic moments, family reunions, and other projects needing a warm nostalgic glow. Download MP3 Cosmic Discoveries by AleXZavesa Bring focus and calm with this technological ambient music track. Featuring marimba, mute guitar,
acoustic guitars, and upright bass. Download MP3 Cheerful Heart by AG Music Very soft and cheerful acoustic composition with an uplifting outlook. Download MP3 Soft Tech by MediaM Ð¡alm, soft, and inspiring corporate background music that will help you focus on your work. Uplifting piano motives, elegant low violins, emotional swells, and
tender, sentimental moments combine for an inspirational experience. Download MP3 Dreamy Pictures by Nazar Rybak This unusual chill out has an abstract style and suitable for any projects related to relaxation, fitness, yoga, sleep, as well as video, TV, various projects. Perfect background for advertising, business promotional videos, product
presentations, educational videos, company promo, real estate, voiceovers, nature views, and many more. Ideal for any drama, romance, trailer, and movie scenes. Download MP3 Quiet Ocean by Ionics Music A relaxing tune played by a very soft-sounding Fender Electric piano. Perfect for background use in a promotional video, technology review
vlog or podcast, business presentation, training video, as well as more medial projects where you need a mild background sound. It is great for comedy and cartoon videos, playful and joyful moods, comical scenes, children and kids background, quirky and sneaky characters, cute animal videos, cartoon animation games, and more. Download MP3 Our
Inspiration by MediaM Positive, beautiful and uplifting corporate pop music, would perfectly match your business presentation, commercial projects, promotional videos, inspiring visualization, real estate slideshow and more. Full of love, passion, romance and emotion, Valentines based visuals. Perfect for romantic visuals, intimate atmosphere,
innovation documentaries, travel media content, product presentations, commercials and stylish adverts. Download MP3 Beautiful Night by MintWhale The contemporary chill ambient drum-bass track will work well for most modern media projects that need that urban feel. Download MP3 Stars In The Grass by MintWhale A nostalgic ambient track is
perfect for videos requiring a chill, inspirational, and romantic mood. Motivational and driving underscore featuring clean electric guitars, acoustic guitars, piano, strings and glockenspiel. Used acoustic guitar, strings, piano, drums and other. Download MP3 Your Goal Is Close by Audioflame It's a beautiful and inspiring, easy listening track.
Download MP3 Salt Water Cave by Mark Woollard A relaxing and chilled-out instrumental featuring acoustic guitar. Featured instruments: Tropical Plucks, Drum Loop, Percussion, Piano Chords, Electric Flute, Synth-Pop Leads, Bass, Atmospheric Guitar. Download MP3 New Day With New Beginnings by APmuse This is a inspiring and optimistic
acoustic music track. Download MP3 Spring Is Coming Soon by Alexander Lisenkov This is a calm and simple ambient track in a soothing and relaxing mood. Download MP3 Boundless Space by DPmusic This one is a beautiful ambient piano music with warm synth pads, airy piano, electric guitar, and strings. Download MP3 Future Discoveries by
Nazar Rybak Beautiful, uplifting and clean motivational background music. This royalty free track can be perfect background for drone videos, sunrise or sunset views, travel videos, shooting from space or plane, panoramic and cinematic views, early morning videos, lounge and relaxation videos or more. Perfect as background music for
presentations, food & cooking shows, commercial, advertising, positive atmosphere in restaurants, hotels, cocktails parties, entertainment centers, and for any of your projects. Nice background for advertising, youtube vlogs, TV programs, product promos, bar and restaurant presentations, educational videos, interviews and talk shows, or more. It
can be used as background music in any relaxing video, fashion shoot, travel advertising, spa massage centers, as hold music for phone systems, in-store music, and more. Instruments: mute guitar, electric air guitar, bass guitar, reassuring piano, warm pad, and percussion. Download MP3 Wedding Ceremony by LexinMusic A beautiful, warm piano
composition creates a dreamlike, reflective atmosphere. Perfect for festive events, on-hold music, peaceful countryside scenes, and presentations. Download MP3 We Are Cool Now by Mister Mark A baritone sax playing a soothing, cool vamp over piano, bass, and jazz drums. The melody consists of happy, bright and fun elements, making it useful for
animal or travel related themes. Download MP3 Page 25 A Night In Paris by Manuel Ochoa Sensitive music recorded with cello, piano and upright bass. Enjoy! Download MP3 Spinning Thoughts by AG Music Beautiful and graceful waltz theme, performed with a big piano and mellow orchestra strings. Download MP3 Amazed By The Beauty by
DPmusic Astonishing and charming acoustic music with gentle and atmospheric sound. Download MP3 Mysterious Things by SnowMusicStudio Magical and mysterious orchestral music track in waltz style. Download MP3 My Sweet Choice by Manuel Ochoa Serene music recorded with piano and keyboards with a holistic and meditative feeling. The
main instruments are acoustic piano, acoustic bass, string pads, rotary vibraphone, and celesta. Excellent background for cinematic videos, melodramas, nature views, romantic moments, inspiring speeches, contemplative videos, and more. Download MP3 Embrace The New Day by ihsandincer Let your brand or product shine with this fresh,
motivational, and inspirational corporate track. Cheerful ukulele, bright guitars and soft percussion create a great mix for all kind of happy type video content like: children videos, advertising, vlogs, travel videos and more. Download MP3 Always Waiting For You by GreenBird Always Waiting For You is an easy-going and soft acoustic background
music with picking guitar, piano, glockenspiel, and warm pad. Perfect for anything relating to Asia, Himalayas or even Celtic theme. Great as background music for scientific documentaries, space time-lapses, abstract visuals, hi-tech presentations, etc. Download MP3 Peace With Nature by Geoff Harvey Simple ambient piece with subtle oriental
instrumentation. Consists of bells, live drums, catchy guitars and live bass. Download MP3 The Best Day Of My Life by Music Box Motivational and uplifting corporate background music. Great for advertising projects, commercials and video productions, Youtube, social media promotion, and more. Great for many projects with its atmospheric sound.
Great for images of people walking off into the distance, searching for new horizons, full of hope and positivity. This background music is intended for travel journey, cooking recipes, DIY crafting videos, family reconnection and simple happiness. Perfect for the background at a restaurant, elevator, playing in the background of a character's phone
call when they're on hold, a lot of things. Download MP3 Someone You Care About by DPmusic A gentle and touching royalty-free piano music with a calm atmosphere and sentimental mood. This track was created for the fashion show, innovative videos, vlog, stylish luxury living, fashion reviews, summer entertaining videos, bar and chill zones,
corporate presentations, presentations, websites, VJ loops, party, or luxury brand presentation. Used electric guitar, piano, strings, rhodes and soft drums. Ideal for food vlogs, cafes, kitchen shows, or love stories. Perfect for media visuals of airlines, underwater footage, meditation, contemplation, relaxation, and anything requiring atmosphere of
tranquility and peace. Download MP3 Fun Walking by APmuse Happy and carefree french gypsy jazz music track. Download MP3 Joyful New Day by TimTaj Fun, upbeat, and joyful royalty-free background music with acoustic guitar, plucked guitar, pad, piano, bass, and percussion. This music has a wonderfully uplifting and hopeful mood. Light,
delicate piano, warm synths, and soft airy pads combined together create a soft background for any project related to love, art, and inner peace. Great for corporate presentations, YouTube videos, tutorials, slideshows, montages, openers, business videos, science and technology projects, lifestyle and travel, medical and health videos, real estate,
startup videos, app promos, explainers, and more. Enjoy the time of relaxation to improve sleep, reduce anxiety, and encourage meditation practice. Great as background music for urban videos, product promos, romantic moments, timelapse footages, memorable videos, etc. Download MP3 Celebration Of Love by APmuse This is an inspirational,
romantic, and hopeful cinematic track with gentle piano, emotional strings, and cinematic percussion. Download MP3 Sea Meditation and Mindfulness by AG Music The calming sounds of nature can be a powerful restorative force. Download MP3 The Coffee Lounge by Geoff Harvey This track brings a stylish and contemporary sound for ambient,
leisure, and corporate use. Download MP3 Inspiring Storytelling by AudioPanda A beautiful, inspiring, and uplifting classical piano music with motivational, warm and lovely vibes. This background music could be used as a musical background for business websites, games, tv or radio news, advertising and commercial company presentation video,
etc. Download MP3 Inspirational Work by TimTaj Upbeat, inspirational, dreamy, uplifting, corporate background track. Download MP3 Dreams And Emotions by Eitan Epstein Music Mysterious and slightly magic instrumental cue, full of atmosphere and memories. Perfect for fantasy games, TV, fantasy film/movie soundtracks, children's animations,
audiobooks, lullaby, and more. 2 versions are available: Full track / Piano Solo Download MP3 The Night Of Rain by MintWhale If you've ever wished you had a way to escape into your own happy place, this chill-out track is the next best thing. Download MP3 My Happy Friend by DPmusic This one is a happy and positive folk track with ukulele,
acoustic guitar, accordion, and whistle featuring. A perfect choice for promotional videos, corporate videos, advertising, websites, podcasting, etc. Featuring warm Rhodes chords, spacey pads, spatial vocals, and a deep minimal beat. Download MP3 Wedding Story by RMSound Inspiring, dramatic, hopeful and beautiful piano soundtrack. Download
MP3 Light Morning Bossa by DPmusic Acoustic, mellow and relaxing track with light bossa nova beat and wonderful jazzy melody. Download MP3 The Morning After by AG Music The morning After is a very soft and quite atmosphere track,with a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background. Good for inspiring visualization, advertising,
business presentations, scientific projects, new technology for health, technical developments. Download MP3 Catchy Look by Berool Classic motivational corporate track with the sound of muted electric guitar, piano, pluck, pad, and others. Perfect for openers, romantic, love, art, technology, sport, fitness, energetic, hip-hop, rap, fashion, stylish,
lifestyle, beauty blogs, designs and beauty video projects. Download MP3 Clouds Surfing by AG Music It is soothing and relaxing music for meditation, relaxation, daydreaming, sleeping, dreaming, massage, spa, stress reliever, healing therapy, and complete peace of mind. Enjoy the cool and relaxing feel of a chic lounge. Download MP3 What A
Wonderful Time by DPmusic Happy and optimistic country music with acoustic guitar and piano leading. Download MP3 Jazzy Christmas Night by DimmyPlus Peaceful and cozy Christmas chillhop track with jazzy piano and smooth lo-fi beats. Download MP3 Luxury Chill by FabianKreutzerSound Luxury Chill is a laid back chill track featuring elegant
piano. Perfect for high technology projects, time-lapse videos, and documentaries. An excellent soundscape for love drama movie, heartfelt moments, wedding film, very special moments, engagement with a diamond ring, etc. Download MP3 Ocean Secrets by Emanmusic A dreamy and atmospheric track will be perfectly suited as calm background
music, science and nature videos, documentaries, presentations, travel, and much more. Great for podcasts, blogs, sports, lifestyle, and many other applications that need fashionable background music. Download MP3 Impulse Groove by Rick Dickert Retro-inspired ambient arrangement of electric and acoustic pianos, synthesizers and percussion.
Also perfect as background music for social advertisement, the wedding ceremony, valentineÂ´s day surprise, medical clinic commercials, and more. Suitable for corporate and business presentations, TV advertisements, commercials, YouTube videos, tutorials, slideshows, and more. Children play, birds sing, farmyard animals chirp, and the sun is
shining in an uplifting selection of strings, guitar melodies with light percussion and bass. Download MP3 Sunrise Morning by GreenBird Sunrise Morning is the beautiful track featuring with acoustic guitar, piano and warm pad. It encourages you to leave your cares and inhibitions behind and make you feel free. Great for the beautiful atmospheric
soundscape, meditation, fly-yoga classes, nature documentaries as well as erotic scenes. Download MP3 Live Happy Run Free by Andy Littlewood Carefree country track with a lighthearted southern feel. Download MP3 Orange Sky by John Radford A sense of longing and hope is provided by warm and subtle pianos. Very light, instrumental theme
with summer mood and inspiring emotions. Download MP3 The Northern Lights by Infraction The Northern Lights is chill hip-hop music atmospheric and stylish track with a trap beat. Great for nature documentaries, slow-motion, and time-lapse videos. Suitable for the cartoon animation, fairy tales, cute romantic videos or family film archives.
Instead, it is stored in online music libraries and distributed in accordance with a royalty free licensing model. Download MP3 Facing The Unknown by DPmusic Gentle and soft dramatic piano music with warm pads and airy sound. Download MP3 Cozy Evening by APmuse It's romantic, cozy, relaxing, and relaxing jazz music with a warm mood. I
decided the best way to express this feeling was through music so I wrote "Feeling No Regret", a piano melody that has become my most sensitive piece up to date. Download MP3 Southern Comfort by Sean Usher This is light corpate and optimistic music track. Wonderful background for weddings, love stories, romantic moments, prayerful videos,
hopeful and heartfelt stories, or more. Download MP3 Splendid World by Elena Naumova Relaxing music track for meditation, yoga, and spa. Download MP3 Resplendent Return by Tom Beuchel A soothing and slightly melancholic track. Dreamy emotions are conjured up by soft electric guitar rhythms than float over the soft pianos and drums.
Perfect for a wide range of promotional media, hotel and spa atmosphere background, reception on-hold music, web advertisements, resorts reviews vlogs lifestyle videos, and much more! 4 versions included. It tells a story about innovative solutions, exciting technology, and a beautiful future. Would fit the videos about different scientific discoveries,
sci-fi projects, documentaries, video games, film teasers, YouTube videos, etc. Download MP3 In Motion by DPmusic Modern, groovy and catchy track with a strong dubstep groove and inspiring atmosphere. Download MP3 Dancing On The Beach by Premium TraX Exciting, uplifting, and easy-going dance track featuring piano, organ, playful bass,
dance beat, humming vocals, and more. It could be used in various weather forecasts, timelapse footage, travel videos, and documentaries about the underwater world. Can perfectly fit for any romantic videos, restaurant and venue presentation, as background music for cafe, lounge and bar atmosphere, as on hold music, call center music, romantic
dinner and deluxe cocktail parties, formal night evenings and diner videos, film music and other beautiful and elegant video projects. Suitable for YouTube videos, tutorials, slideshows, openers, lifestyle and travel, real estate, startup videos, app promos, and more. Featuring acoustic guitar, piano, and light string section. Featuring instruments are
piano, soft synth, deep electronic bass, light strings. Download MP3 Slow Night by MintWhale Deep and slow electronic music, with spatial vocal cuts, warm e-piano chords, spacey pads, and a deep glitchy beat. Melodic. Perfect for: love stories, slideshow, soft and tender videos, beautiful scenes, nature, timelapse, wedding album, and other projects.
Beautiful background music with an emotional piano melody accompanied by soft pads and string instruments. Download MP3 Inaudible Noises by SPMusicGroup An abstract cinematic background track with mysterious and dramatic scenes. Download MP3 Inspire Corporate by Music Box This composition is both uplifting and inspiring. Download
MP3 Gentle Words by DPmusic Gentle and elegant inspirational music with beautiful and intimate sound. Download MP3 Christmas Is Come by Top Flow Gentle and kind, magical, fairytale and cinematic Christmas track creates a mood of happiness, celebration, fun! Perfect for any Christmas project. Download MP3 Blissful Days by Audioflame Pop
dance, Happy, Positive track. Kind of dreamy and hazy. Download MP3 Lounge Beats by Dopestuff This one is an easy and groovy hip hop track with chill out vibes. Download MP3 Undercover Operation by Alexander Lisenkov This is a funky track in a bouncy mood. Also good for infographics and as call hold music. This dreamy ambient track can
perfectly fit for any kind of projects. Download MP3 Feel The Night by SPMusicGroup A groovy, sexy lounge tune with airy piano bits, muted guitars, calm vocal cuts, and Rhodes. It will be suitable for slow-motion emotional videos. Inspiring and Inspiration moods. Enjoy! Download MP3 Timelapse Drone by Yoav Alyagon Hypnotic, dark, meditative
composition, with a dreamy, futuristic sound. This music has a confident and happy mood and will fit well in commercials, casual film plots or other uplifting media. Download MP3 Page 8 Jingle Bells Reprise by Nuform Music Jingle Bells in a fancy music box. Download MP3 I Can Feel It by Music Box Calm instrumental electronica music theme with
comforting, relaxed hi-tech feel. Download MP3 My Christmas by Mike Nowa This beautiful, traditional Christmas track has a spirit of yuletide and made especially for the winter holidays season. Nice motivational and optimistic background audio for any Youtube video, slideshow, TV, and other projects. Download MP3 So Lost In Space by Premium
TraX Get your customers in a sci-fi frame of mind with this mysterious, cutting-edge track. Download MP3 Relaxation by Mark Woollard A serene and tranquil piece. Download MP3 Light Wind by MediaM This beautiful and light track combines electric guitars and lush piano pads that are great for advertising, presentations, commercials, and more.
Download MP3 Southern Sunset by Andy Littlewood Uplifting Instrumental track with a southern country feel. This track allows for the imagination to run wild. Download MP3 Big Christmas Tree by GreenBird Beautiful Christmas track: Bells, Glockenspiel, Woodwind, Sleigh Bell, Tubular Bells, Orchestral instrumentals. Featuring catchy plucked
synths sound and arpeggiated synth sound that suggests the flow and continuity of the tune. Perfect instrumental background music for yoga workouts, wellness and relaxation, for hotel, holiday resort and real estate presentations. Very expressive and transparent. Download MP3 Catchy Positive Thinking by Yevhen Lokhmatov Inspiring corporate
track with catchy positive melody. Download MP3 Promotion Real Estate by MediaM Bright uplifting background track for your corporate media projects, real estate video projects. Download MP3 Beyond The Skyline by Yoav Alyagon Soft and atmospheric electronic track with a technological and innovative sound. Fit for science, technology, news,
politics, current events, travel, information, education, or documentary work. Download MP3 Heartfelt Feelings by DPmusic This is a celestial and heartwarming cinematic piano tune with peaceful sound and a dreamy atmosphere. Perfect background music for romantic visuals, intimate atmosphere, scientific documentaries, travel media content,
nature time-lapses, and stylish adverts. Pop dance background suit for relaxation, fashion advertising. Perfect to promote high-class restaurants or hotels, deluxe resorts, abstract scenes, or elegant interior design in shopping malls, hotel lobbies, etc. Perfectly suited for an emotional montage or dramatic scene. Download MP3 Simple Idea by DPmusic
Calm and peaceful background music with light, soft, and beautiful mood. Nice background for family and friends videos, success stories, people talk videos, travel stories, inspiring moments, summer stories, encouraging speeches, and many more. Download MP3 Air Piano by Jeremy Kim A light and airy piano loop to use as ambient background
music in various media projects where minimalism and elegance are needed. Download MP3 Formed In The Clouds by Nazar Rybak Sweet and rustic acoustic music with touching melody and sensitive mood. Perfect for advertising, business presentation, and other commercial visuals. Great for underwater / Outer Space Journey nature shows or levels
in a video game. Featuring doo-wop male vocal, soft piano, beautiful jazz guitar, pure trumpet, and brushed drums. Download MP3 Sweet And Tender by Mark Woollard An optimistic and romantic track. Ukulele, whistling, soothing bells and glockenspiel create a cheerful melody. Perfect for urban time-lapses, inspirational travel vlogs, documentaries,
presentations, and more. This lush and smooth background music is best for hotels lobby, coffee and lounge zones, sensual commercials, call hold music, romantic visuals, and more. Download MP3 Christmas Tale by MediaM This is inspiring and magical christmas track. It includes guitar harmonics parts, straight powerful drumbeat, strong bass and
piano. This track conveys feelings of happiness and joy. Download MP3 Whisper Your Way by DimmyPlus Inspirational and atmospheric royalty-free music piece featuring warm soaring piano, airy mute guitar, flowing pads, and vocal samples. Download MP3 Chillout Vibes by Mark Woollard An optimistic, friendly track. Download MP3 Sweet
Butterflies by SnowMusicStudio Ð¡alm and pleasant orchestral background music track. It has light, positive mood. Download MP3 Evening Restaurant Atmosphere by DPmusic This is easy listening acoustic jazz background theme with warm, pleasant and relaxing atmosphere. I used dubstep bass, hip-hop beat, trap leads. Nice background for
fashion shows, showrooms, lifestyle videos, boutique in-store music, real estate promos, lounge zones and restaurants, music for malls and trade centers, and more. Download MP3 Magic Tale by SnowMusicStudio It's a dreamy music track that creates a magical fantasy mood. Starting with simple and memorable guitar chords and melody, this track
is suitable for uplifting and inspiring projects. Suitable for commercial videos, advertisements, corporate videos, blogger videos, promotion, interviews, and more. This acoustic track is consisting of piano, bass, bells, harp. Download MP3 Soft Raindrops by AG Music A peaceful, quite & soft melody with a soft and worm piano riff and soft pads and
atmospheres. Suitable for inspiring and uplifting projects, including corporate presentations, YouTube videos, lifestyle and travel, tutorials, slideshows, montages, openers, business videos, science and technology projects, medical and health videos, real estate, startup videos, app promos, explainers. Good for inspirational videos, media projects, life
and travel, motivational startup video production, websites. Perfect for corporate presentation, explainers, product promo, commercials, advertising, slideshow, and more. Ideal emotive background music for ocean scenes, California coast, surfing, or a beach feel. Download MP3 Your Exciting Day by Audiocalm Confident and modern corporate
background music. Designed to clear your head and restore your inner balance, it is ideal for meditation and spiritual practice, as well as time to yourself. Used acoustic guitar arp, glitch percussion, pad, Rhodes, and piano melody. This track will be a great addition to your summer and romance scenes, or even for timelapse videos. The theme is
composed to evoke sincere and powerful emotions. This track will bring a positive sound to your projects! Download MP3 Advertising Campaign by Plastic3 This is inspiring and motivational, a positive corporate pop-rock track with an optimistic mood. Download MP3 Success Of Your Day by MediaM Optimistic, energetic and upbeat corporate pop
track with classical muted guitar sound, electric guitars, beautiful piano chords progression, strings and warm pads. Download MP3 Long And Winding Road by ihsandincer A positive, hopeful and romantic Acoustic/Folk track with acoustic guitars, glockenspiel, strings, cello, bass and drums. Fits perfectly in commercial video, emotional photo
slideshows, inspirational montages, romantic films, or beautiful love stories. Have inspirational and elegant moods. Perfect for corporate visuals, vlogs, documentaries, product presentations, commercials, adverts of dance events, and more. The music creates a strong sense of positivity; helping the listener vividly imagine all the good that is yet to
come. This track will help you to convey your main idea to the clients. Piano, ukulele, bells in melody acoustic bass, drums. Perfect background audio for corporate and business videos, presentation projects, promo and marketing videos. Perfect for your corporate projects, advertisements, Film and TV, presentations, or other media projects. Royalty
free music, on the other hand, is composed for various kinds of multimedia projects, such as videos, TV shows, films, and podcasts. Perfect for timelapse video, nature scenes, rustic commercial, organic living, also good as corporate or casual background music. Download MP3 Happy Vibes Only by Manuel Ochoa Positive music recorded with guitar,
piano, mallets and percussion. Download MP3 A Rural Life by Geoff Harvey A casual and warming every day acoustic melody featuring joyful hand claps and pleasant acoustic guitar. Perfect for romantic comedies, BBC-style documentaries, whimsical film shorts, or funny commercials. French accordion creates a charming atmosphere that provides a
romantic and relaxing mood. Download MP3 Babys Lullaby by Geoff Harvey This is a gentle and exquisitely beautiful lullaby with the delicate sounds of a Music Box and Celesta combination creating a serene, lilting and enchanting atmosphere. Download MP3 Achieving The Goal by TimTaj It is a motivating, successful, and confident corporate
background music that can be used in any commercial project. It can be used for love documentary, science projects, video tutorials, slideshows, wedding romantic story, presentations, youtube, timelapse. You can use this track for business projects, presentations, like music for websites backgrounds, movies, video, news, podcast, etc. Perfect for
technology advertising, innovations, futuristic videos, modern progress, high-tech videos, product promos, commercials, and many more. Perfect for advertising, nature timelapse videos, documentary, science and technological videos, discovery, promotional, aerial and other atmospheric visuals. Download MP3 Put This On Chill by Mister Mark
Atmospheric smooth-jazz composition. Download MP3 Family Gathering by DPmusic This one is a beautiful acoustic folk track with acoustic guitar, piano, strings, celesta, and electric bass featuring. Download MP3 Grateful Prayer by DPmusic It's gentle and calming chill-out music with airy piano and a peaceful atmosphere. Beautiful guitar sound.
Download MP3 Clouds Hovering Above by DPmusic Atmospheric corporate pop music with warm sound and inspiring mood. Featuring by muted electric guitar, bass, staccato arpeggio, and soft drum beat. If you need a super-bright and upbeat track for your next video, then this could be the one! Download MP3 Peace From The Inside by DPmusic
This one is a dreamy and peaceful track with ambient sound and relaxing impact. Download MP3 Kids Quiz by Michael Adels Bassoon, Glockenspiel, Xylophone & Piano play a sedate melody of the perfect background music for reading books to children, playing games, kids activities. Download MP3 The Timeless Sea by AG Music Peaceful and
relaxing meditation music serves as background music for healing videos, relaxation, and stress relief. Perfect background for promotional videos, advertising, business ads, advertising, real estate, travel videos, gadgets review, YouTube, and many more. Download MP3 On This Day by raspberrysounds It's a stylish, easy, relax Background Hip-Hop
track! The main musical instrument of the piano, great synths, drum, nice bass, modern percussion. Download MP3 Past Present by raspberrysounds This track is inspired by rainy days, calm and quiet atmospheric place, alone with yourself and coffee in your hands. The track is ideal for creating a flowing, adventure style theme for a documentary,
children's or Ethnic themed project. Beautiful background for weddings, love story videos, nature views, travel blogs, videos from a balloon, drone videos, romantic videos, contemplative views, and more. This track is perfect for creating a feeling of happiness and inspiration. Great for urban scenes, chilling time, big city life, product presentations,
relaxing happy hour drinks, etc. Download MP3 Your Road To Success by Top Flow An inspiring and motivational corporate track with a classic muted guitar, and a beautiful piano melody at the climax. Download MP3 Art Diamond by Nazar Rybak Cool, futuristic electro instrumental tracks with industrial drum kit patterns, trance gated synths,
arpeggiators, hypnotic grooves. Download MP3 My Euphoria by raspberrysounds Spring, inspiration, warm, love all these components you will find in this ChillHop Instrumental track! Stylish percussion, gentle harp, sensual vocal samples, cool drums, cheerful Hip-Hop Beat, bass, modern synth will create a beautiful, bright, creative background for
your video project. Great for comedy scenes, fun moments, cartoon animations, kids projects and more. Download MP3 Happy And Joyful by ABCstudio A cute and happy summer tune, full of sunshine and joy. Easy-going melody with a tune of acoustic guitar, electric guitar, bass, and drums. This track definitely will inspire your work. Perfect for
background use in a promotional video, technology review vlog or podcast, business presentation, training video, music on hold, as well as more medial projects where you need a mild background sound. This cinematic background music is sure to grab your viewer's attention and stirs up emotions of love, happiness, and romance. Nice background
for weddings, sentimental moments, restaurant atmosphere, date videos, love conversations, intimate videos, touching stories, and more. Download MP3 Touching Story by DPmusic This is emotional, careful and cinematic track with romantic and sentimental mood. This background music is perfect for travel vlogs or family-friendly content. A perfect
choice for chill zones, spa, fashion events, coffee shops, bars and restaurants. Download MP3 Loving The Sunset by raspberrysounds An ambient, smooth lo-fi chillhop tune, with light vocal cuts, guitar, chill beats, piano and airy synth bells. Used digital synth melody arp, acoustic guitar strum and piano melody. Download MP3 Uncle Brian Delta Blues
by Emilio Merone Laid-back and carefree track, featuring Jazzy stride solo acoustic piano that creates a happy-go-lucky mood. Perfect background music for weddings, romantic videos, family and friends slideshows, charity videos, inspiring words, and many more. This track is great for videos, presentations, advertising. Perfect for motivational
videos, advertising, summer videos, vlogs, family videos, travel and holiday visuals, and other inspiring content. Flute and other natural sounds set the perfect backdrop for any activity that benefits from a tranquil atmosphere. Main instruments are bells, music box. It engages audience with its warm tranquil feel, serene atmosphere and touching
sensual vibes. Download MP3 Relaxing Morning by Plastic3 Light blues-rock guitar composition with a pensive and positive mood. It's full of longing and hope and feels like a lost love that just can't get forgotten. Download MP3 Retrovision by AG Music This is ChillHop Retrowave track that slows the world down. How precious such moments are,
filled with happiness and love. This traditional orchestral holiday music is the ideal soundtrack for playing in the snow, putting up decorations, or any project that needs a jolly seasonal theme. Great for medical projects, infographics, innovative and technological projects, promotion, broadcasting, slideshows, motivational videos, media projects,
corporate presentations and more. Perfect for themes related to wedding ceremonies, love stories, life journeys, memories, or goodbyes. Features light drums, bass guitar, keys, and a smoothsax melody. Useful for confidence, technology projects, slideshows, business tutorial, successful presentations, television, medical videos, science, infographics.
It's drums and guitars create a great sound for your next inspirational video, real estate video, product promotion, hold music or any other products or services that need that extra edge. With TakeTones, your project won’t go unnoticed. Perfect for children's shows, apps, animated films, fun cartoons and more. Perfect music for yoga relaxation,
tranquility, meditation practices, thalassotherapy session, spa complexes, contemplation of the fire, nature timelapse, etc. Download MP3 Pleasant Technologies by Giraffe Music It's easy listening, calm and soft music. Great choice for family videos, travel videos, cooking shows, wedding videos, bakery and cafe videos, web commercials,
advertisements and much more.If you need a positive sound for your projects this track is all you need! Download MP3 Funny Way Of Life by Eitan Epstein Music This is funny and comic jazz music, full of humor and smile. Perfect for corporate and promotional videos, advertising, presentations, product ads, commercials, real estate, company or
brand promo, educational videos, business, and marketplace videos, or many more of your choice. Download MP3 Something To Hold On To by Brian Holmes Just as the music of Chopin has transcended the boundaries of time, this solo piano piece will move you into a place of serenity and stillness. Download MP3 Brighter Day by AG Music Brighter
Day is a soft and acoustic folk track. Perfect as background music for nature documentaries, slow-motion videos, sci-fi films, time-lapses, etc. Good for any relaxed project, inner journey, yoga and meditation practice, spa treatment, nature landscape, slow drone videos and more. Download MP3 Believing In You by Sascha Giebel A soft and peaceful,
uplifiting inspirational acoustic track with an organic and light instrumentation of acoustic guitars, piano and tasteful modern percussion of airy snaps, shakers and claps. Perfect for technology showcase, science, latest electronics, to conference & awards. Download MP3 Bright Skies by AG Music Calm and reflective track made specially to use as
music for interactive voice responders, voip and business phones. Download MP3 Winter Bells by Mike Nowa This track is mix of modern Hip-Hop beat and traditional bell instruments. Featuring ukulele, accordion, and flute. Download MP3 Sea Shore by Mike Nowa Slow Ambient track that immers you into the warm, tropical sea. Download MP3
Peace Of Minds by SPMusicGroup A relaxing, new age royalty-free music theme similar to Deep Forest or Enigma. Live acoustic and electric guitars, pluck synths and guitar harmonics, strings and rock drums makes your project memorable. You can feel the cool water on your toes and the warm breeze on your skin. Download MP3 Ambient Aspire by
MediaM This is calm, peaceful, and beautiful background music with a soft and ambient mood. Enjoy! Download MP3 October Reggae by Pavel Svejentsev Carefree and peacefull ska reggae tune featuring trombone, clean electric guitar and B3 organ background. Sweet background for weddings, emotional stories, romantic videos, charity videos,
inspiring speeches, and more. Featuring a simple but delicate melody that coalesces into an overall peaceful soundscape. It is perfect for corporate and business presentations, advertisements, commercials, news broadcasts, podcasts, TV and radio shows, or travel content. Good choice for commercials and any advertising project, presentations,
inspirational videos and more. Ideal soundtrack for productions related to family, nature, romance, traditions. Download MP3 New Real Estate by Giraffe Music Soft and peaceful corporate music with a hopeful mood. Nice easy tempo. This relaxing, and peaceful track is full of calmness, relaxation, and healing vibes. This royalty-free track can also be
used in romantic, sentimental and cinematic multimedia projects. Download MP3 Outer Space Journey by AG Music An atmospheric new-age outer space ambiance with soft pads fills out the arrangement. It is perfect for creating a feeling of sophistication and luxury. Download MP3 Amazing Elegance by DPmusic This gentle and romantic piano
music is a wonderful choice for your sweetheart background. Perfect for musical background for corporate promo and various media projects, including timelapse, landscape, travel outdoors videos, world cafÃ©, and in-store retails. Perfect soundtrack for movies, video games and any project dealing with war, African and Asian history. If you need a
subtle comical underscore for your project, so this track is just for you. Download MP3 Alien Planets by MintWhale Mysterious and magnetic, this ambient music will bring you to another invisible galaxy, without leaving your room. Great for cooking vlogs, comedies, intros, or TV shows. This tranquil and beautiful royalty-free track can be perfect for
corporate videos, presentations, educational videos, real estate advertising videos, any deep and focused multimedia projects. Great for presentations, YouTube videos, tutorials, slideshows, montages, openers, business videos, science and technology projects, lifestyle and travel, medical and health videos, real estate, startup videos, app promos,
explainers, and more. An excellent choice for organic living, energy-saving devices, green technologies, eco house, on-hold music services, social media content, and more. Download MP3 Inspire Moment by MediaM Beautiful, heartwarming, light, and uplifting music with a positive and optimistic mood. Ideal for funny advertising, comical situations,
children videos, cartoon animations, and other situations where simplicity is required. This calm and peaceful piano tune could be perfect background music for a wedding ceremony, Saint Valentines videos, beautiful and emotional love stories, romantic and sentimental moments. Download MP3 A Beautiful Dream by AG Music Very soft and
atmospheric track, with a smooth and gentle Celesta and piano movement in the background. This heartfelt, A beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create a beautifully soft and sentimental moments. Slightly creepy sounding but nothing too scary for younger consumers. Nice background audio for any
cinematic projects, chill movies, love stories, travel vlogs, inspiring moments of life, commercial or corporate promotional piece and other similar projects. Reminds "the City of Angels" soundtrack. Let this nice calming music make your vlog, YouTube channel or commercial even better and brighter! Download MP3 A Spooky Tale by Geoff Harvey
Halloween style children's piece with a 'haunted house' feel. Download MP3 Hearing Acoustic Breeze by Music Box A soft acoustic pop tune that creates a relaxed and warm atmosphere. Download MP3 Holy Place by DPmusic An atmospheric and airy ambient music with new age sound and sensual mood. Download MP3 Melancholic Asia by
FabianKreutzerSound An Asian style melancholic track played by guzheng and strings. Great for lounge bars and coffee shops, fashion show afterparty, elevator muzak, presentations, slideshows, call hold music and more. This music will fit well for background music in videos, optimistic fell, very organic Download MP3 Masquerade by Geoff Harvey
Calm and flowing acoustic chill out music featuring ambient guitar and soothing Marimba provides a sense of relaxation, escape and discovery developing into a peaceful scenery and serene melody. Audio for media, movies, documentaries, cinema, YouTube, web. Download MP3 Going Up With You by AG Music The whimsical modern classical theme
builds up with a playful melody featuring piano, strings, bells, and synths. Download MP3 Happiness Is Simple by APmuse An upbeat, bright and inspiring acoustic track featuring beautiful acoustic guitars, ukulele strum, claps, bells, natural percussion, and catchy and carefree melody. Download MP3 Enhanced Reality by DPmusic Beautiful and
deeply chill music with magical atmospheric sound and peaceful mood. Perfect for any medical, science, and technology projects, video reviews, infographics, innovative and technological projects, promotional videos, slide shows, corporate projects, marketing, product launch, podcasts music, screensavers, television, media, commercial projects,
presentations, video explainer, youtube, video tutorials, business, science projects, medical projects, education and more! Download MP3 Hypnotic Galaxy by MintWhale Deep and atmospheric electronic music, with spatial plucks, e-piano chords, airy pads, and a trap beat. Perfect for romantic scenes, dinner restaurant atmosphere, sentimental
moments, melodrama movies, weddings, sensual and emotional moments, sincere conversations, and many more. Download MP3 Coffeeshop by ArtIss A stylish chillhop music with cool jazzy elements. Download MP3 Space Infinity by Plastic3 This is a very romantic and melodious ambient track with a tender acoustic guitar solo, sounds of the sea and
groovy drums. Perfect for background music for slideshows, inspirational commercials, motivational and uplifting presentations, sentimental videos, personal growth, life achievements, romantic or valentineÂ´s day video, charity video campaigns and more. Download MP3 Because Im Happy by raspberrysounds An elegant, light, and flowing chillhop
track with nice youthful vibes. Will be great for any kind of cheerful media projects, family oriented ads, travel blog background, explainers and many more. Perfect for any medical, science, and technology projects, video reviews, infographics, innovative and technological projects, promotional videos, slide shows, corporate projects, marketing,
product launch, podcasts, screensavers, television, media, commercial projects, presentations, video explainer, youtube, video tutorials, business, science projects, medical projects, education and more! Download MP3 Warm Guitar by Manuel Ochoa A soft music track recorded with acoustic guitar and piano. Download MP3 Twinkle Toes by Geoff
Harvey A joyful and uplifting childrens style royalty free instrumental track featuring magical highs and happy elements making it suitable for animal themes to create a sense of happiness, joy and excitement. Download MP3 Today is a Good Day by Yevhen Lokhmatov Positive and peaceful music with bells, ukulele, acoustic guitar, piano, violin and a
lot of percussion. Emotional, sentimental, thoughtful, soothing, thankful. This song is the perfect background for your real estate video, corporate project, or media production. Best for media projects with children, family-oriented content, travel blogs, Easter, or food commercials. Download MP3 Romantic Day by MixSound Calm and light melody
with piano solo. Download MP3 Big Clouds by MintWhale This lounge track is ideal to create a relaxed laid-back vibe similar to Moby. Download MP3 Your Achievement by GreenBird Your Achievement - Motivation luxury atmospheric background track with strings orchestral, piano, pads, arpeggiator synth and texture synth. Featuring an old-school
soul voice sample, electric bass, trap drums, and smooth 808 basses. This piece will perfectly suit as background music for bar or cafe, advertisements, presentations, educational, marine, or nature videos, and any other media project looking for a calm, elegant, romantic, melancholic, and dreamy mood. Download MP3 Its A Beautiful Life by Yoav
Alyagon Positive and bright track in an easy-listening corporate genre with a soft motivational inspiring feeling. Bright and crisp sounding guitars, bass, shaker, and nice drums set a carefree atmosphere that can be used to accompany a variety of videos. Suitable music for meditations, floating in space session, astral drifting journeys, out of body
experiences and quiet contemplations, relaxing massage, sleep apps promos, yoga classes. Download MP3 Page 23 Groove Paints by Alex Grey Smooth jazz music bed with some hip-hop elements. Relax and enjoy it. You can hear stylish percussion, calm synths and live guitars. The track features ocean effects in the background, which create a sense
of being on a beach or at sea. It's perfect for video projects about science, astronomy, physics, computers, modern technology, cyberpunk, science fiction. Perfect as background music for slow-motions, nature documentaries, romantic clips, aerial footage, cinematic soundtrack, memorial videos, etc. Beautiful background for advertising, travel stories,
nature views, drone videos, wonderful moments, love stories, cruise ship videos, and many more. Best for fashion ads, lounge zones, summertime holiday, luxury vacation, love and romance. This track is made in the style of live sessions. This simply beautiful summer pop melody brings lots of positive energy and joy. Download MP3 Peaceful Himalaya
by FabianKreutzerSound A relaxing and peaceful world fusion lullaby featuring beautiful flutes and calm bells. Download MP3 Forest Awakening by Yuri Rozenfeld Pleasant calm melody reminiscent of awakening in the forest. Download MP3 Evening Forest by MintWhale Soft and relaxed ambient track, with the airy flute, ethnic sounds, Rhodes
chords, dreamy spatial vocals, and a slow hip-hop beat. Download MP3 Off To Sea by DreamSounding Slow down the pace of everyday life, and relax with this laid-back, chilled royalty-free Chillhop track. Download MP3 Dreamy Moods by Yevhen Lokhmatov Light acoustic theme with incredible heart warming female singing. Used digital synths, deep
drums, percussion, electric guitar. This theme will grab your viewers, and stirs up emotions of love, happiness, and cheerful mood. Itâ€™s perfect for creating a sense of calm and comfort, but it also has an optimistic feeling and can represent development, growth, new beginnings, and achievements. The youth in each of us thrills the idea of new
experiences - new people, new places, and discoveries in a faraway land. Download MP3 Retro Groovy Funky by ColourTunes This one is a positive and groovy background track in retro style with mute guitars, Rhodes electric piano, and vintage bass. The soothing tones and slow melody greatly enhance the meditative atmosphere. It will be great for
ads, vlogs, funny videos, comic misadventures, cooking vlogs, or comedy heists. Suitable for any Youtube clips, advertising commercial, slideshow, viral clip, vlog, any visual that relates to family, pets, children, lifestyle, holiday, traveling, and more. Reserved technique and high on feel and emotion. Download MP3 Out Of City by DPmusic Warm and
smooth lounge track with prominent electric guitar, e-piano, bass guitar, and drums. Good for relaxation, yoga practice, timelapse drone footage, spa massage, reflective moments or the beginning of the day. Great as background music for nature videos, product promos, romantic moments, timelapse footages, memorable videos, etc. Ideal for
presentations, on hold music, nature timelapse, etc. A soft whistling melody underlines an optimistic and hopeful atmosphere, that makes a perfect setting for a morning sunrise or walking through a summer meadow. Download MP3 Smile Of China by GreenBird Smile of China - Background music for documentary, advertising and Asian video
projects. Beautiful chords played by electric piano, a grooving bassline that fill the space created by pads and synths and a spanish guitar play some improvisations. Download MP3 Girl In The Rain by Tunelight Beautiful melancholic solo piano background music in Yann Tiersen manner. Perfect for inspiring and motivational videos, advertising,
YouTube, weddings, social projects, documentaries, love stories, etc. Best for urban chill, romantic clips, atmosphere lounge zones, travel vlogs, etc. Download MP3 Walk In The Rain by AG Music Imagine yourself walking in the rain with your lover or simply enjoying the fresh feeling of the rain on your face. Featuring ethnic instruments, percussions,
piano, and silent chants. Download MP3 Space City by MintWhale Futuristic and atmospheric electronic music, with airy Rhodes, spacey plucks, and a cool groovy beat. Download MP3 Dream Home by Geoff Harvey Timeless electronic keyboard chords backed with inspiring piano provides pacey, feel good, chillwave style track useful for
concentration and focus. Download MP3 Relaxed Evening by raspberrysounds Stylish, lounge hip-hop/chillhop track with laid back and easy-going melody. The excellent backing track for videos, commercials, or film. Suitable for wedding, valentine, presentation and inspirational video projects. The track builds to a bright and uplifting melody making
it great for any project requiring an optimistic and encouraging mood. Wonderful music for weddings, films, melodramas, romantic videos, sentimental moments, charity, inspiring speeches, and more. Great as background music for documentaries, slow-motion videos, sci-fi films, time-lapses, etc. Download MP3 Upbeat 80s by MediaM Retro
electronic styled track with modern sound.This uplifting and energy music is perfect for: retro 80s thematics, nostalgic video, retro video games, video about eighties, innovative technologies, creative visuals, underground dance party or flashback fashion shows and many more. Ideal for youth advertising, urban and street lifestyle video, Youtube
montage or modern media projects. Useful for many media projects, such as Tv cooking shows, holiday and leisure scenes, coffee shop music, advertising campaigns where family, friendship, and all positive values have relevance. Download MP3 Whisper Of The Heart by AG Music Whisper Of The Heart is a soft and quiet atmospheric track, with
smooth and gentle guitar pads in the background. Download MP3 I Was Here by raspberrysounds Angelic melancholic piano composition. It can be used anywhere as background music for websites, documentary movies, news, films for education, TV and radio production, telecasts, videos about nature, space, earth, family, the sea, etc. Big city life,
urban vibe commercials, elegant bars, real estate, and so on. Download MP3 The Great Wilderness by AG Music A great sensation of Ireland vist with a soft, calm, thoughtful soundscape with a little irish whistle melody in the distance. Perfect as background music for slow-motion videos, documentaries about nature, memorial and funeral, regret or
reflection, etc. The track is both soothing and comforting. Great as background music for science documentaries about space, abstract visuals, hi-tech media, etc. Download MP3 Day Of Innovation by MintWhale Atmospheric deep house tune, with e-piano chords, spacey synths, deep bass, lush vocal chops, and a soft synth beat. Great as background
music for corporate videos, promos, travel visuals, scientific documentaries, urban content, etc. Download MP3 Her Memories by MintWhale Atmospheric and emotional ambient electronic music. A nice choice for any kids and family projects, Christmas and New Year videos, fairy tales, and cartoon animations. Bright, sparkling musical flourishes
from clarinets and celesta add a sense of wonderment. Great for underwater footage, commercials, on-hold music, etc. The relaxing combination of soothing piano keys and hypnotizing synth layers is suitable for multimedia projects that need soft and peaceful mood. Download MP3 Genuine Kindness by DPmusic Gentle and tender piano music with
warm pads and light background strings. Features marimba, bells, straight soft beat, piano, and bongo. Great for Youtube projects, instructional videos, advertising or commercial, various slideshow presentations, tutorials, etc. Download MP3 Under The Summer Sun by DPmusic This is beautiful smooth jazz instrumental music in Bossa Nova style
with piano and acoustic guitar featuring. Download MP3 Tropical Resort by SnowMusicStudio Tropical house music with summer vibes. Download MP3 Thoughtful Move by DPmusic This is deep, thoughtful and calm music with peaceful and contemplative mood. The track is perfect for technological slideshows, timelapse, documentary, adventure
videos, discovery, promo videos, and other media projects. Download MP3 Abstract Elements by Nazar Rybak Technological, deep, warm and soft track for your projects. This peaceful soundtrack can also serve as an ambient sleep music for those looking to boost their sleep quality. Download MP3 Airspace by John Radford This ambient feelgood
track opens with a warm electric piano pulse and continues into an understated, relaxing drum groove with gentle bells and a soft bass line. Suitable for a fairy tale, Disney production, cute cartoons, and more. Download MP3 I Know For Sure by Mister Mark The positive country-style track. Download MP3 Page 6 When You Fell In Love by Berool
Lovely romantic acoustic royalty-free track with gentle guitars, sensual piano, and beautiful cello. Great for travel information productions, projects with a hi-tech feel, infomercial, new product launch, simple background music for website, relaxing videos, presentations and advertising. Download MP3 Nostalgic Feelings by ihsandincer A romantic
and nostalgic track with a retro feeling. Instruments: piano, reese bass, ambient percussion, pluck synths, choir, bells, vocal chop and airy futuristic pads. Great music for quiet moments in meditation, health, nature, peaceful narration and cozy background usage. Download MP3 Your Inspiration by Soundroll Beautiful, clean, and positive background
music would perfectly match your business and company presentation video, promotional, and commercial projects. The feeling is lighthearted and upbeat but not excessively exuberant. Download MP3 Flying Birds by DPmusic Cool and stylish future chill track with pumping sound and relaxing mood. This track is the best choice for travel videos,
drone footage, landscape, and aerial views. Enjoy! Download MP3 Light Clouds by ABCstudio Atmospheric, calm, beautiful ambient music, with inspiring and emotional mood. Suitable for presentations, demo videos, commercials, lazy afternoon. This music piece featured of clean electric guitars playing rhythm and lead melody, acoustic guitars,
mandolin, violin, electric bass, and acoustic drums. The beautiful melodies and textures in this track will put the listener in an optimistic mood and is perfect for corporate background music, timelapse videos, or indie films. This beautiful and charming composition with an exotic atmosphere is perfect for a spa session, unforgettable travel experience,
China art exhibitions, Thai massage, divine nature, and serene relaxation. Download MP3 Light Me Up by AG Music Confidence and optimism abound in this elevating track. Download MP3 Sunny Sides by Geoff Harvey Happy and joyful melody featuring cheerful piano and bright chimes creating a happy go lucky everyday melody containing easy and
simple elements. This music is perfect for commercial, social media marketing, personal growth training, inspiring presentation, and summer vlog. Perfect for chill zones, cafe backgrounds, vlogs, or podcasts. Great for commercial, television theme music, toys embed music, mini-games, etc. Keywords: Sombre, piano, strings, dreamy, soft, light,
mournful, sorrow. The overall tone of this piece is positive, upbeat, and cheerful, yet inspiring and moving at the same time. Merry Christmas! Download MP3 Development Of Technology by MediaM Innovative and modern minimal technology music. Download MP3 Movement Of Soul by Mike Nowa Chill out track with a sacred spiritual ambiance and
world ethnic instrumentation. Download MP3 The Funny Zoo by Eitan Epstein Music This is funny and comic jazz music, full of humor and smile. Download MP3 Uplift And Inspire by Azovmusic Bright, positive and motivating, inspiring and uplifting corporate music. It has a sentimental, sweet, and hopeful mood. Great for a calm documentary and
nostalgic scenes, sentimental romantic films, weddings, and more passionate moments. Download MP3 Caribbean Dance by Emilio Merone Bouncy and warm track, with Caribbean elements featuring strumming guitar, delicate flutes and ethnic percussion to create a happy and cheerful mood for your project. Featuring gentle flutes, light hip hop
beat, pads and vocal cuts. It features some vintage funk instruments such as e-piano, saxophone, strings and funk guitars. Download MP3 Inspired Life by Premium TraX Dreamy and inspirational Smooth Jazz track featuring rhodes piano, guitar solos, beautiful strings, solo flute with an intimate vibe, bass guitar and drums. Great for videos involving
sports, GoPro videos, vacation videos, graduation videos, and projects that tell inspiring stories of our lives. Download MP3 Emotional Heartbeat by KD Music A romantic orchestral track, with a delicate, tender, and warm tone. Download MP3 Peace Garden by Manuel Ochoa Beautiful and elegant new-age piano composition. Download MP3 Magic
Ocean by MintWhale Peaceful and dreamy chill out music, with Rhodes chords, airy arpeggios, spacey pads, and soft beats. Perfect for nature films, documentary projects about mountains, lakes, and forests, timelapse video, modern drama, meditation, and contemplation, or just watching the waves mood. Featuring soft synth, strings, swelling pads,
groovy drums and pop piano. A discreet whistling melody underlines an inspirational and hopeful atmosphere, that makes a perfect setting for a morning sunrise or walking through a summer meadow. This track is great for creating mood of relaxation in any project. Merry Xmas! Download MP3 Peaceful Breeze by Yoav Alyagon A positive, truthful,
peaceful, inspiring indie folk track with a soft, and hopeful mood. Download MP3 Financial News by Plastic3 Positive, corporate soft music track with a calm mood, which contains modern synths, violins, electronic drums and live bass. Download MP3 Lovely Weekend by DPmusic This one is lovely and charming acoustic jazz music with a carefree
atmosphere and joyful mood. It also works great as a background for photo slideshows with its ultimate feel-good vibe. It can well be used for travel videos, real estate videos, science or technology videos, documentaries, or any other media that needs a charming, warm but modern tone. Features include an acoustic piano melody and a liquid beat.
Excellent addition to an atmosphere of success to any of your multimedia projects! Download MP3 Timeline by Nazar Rybak Minimalistic electronic track with glitched sound and contemplative mood. Best for summer projects, urban chic, Youtube vlogs, romantic comedy, limo cruising, creative advertising campaign and more. Ideal for a relaxing day
at home, studying, or just daydreaming about better times. Download MP3 Evening Streets by MintWhale This chill-out track has a calm and relaxing feel with tranquil Rhodes chords, spatial synths, pads, and a slow lo-fi beat. Nice moving guitar chords that carry the melody. It's based on sweet and relaxing piano melody. It can be used as well for
many applications, including nature documentaries, underwater footage, and other projects that need spacey and smooth music. I used warm piano, soul electric guitars, pop strings, synth, deep bass, and groovy drums in this track. Featured instruments include piano, electric guitars, strings and pads, electric bass, drums, and percussion. Download
MP3 Last Goodbye by Audiocalm Bittersweet, emotional modern classical composition with a touching melody that creates a melancholic, yet heroic mood. Download MP3 Floating Leaf by AG Music This track was created specifically for meditation, yoga, and other spiritual and relaxation practices. Perfect for weddings, prayerful videos, nature
contemplation, inspiring speeches, charity projects, philosophical quotes, emotional moments, and many more. Tune is perfect for cinematic documentary, advertising, presentations, technology, tutorials, timelapse, sport, life, commercial trailers, history, education, film, and more. The two of you share the glances between sips of warm cups of coffee
or teas. Download MP3 Welcome To Ceremony by APmuse An uplifting, bright, and positive classical composition featuring a stings ensemble, pure cello, and piano. This happy, fantasy and uplifting Christmas soundtrack is perfect for films, YouTube video, TV show, Xmas slideshow, New Year projects, documentary projects, corporate media,
commercials, web videos and other your projests! Download MP3 Twenty Years Later by raspberrysounds Calm, ambient pop/folk theme, with a dreamy piano, airy guitar, strings, bass, and nice drums. Download MP3 Finally Succeeded by GreenBird Upbeat inspirational corporate track. Perfect for advertising, relaxing videos, cafe lounge soundtrack,
promotional, storytelling, and other commercial Christmas projects. Download MP3 Little Steps Forward by AG Music Very soft and cheerful acoustic composition with an uplifting outlook. Gently flowing piano and acoustic guitars are supported by an understated yet elegant orchestration to create a complete package that will appeal to the listener's
emotions. Download MP3 Luxury City by DPmusic This one is a modern neo-soul track with piano, guitar, analog synth, pads, and catchy drums. Download MP3 Journey On by Azovmusic Inspirational and uplifting dream pop music with a groovy beat and inspirational elements. Instruments: bells, pianos, violins, strings, flutes. Download MP3 Time
Flow by DPmusic Deeply philosophical and atmospheric track with beautiful melody. Download MP3 Love As A Fairy Tale by APmuse This is an beautiful, romantic, and hopeful cinematic track with gentle piano, emotional strings, and cinematic percussion. The slightly detuned lead instruments of an upright piano and soft jazz guitar melodies are
complemented by shimmering Rhodes electric piano arpeggios, with subtle electronic percussion providing a smooth, cohesive foundation. This background music can be perfect for cutting edge technology and science progress, forecasting videos, futuristic documentary, advanced innovations, scholar developments and engineering presentations, or
more. Download MP3 A Wondeful Night by Strat 56 The guitar duet plays a delicate and tender melody and creates a subtle yet defining ambiance of hope and tenderness. Features include acoustic piano and soft pads. The music theme builds gradually, as additional strings are introduced, creating a sense of hope, love and promise. The track is
happy and upbeat moods. Ideal for an atmospheric underscore, documentary films, nature, animals, travels etc. Download MP3 Tropic Summer Breeze by Media Sushi Summer pop track with a dreamy atmosphere and top sound production quality. Will be perfect for various media projects like a presentation of new IT products, advertising,
commercial, slideshow, timelapse video, education programs, etc. This beautiful track has a pastoral atmosphere. Soft pads and subtle windchimes also feature, making this an ideal track for studying, relaxing, spa treatments, on hold, podcasts and voice-overs. Works well for hotel lobbies, shopping malls, art exhibitions, as elevators music, cocktail
receptions background, lux commercials, romantic candlelight dinner, and more. Download MP3 Ocean Waves by AG Music This music track is designed to help you relax and calm down. Music is perfect for art, technology, background, relax, fashion, stylish, spa, lifestyle, designs and beauty video projects! Download MP3 Out Of The Shadows by AG
Music This mellow ambient track features soft piano, gentle atmospheric synths, and an emotional atmosphere. It's great for meditation and art videos, relaxing content on TV, or anywhere. Download MP3 Asia Life by LexinMusic An alluring royalty-free Asian orchestral theme with magical guzheng, strings, drums, brass, woodwinds, piano and
Oriental elements. Download MP3 Page 15 Find Your Dream by DPmusic Cool and emotional electronic music with a downtempo beat and relaxed mood. Download MP3 Calm Evening by Giraffe Music Calm chill out music. Reminds "Lost in Translation" soundtrack. Download MP3 Changing Reality by DPmusic A modern catchy royalty-free track with
a funky groove and atmospheric sound. Great as background music for space documentaries, slow motion videos, sci-fi films, conceptual videos, documentaries about space exploration programs like Apollo 11 and Apollo 12, etc. Just stay at home and enjoy a cozy ambience. Download MP3 Warm Sunset by MintWhale Warm ambient hip-hop track.
Used pizzicato strings, marimba, soft drums, bells and piano. Also suitable for cultural documentaries, fantasy voice-overs, fairytale stories, children's projects, the good wizard magic, and more. Very suitable for all Celtic-inspired scenes. Optimistic and happy light rock that is perfect for business projects, product marketing, teamwork, commercial,
adverts and modern lifestyle. Download MP3 That Magic Place by DPmusic Emotional and a bit anxious music with orchestral sound and piano leading. Download MP3 Lost In Nowhere by AG Music Enjoy these two minutes of an atmospheric new-age ambiance with a soft piano, and pads fill out the arrangement. Download MP3 Lounge Train by Eitan
Epstein Music Stylish lounge music to create an enchanting background for your cocktail party. Download MP3 Organic Balance by Alexander Lisenkov "Organic Balance" is the calm and quiet track in the positive and peaceful moods. 2 versions are available: 1) full track; 2) full track without drums Download MP3 Country Dreaming by Andy
Littlewood Laid back Americana style track with a relaxed and dreamy vibe. Download MP3 Straight To Eternity by MintWhale Atmospheric and hypnotic electronic music, with spatial vocal chops, Rhodes chords, deep bass, soft pads, and a glitchy beat. This project is suitable for successful corporate business projects, and other multimedia use. This
lush and smooth background music is best for hotel lobbies, lounge zones, sensual commercials, call hold music, romantic visuals, and for any project needing a dreamy, relaxing vibe. Download MP3 Hokkaido by Infraction If you are looking for a modern, stylish, atmospheric chillstep track with a trap beat this is the music track for you. Evokes the
feeling of world peace, hope, and accomplishment. Download MP3 Floating In The Air by AG Music Calming, pristine landscapes surround you as you stand alone, barefoot upon the soft white sand by the water and reflect. of mellow synth pads layered with electronic drum beats. Download MP3 Main Feel by raspberrysounds Mellow chillhop tune
with a laid-back kalimba solo over lo-fi, vinyl drums, and moving upright bass. The great atmosphere of this music will make your video more saturated and creative. Perfect for real estate projects, presentations, YouTube videos, films, TV, promotions, corporate videos, slideshows, commercials, business videos, advertisements, marketing,
applications, visuals, etc. Also good for morning scenes, home and family, childhood memories, or remembrance of things past. Download MP3 Nice Time by GreenBird Nice Time - the inspirational acoustic track featuring with acoustic guitar, piano, glockenspiel and warm pad. Space, sci-fi and bizarre, Dreamy, flowing, positive. Features pizzicato
cello phrases with mysterious music box and flute elements. This sweet track will take you back to dreams and make you smile. The soft, timely piano chord melody was designed to suggest someone leaving for the last time, or about to never been seen again. Great for underwater nature shows or levels in a video game! Download MP3 Bright Days
Are Coming by KD Music This is inspiring background track with mute guitars and piano melody. Features warm swelling synth pads over moving sequencer phrases alongside a steady beat. Download MP3 Twelve Days Of Christmas by Mike Nowa The Twelve Days of Christmas is an English Christmas carol song. Download MP3 I Wont Let You Go by
AG Music A sentimental, mellow, warm glow surrounds this track featuring acoustic guitar and piano. Download MP3 Xmas Jazz Trio by RGMusic A 'jazzy' version of Jingle Bells, one of the most classic Christmas songs, performed by a jazz trio band, featuring piano, brush drums, and upright bass. Great feel and groove. Great for fashion shows,
fashion reviews, beauty blog, high-tech visuals, newest technologies, innovations, promotion, commercial, advertising video, street lifestyle video, photo collage, and photo slideshow. Works well as a soundtrack for a romantic love story, emotional flashbacks, incredible stories, an anniversary celebration, and more. This track is great for advertising,
commercials, corporate media, or background music in a modern presentation. Also suitable for cafes, restaurants, hotels, clubs, radio stations, lounges, bars, web, news, podcast, and other media video projects. Great for commercials, YouTube videos, films, and TV shows. Similar to High Hopes by Pink Floyd. Download MP3 Summer Lounge by
AudioPanda Cool, feel good and positive pop track with a chill and groovy vibes. Download MP3 New Acoustic Morning by Sascha Giebel Inspirational uplifting acoustic guitar theme over light and airy shaker percussion with a warm fretless bass and additional soft and cozy synth pads. Great for cinematic production, as a dramatic film soundtrack,
emotional love story, nostalgic memories, peaceful family morning and more. Download MP3 Hearts Of Fire by AG Music Fun and Modern electro-pop music with a fresh sound! Perfect for advertising, video game, presentation, technology, sports videos, automobiles, and other media projects. This track is perfect for travel videos, fashion and beauty

vlogs, summer pool parties, real estate and home videos, and more. Nice background for luxury lifestyle videos, travel vlogs, lounge zone videos, spa and resort advertising, real estate promos, drone videos, nature views, and more. Featuring delayed electric guitar harmonics, and piano that create a dreamy atmosphere. Download MP3 Nature Is
Awakening by APmuse Airy acoustic chill-out background music theme with sparkling pads, atmospheric guitar, bells, shakers, and piano. The plucky synth melodies dance over smooth pads, pulsing bass, and punchy drums to create a track perfect for television, film, ads, tech and more. Download MP3 Positive And Uplifting by Azovmusic
Inspirational, positive, and uplifting music. The instruments are: electronic synths, plucks, groovy piano and percussion. Download MP3 You Make Me Happy by DPmusic This one is a beautiful acoustic folk track with romantic feelings and a warm optimistic sound. Download MP3 Look At The Mind by GreenBird Inspiring indie-folk track with acoustic
guitar, banjo, glockenspiel, and warm pad. Download MP3 Spanish Nights by ihsandincer A genuine and authentic Spanish track with, nylon strings guitars, trumpets and percussion. It features ethnic percussions, ethnic acoustic instruments, such as kalimba and marimba, acoustic guitar, and some flutes. Very Hi-Tech & electronic. Features ukulele,
pedal steel, mandolin, banjo, bass, electric slide guitar, drums, and a great fiddle solo. A great background for nature documentaries, travel vlogs, romantic videos, and many other projects! Download MP3 Music Of Nature by Plastic3 Relaxing and uplifting soft pop chill track. Excellent choice for technological commercials, new product promo,
presentations, scientific discoveries and innovations, futuristic commercials, timelapse video, etc. Download MP3 In Good Memory by GreenBird The tender acoustic track is full of inspiration and elegant mood. Ideal for many types of projects, from voiceovers to product marketing and beyond. Imagine yourself watching over vegetated mountains or
endless green rice fields. This track is great for all Christmas related content. Download MP3 Faraway Galaxies by AleXZavesa This music track is an electronic and ambient background theme with atmospheric space sound. A great background for urban street scenes and nature documentaries, romantic videos, and many other projects! Download
MP3 Heavenly Lullaby by DPmusic This one is beautiful and touching piano music with gentle sound and an emotional atmosphere. Download MP3 Melting Sky by DPmusic Touching and soft piano music with warm sound and mellow mood. This heartfelt and beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create a
beautiful soft and sentimental moments. Features mandolin, acoustic guitar, strings, and accordion. Download MP3 Next Wave by Mike Nowa This is a mid-tempo, positive and uplifting Chill Pop track. Soft and Uplifting track with a light and happy feel motivates you to start your day and feel upbeat about the tasks on hand. This track is suitable to
highlight many moments like city tours, travel videos, relaxation videos, footage, and more. It's an open road, and the possibilities are as numerous as the miles. Perfectly suits for light bright openers, IOS apps promos, Youtube ads, arcade games, show afterparty, Download MP3 Interior Design by Yoav Alyagon Relaxed, downtempo chillhop track,
with a cool lo-fi, warm sound. Download MP3 Time To Succeed by GreenBird Time to Succeed - Inspirational track. Beautiful guitars, bright strings and soft percussion create a great music background for all kind of optimistic videos like: travel videos, advertising, vlogs and more. Featuring slow beats, warm Rhodes, distant vocals, and dreamy
synths. Download MP3 Easy Living by Sascha Giebel An soft and spacey uplifting chill out / lounge background music track, played by synth, piano and classical guitar over a light mid tempo drum groove. This music is slow and warm and will fit well in peaceful moments Download MP3 Its My Summer by raspberrysounds It's a joyful, relaxed, light
Hip-Hop Beat. Download MP3 Corporate Achievement by Audioflame Soft and warm corporate music for promo, presentations, business projects, advertising, and more. Perfect for television, commercials, corporate projects, radio, films, youtube videos, videohive preview, etc. Modern sound and stylish harmony with light melody fills will be perfect
background audio for your presentable Video and Media Projects. Download MP3 My Corporate Rocks by Andrea Bellina Dynamic corporate rock track with electric guitars, acoustic guitar, drums, electric bass. Download MP3 Charming Lady by DPmusic This one is a lovely and beautiful piano tune with a mellow atmosphere and tender mood. Ideal
for: Christmas films and movies, Xmas trailer opener, Christmas and New Year presentations, holiday commercials and advertising, vlogging and Christmas family videos. Download MP3 Page 14 Deep Corporate by Azovmusic It's emotional music for commercials, video production, and multimedia projects. Download MP3 Sexy Vibes by Eitan Epstein
Music Lounge smooth jazz royalty free hold music, ideal for situations that require a relaxed ambiance. This delightful piece is perfect for adding the finishing touch for cooking shows, travelogues, or footage of the cooking process, coffee time, street festivals, and family parties. This track can be used for any kids-related content, films, video games,
advertising, or any other media project. This smooth, rhythmical groove is the best choice as background music for a beach party, romantic candlelight dinner, good time with food and friends, or just for projects needing of positive neutral vibe. Download MP3 Petals On The Wind by Alexander Lisenkov "Petals On the Wind" is a calm track in a
positive mood. Ideal to create a festive mood for any project. Best for YouTube promos, travel advertising, fashion videos, and more! This relaxing music will tell a story, just taking the listener on a journey of pure imagination, with just a few simple chords. A time to be joyful. Download MP3 Fast Forward by Sascha Giebel Stylish, atmospheric catchy
retro 80s style melodic synthwave theme with funky guitars over a strong sequencer bassline with a groovy electronic vintage drum machines beat and lots of pumping lush synth textures and atmospheric pad sounds. Best for urban timelapses, street style vlogs, photo collage and photo slideshow, car videos, sport video, promotion, commercial,
advertising video. Download MP3 Technology Slideshow by Sikosbest It's an inspiring technology corporate track for your presentation about high-tech innovations, technological breakthroughs, business successes, and other topics. Download MP3 In A Retrospective View by Yoav Alyagon Beautiful atmospheric background music with a peaceful and
introspective tone. Perfect for relaxing videos and vlogs, seductive videos, lazy afternoon scenes, lounge zones, day spa resort, sunset timelapse, and more. It is particularly suited to corporate and business advertising, corporate videos, introductions and walk-ons, seminars, and projects. Perfect choice for commercials, Youtube videos, vlogs and
many more media projects. Download MP3 Joyful Country by ihsandincer A smooth acoustic track with soothing folk guitar and rustic style melody. Main instruments are piano, synth, bass and soft drum kit. Download MP3 Brand New Approach by DPmusic Beautiful and peaceful music with a hopeful mood and sparkling sound. It has inspirational
and hopeful mood and evokes feelings of success and growing. Enjoy it! Download MP3 Warm Sleep by MediaM "Warm Sleep" is a soft and cute, gentle and calm bedtime lullaby music with a nice box music. Perfect for corporate, business promotional videos, for any uplifting and motivational multimedia projects. The Future is here! Download MP3
Mornings Sun by Paul Werner Upbeat and groovy this track clears the path for a new dawn with motivational and inspiring melodies and beats. It is arranged for symphonic orchestra sound with piano, bells, strings, and harp. Download MP3 Elegant Motivational by Music Box Soft uplifting and positive motivational soundtrack. Ideal background
music for a youtube video, relaxing vlogs, lazy summer vacation, and real estate. Ideal to create an atmosphere of peace, relaxation, and fill your project with positive energy. Download MP3 Leave Without Me by Geoff Harvey Emotional Piano with gentle string backing creates a dramatic sense of love, sorrow and emotional sadness. Download MP3
Fearless And Kind by Nazar Rybak Light, happy sounding inspiring new age music composed of flute, muted electric guitars, acoustic guitars, and drums. Download MP3 Warmth Of The Sun by AG Music This melody has a very soft and quite atmosphere, with a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background. Download MP3 Invisible Light
by AG Music 'Invisible Light' is a very soft and uplifting and atmospheric track, with a very smooth and gentle pads movement in the background, This heartfelt, beautifully reflective, mellow piece is perfect for movie productions that looking to create a motivational and positive feeling. Download MP3 Moon View by AG Music Delicious ambient track
with a serene, soothing, and relaxing atmosphere. Romantic and atmospheric, this groove will be an ideal soundscape for introspective moments, deep emotions, scenic seaside journey, Pacific Coast vacations, travelogue, light romance, sense of lightness and adventure. Great for themes involving relaxing, dreams, romantic country walks, gazing at
the stars, contemplation, reminiscing, nostalgia, southern love, hope, new horizons. Perfect for background use in a promotional video, technology review vlog, as music for podcasts, business presentation, training video, as well as more medial projects where you need a mild background sound. Download MP3 Beautiful Midnight by MintWhale
Dreamy and atmospheric deep house tune, with e-piano chords, spacey synths, deep bass, and a soft synth beat. Download MP3 Rainy Morning by MintWhale Peaceful deep house music, with Rhodes chords, airy plucks, synth pads, spatial vocals, water sound effects, and cool beats. Download MP3 A Melancholic Day by raspberrysounds A calm,
melancholic, elegant chillhop track with vocal samples, drums, bass, background guitar, percussions.This track will approach for: vlogging, fashion, cars, games, Instagram, vimeo, youtube, photography, lifestyle, inspiring videos, drone footage, tutorials, lifestyle, unboxing, product reviews and many others videos! Download MP3 Tropical Paradise
Party by DreamSounding A catchy, bouncy royalty free salsa track, with acoustic guitar, bongos, guiro, cool bass, and drums, ideal for vlogs, travel, vacation, summer, or advertising videos. Will fit well for a wide range of romantic projects with a theme of love, romance, friendship, family and more. Driving by electric synths , muted and delayed
guitar. Download MP3 Dream Awake by AG Music Meditative, elegant composition with soothing, holistic sound. Download MP3 Relax Your Brain by Nazar Rybak Light and beautiful acoustic folk background music will be a perfect choice for your video projects. Featuring airy blend of dreamy vocal pads and a soft grand piano creating a warm
ambience that provokes feelings of love and romance. Download MP3 Motivate My Technology by Giraffe Music Soft, calm and relaxing music with elements of the corporation. Perfect choice for advertising, presentations, documentary, slideshow, and marketing goals, drone videos, promotional, and many other projects. Great as background music
for projects aimed on youth audience. You can listen it forever. Great for family vlogs, travel inspiration, friendly commercial and heartfelt visuals. Download MP3 African Dream by Geoff Harvey A joyful and happy melody featuring shakers, traditional African percussion, Kora, background vocals, marimba, kalimba and acoustic guitar. Can be a
perfect choice for corporate videos, motivational videos, summer videos, explainers, inspiring projects, youtube videos. It would work perfectly for corporate presentations, fashion shows, technological projects, elevator music, hotel and spa atmosphere background, and more. In Cafe del Mar style. Download MP3 Country Club Mood by ColourTunes
It is a country inspirational royalty-free track with soothing sounds of mandolin, slide, steel, acoustic, muted guitars, and strings. Beautiful background for inspiring speeches, breathtaking videos, dramatic episodes, prayerful moments, thoughtful quotes. This minimal and peaceful background music is real enjoyment for any project. With its warm
synth pads, acoustic bass, and electric piano. Download MP3 Inspire Business by MediaM It's a motivational and inspirational corporate, uplifting pop song featuring warm piano, electric guitars, and drums. The music track can be used as background music for presentations, commercials, advertisements, new media projects, Youtube channels, and
more. Encapsulated in memorable rhythms that arouse feelings of “a fresh start” and “new beginning”. This lovely musical piece can be perfect as background audio for summer videos, light and positive videos, travel vlogs, friends and family time videos, romantic and emotional moments, as on-hold music for call centers and bars. Immerse yourself
in a moment full of pleasure and relaxation. This track can be used anywhere - in commercials, sitcom and movies, documentary, Christmas or New Year video, presentations, photo slideshows telecasts and podcasts, youtube videos. Choose it for corporate offering, business slideshows, intro/openers, big success and new achievements, marketing use,
mobile apps promos, explainers project, YouTube and Vimeo videos, tutorials and much more. Download MP3 Wide Scope by Azovmusic Inspirational and atmosphere chill out music for your video project. Download MP3 Page 12 Artificial Star by AleXZavesa This stirring soundscape combines glitch ambient and electronic music with percussive
rhythms and a soaring melody. Excellent for scenery, country themed documentaries and perhaps farming and agriculture to imply an easy going sense of wellbeing. Download MP3 Learn Everyday by Geoff Harvey Let this happy and bouncy royalty free children music theme become your kids' favorite playing tune right now! Just listen to this bright
melody with light piano notes, fabulous acoustic strums, wonderful Glockenspiel elements, xylophone and bass lines playing in unison. Featured instruments are piano, electric guitar, analog pads, strings, and electric bass guitar. Excellent if used with advertising for TV commercials to imply love and sharing or to convey love and happiness.
Download MP3 Great Wonder by DPmusic This one is an inspiring and heartwarming piano track with piano, acoustic guitar, electric bass, analog pads, and strings featuring. Download MP3 Travel Again by GreenBird Travel Again - Motivational track in Lite rock style. Classical piano arpeggios that slowly grow, adding mallets, brass and strings.
Download MP3 That Lonely Feeling by Fahmy Isaac A southing calming track with a peaceful atmosphere and a soothing meditative feeling. Download MP3 The Path Of Angels by Mark Woollard A serene and meditative track that features a delicate flute and harp melody. Nice addition for an atmosphere of success to any of your multimedia project!
Download MP3 Delta Eighty Nine by Mister Mark Electric guitar riffing over keyboards, Fender Rhodes and synth. A perfect fit for moments of love, freedom, joy, and happiness. Download MP3 Tropical Sunshine by DimmyPlus Summer is coming soon, which means you need a real warm tropical hit that will add an inspiring, positive summer mood to
your video. Download MP3 Time Of Joy by KD Music It's a road trip, and your life is ahead of you. Download MP3 Strobe Light by Nazar Rybak A positive minimal background track with a technological modern atmosphere. Best for a calm atmosphere and complete relaxation, scenes of tranquility, slow motion, isolation, etc. Download MP3 Stay Close
by DPmusic Sweet and tender acoustic jazz ballad with a lovely atmosphere and romantic mood. Download MP3 Floating On Air by Jon Wright A graceful, magical classical orchestra Hollywood theme, will instantly bring you in the mood for a fantastic adventure! Suitable as Disney soundalike music for videogames, films, commercials, or trailers.
Perfect for comedy, kids show, family videos, music for education videos, as music for advertising, cook show, and documentary. Download MP3 The Rise To The Top by AG Music An uplifting and positive soft rock track. Download MP3 Country Belle by Geoff Harvey Soft and timely acoustic guitar overlaid with beautiful Dulcimer suggests rural
country setting or landscape making it an ideal theme for conveying scenery in tourism or fantasy style video game such as an RPG. Great for pre-school activities, children's parties and performances, cute babies photoshoots, cartoon animation, and educational videos, ad campaigns, kids vlog, YouTube channel, travel videos, website, tv show, etc.
This backdrop music with a repetitive feeling will fit well in videos, podcasts, documentary and various media projects. A great romantic background music track that sets a positive and motivational mood. Good for sports scenes, YouTube, TV advertising, etc. Download MP3 Start It Now by ColourTunes This royalty free music soundtrack can be used
as a background for your advertising, business presentations, product promotions, commercial projects, corporate slideshows, promotional videos, YouTube channels video and other various corporate applications. Download MP3 Betamax Dreams by ihsandincer It's a retro 80s sounding synthwave track that will take you to Betamax and VHS days.
Suitable for tutorials, presentations, nature, family, and beautiful video projects. Download MP3 Touch The Heavens by DPmusic This one is very touching and gentle piano music with a mellow mood and heartwarming sound. Suitable for any promotional and motivational videos needing a positive music background. Inspire your audience with a soft
mood, warming and joyful. Download MP3 Inspiring Late Night by MediaM This track is perfect for technology, contemporary videos, science presentations, documentaries, advertising, explain videos, commercials, tutorials, and many more. Download MP3 Safe Journey by Emilio Merone Lighthearted and carefree lounge music to escape to on a rainy
Saturday afternoon. Featuring deep ambient synths, smooth pads, and a soft piano melody, this track is the perfect choice for meditation practice. Download MP3 Sun Rises In The East by GreenBird Sun Rises in the East - Background Music for corporate, advertising, VLOG, travel, tutorials and any positive projects. Perfect background for space
video, technology digest, documentary, scientific reports and more. Download MP3 Sweet Kiss by RMSound A sentimental and lovely piano soundtrack for a home family video, romantic declaration of love. Download MP3 Night City Sky by HorizontMusic Atmospheric chill out music with a steady piano melody, synth pads, and repetitive rhythm line.
Positive music for advertising, promotional clips, video presentations, family home movies, etc. Download MP3 Surreal World by Nuform Music Contemporary chillstep electronic production music. This is the instrumental track that you can listen to over and over again. Merry Christmas! Download MP3 The Day After by AG Music "The Day After" is a
calm chillstep lo-fi downtempo beat with airy pads, sounds of the rain, with soft textures. .It has a sense of curiosity and adventure in a childish and even funny way. Ideal for meditation and therapy uses. Slow, soft and melodic. Download MP3 Page 26 Weekend In New York by Plastic3 Optimistic corporate track with a romantic mood, which contains
guitars, drums and live bass. Download MP3 Deep Dreams Of North by MintWhale Dreamy, relaxing chill-out music, with Rhodes chords, spacey plucks, airy pads, and a slow beat. Perfect for advertising, commercials, uplifting videos, children videos, games, call centers, as on-hold music, educational content, and many more. It's perfect for
advertising videos, tutorials, presentations, nature, family videos, and any other project that needs an uplifting background music. Its hypnotizing mood is excellent for your travel, geographical, documentaries, nature videos, life story projects in India, chill world music background, or any video where you want a soft ethnic relaxing vibe. Download
MP3 I See The Light by APmuse Optimistic, easy-going, inspiring acoustic background music for your great projects. Best for scenes depicting tender moments of life, love stories, Valentine's Day content, family home videos, nostalgic and emotional footage. Great for uplifting, carefree, happy, wholesome, positive, fun, hopeful, leisure, motivational,
and inspirational themes. It's a bright, inspiring, magic tune with winter holidays mood. Beautiful background for magical videos, dreamy journey, history projects, atmospheric slideshow. Download MP3 Secrets of Success by TimTaj It's optimistic, inspiring, motivated, and corporate music. It is perfect for travel videos, ethnic fashion shows, Indian
commercials and documentaries, youtube, and any project that needs a world chill soundtrack. Best for youtube promos, romantic travel vlogs, wedding videos, etc. Ideal for moments to slow the world down. Happy festive music for your original projects. Ð¡ontains live drums, acoustic guitar, whistle, ukulele, claps and bass. Features: bansuri - Indian
flute. Download MP3 Corporate Progress by Twisterium This is an uplifting, positive and motivational track with soft synths, strings, piano lines, pop drums. A modern sound and a touch of originality in this version work very well in many uses; it's traditional but different with a modern sound and with a bit of humor. Download MP3 Sunshine
Promenade by DPmusic Sunny acoustic jazz music with a light and elegant atmosphere. Well suited for broadcast TV wheather forecast, high tech news, business presentations and commercials. Suitable for lush atmosphere, carefree urban scenes, lounge zones, vacation promotions and more. Download MP3 Lighter Than Air by KD Music This is a
smooth and stylish royalty free bossa nova track with soft vibraphone melody, pianos, congas, and upright bass. It is composed in a light and gentle way to support and emphasize the key moments of your story. Download MP3 For A Successful Day by ihsandincer Ever wanted to send your viewers on a journey into a dream? Perfect for advertising,
explainer, product promos, educational videos, presentations, real estate videos, business promotional videos, inspiring speeches, atmospheric drone videos, nature, and more. Download MP3 Christmas Fairy Tale by Audioflame Beautiful Christmas melody. Main instruments are piano, light plucked synth, electric guitar and easy strings pad. Features
elements of melodies on celesta and soaring strings while maintaining a driving bed of orchestral strings. Suitable for travel, advertising, tutorials, and positive commercial videos. Download MP3 Blooming Rose by SPMusicGroup A relaxing, new age royalty-free track for modern creative projects. The beautiful melody will evoke feelings of happiness
and joy. Download MP3 Sunbrella by Azovmusic Positive, uplifting, and inspiring, this piece will set your media projects in the right mood. Perfect for smooth and stylish commercials, podcasts, YouTube videos, cafe scenes, lifestyle photography, and many other applications that need fashionable background music. This track could be placed on
videos about nature, travel videos, dynamic casual video games. Great for documentaries, presentations, nature landscapes, and others. A medium-slow music with an easy listening and light mood. Perfect for urban time-lapses, travel vlogs, nature documentaries, presentations, and more. Download MP3 Creative Mind by DPmusic An atmospheric
and focused pop background music with warm ambient and beautiful sound. Acoustic guitar, percussion and excellent performance create a cheerful mood. Download MP3 Innovation Ideas by AG Music It's a very rhythmic track that includes marimba patterns with some groovy percussion elements. Download MP3 When I Am Gone by Fahmy Isaac A
soft and dreamy track with a steady rhythm and short echoed notes. This instrumental is perfect for travel, instructional videos as well as all kinds of advertising. Download MP3 Royal Family by DPmusic This is a classical track in baroque style with harpsichord, oboe, clarinet, horns and strings featuring. Also suitable for high-tech product
presentation. Download MP3 Beachcomber by Geoff Harvey Soothing ambient guitar overlaid with passive synth creates relaxing sense of escape or tranquility providing ideal theme for chilled out end uses. Great soundscape for travel videos, podcasts, mindfulness practice, corporate videos, exotic nature, travel to Bali, etc. It features smooth strings,
bells, and mellow synths. It's suitable as background music for projects relating to relationship, love, romantic and sentimental scenes, family video, slide show, video about good memories, emotional moments, sad and melancholic video, projects relating to care about parents, etc. Ideal for studying, working, and just relaxing. Ideal for corporate
commercials, pre-school education cartoons, repair and home redevelopment inspirational content, life coaching online courses, yummy cooking recipe, and YouTube videos as well as uses on a soundtrack busy family and children's TV ads. Download MP3 Angelic Face by DPmusic A tender and gentle cinematic piece with an emotional atmosphere,
heartwarming sound, and a truly inspiring, moving, and uplifting feel. Best for nature timelapses or documentaries, youtube promos, inspiring videos about travel, romantic vlogs, etc. It's perfect for presenting new products or innovative technologies, background video soundtracks, commercial adverts, websites, and YouTube videos. It's soft and
gentle music, perfect for your brain-wave entrainment or hypnosis sessions. 2 versions are available: full track/piano-only version. Inspired by warm summer nights, lying in the grass under the stars, while looking at the constellation of Taurus. Download MP3 Rabbit In Tailcoat by Elena Naumova Catchy and ironic theme with marimba and guitar
works good with animal projects demanding comedy and mischievous themed projects, cartoons, children's or casual games, video clips, puppet theatre etc. Download MP3 Inspirational Universe by MediaM Atmospheric and soothing music begins with a synthesizer, creating a nice uplifting mood, soon joined by piano. Download MP3 Tender Guitars
by Mike Nowa It's light and peaceful Country style track. Download MP3 Everything We Need by AG Music This track is a joyful and optimistic music with an acoustic style. Download MP3 A New Awakening by DimmyPlus Is an inspiring ambient background track filled with gentle piano melody, smooth orchestral pads and epic drums. Bouncy beat,
energetic percussion and soft strings create motivating, flowing and joyful atmosphere. Download MP3 Learn Something New by DPmusic Energetic and optimistic electronic music with a great uplifting vibe and positive mood. Good for short films with friends or animals, family viewing, tasty food videos or feel-good moments. Ideal background music
for cozy mornings, family vlogs, countryside journey, children videos, voiceovers and other multimedia uses. This beautifully reflected mellow piece is perfect for film productions which looking to create a peaceful and heartwarming mood. Download MP3 On Christmas Eve by Audioflame Great acoustic Christmas and New Year track. Download MP3
Lonely Galaxy by MintWhale Sad and nostalgic piano music, with airy soundscapes and spatial textures. Ideal for timelapse, panoramic drone videos, technology innovation, animation explainers videos, mobile apps, and more. This track is featured of acoustic guitars, electric guitars, piano, warm bass and acoustic drums. Download MP3 Baby Waltz
by Audioblyca Simple and naive waltz track, with a touch of sweet nostalgia featuring piano and tuba. Featuring electric and acoustic guitars, strings, warm synth, bass guitar, and pop drums. This term carries a negative connotation, as “stock” sometimes connotes something that has been used by lots of people, is low-quality, or is simply pointless. I
would describe it as a clean mix between Lofi Hip Hop, Chillwave, and Downtempo Pop. Download MP3 Ghost Talk by Mike Nowa Experience the new sound in this stylish future bass track. This relaxing track is great for photo slideshows, family movies, wedding videos, commercials, or any project needing a relaxed and organic vibes. Great to use in
holiday ads, Christmas commercials, vlogs or openers. Download MP3 Hopeful Days by ihsandincer A mellow and smooth acoustic track with a hopeful intimate feeling and sentimental, yet touching mood. Perfect as background music for advertising, presentation, tutorials, corporate video, explainer video, kids, studying, coding, Instagram video,
stories, Facebook video, youtube, vlog, etc. Amazing background for prayerful videos, worships, meditations, contemplative videos, nature views, inspiring speeches, yoga classes, emotional moments, love stories, and many more. Download MP3 Ray Of Light by Sascha Giebel Peaceful, reflective, and calm, this soft piano track provides a pensive
backdrop. Download MP3 All I Need by SPMusicGroup A relaxing and catchy royalty-free chillout tune with elegant electric piano, nice bass, vocal cuts, and sweet beats. Explore the opportunity to experiment with music using loops. Great for projects related to nature, mindfulness, space, technology, yoga session, timelapse video or spa music.
Perfect background music for slow-motion videos, nature documentaries, time-lapses, presentations, etc. Perfect background music for abstract visuals, scientific documentaries, time-lapses, high-tech promos, and stylish adverts. This track is great for any content for kids. String washes add a sense of relaxation and meditative peace making it ideal
for world travel or documentary projects. Perfect soundscape to focus on your goal. Great for Drones Photography, nature, fantasy, flying scenes, serene adventures, and lush landscapes on travel videos. Download MP3 Soundbathing by Berool Atmospheric relaxing lo-fi hip-hop with vintage piano, jazzy guitar and vocal samples, best for vlogs, fashion
and travel projects. Chill and the smooth, this soundtrack is excellent as hold music for business projects, new product demonstration, lounge zones, hotel lobbies, or shopping malls. Download MP3 Confidence In Life by MediaM Modern, positive, beautiful and uplifting corporate pop music, would perfectly match your business presentation,
commercial projects, promotional videos, inspiring visualization, real estate slideshow music and more. Download MP3 Simplicity Is The Key by DPmusic This one is a transparent and roomy corporate track with a soft uplifting atmosphere. Great as background music for lounge settings, corporate videos, travel visuals, romantic clips, urban contents,
etc. Perfect for commercials and uplifting tv projects. 'Night Whispers' is perfect for that, as well as providing a soundtrack for relaxing and spa treatments. Download MP3 Motivational Monday by ColourTunes An atmospheric royalty-free music theme with muted/electro guitars, pads, piano bits, and light drums is perfect for space projects, podcasts,
corporate presentations, tech promos, and YouTube slideshows, business videos. Download MP3 New Feeling by Alexander Lisenkov "New Feeling" is a crisp take on classical music. The track starts with an inviting ambient soundscape that slowly builds into a complex arrangement of competing rhythms. Great for children's videos or anywhere a fun,
whimsical tone is desired! Download MP3 The Dome by Andrea Baroni A majestic and spacious ambient track with a futuristic and mystic vibe. Download MP3 Pulse Of Life by Emilio Merone Gentle and confident corporate ambient featuring synths arpeggiator and dreamy pads to create an inspirational mood. Lovely background for weddings,
inspiring speeches, touching moments, worships, prayerful videos, nature contemplation, scenery views, love stories, etc. Download MP3 Lifestyle Mood by ColourTunes Positive and inspiring background royalty-free music track perfect to set an optimistic and motivational mood. Features of a metal tongue drum melodies digital synths, electronic
bass, and percussion. Download MP3 A Thoughtless Morning by AG Music A meditative composition with new age and holistic sound. Also suitable as looped music for slideshow and presentation or anything that requires relaxing and peaceful sound. Download MP3 My Inspiring Story by Music Box An inspiring, hopeful and beautiful cinematic
soundtrack. Beautiful background music for weddings, family slideshow, romantic stories, melodramas, sensual moments, kind and charity videos, or many more. Download MP3 In Endless Space by MintWhale Dreamy and atmospheric electronic music, with spatial plucks, e-piano chords, airy pads, and a glitchy beat. Good for feelgood, inspirational,
thankful, romance, caring, thoughtfulness, giving and similar. Download MP3 The Waters Run Deep by Geoff Harvey Soothing acoustic guitar overlaid with beautiful flowing strings creates soft, caring and relaxing melody designed for conveying a sense of peace, luxury and elegance. Will work great as background music for a country theme projects,
romantic anniversary, family home content, music on hold, peace and love, educational programs, as intro/outro music, child development centers, YouTube video. Download MP3 When The Sun Goes Up by DPmusic Beautiful and peaceful music with huge space and warm atmospheric sound. Main instruments are piano, analog pads, pulsing synth,
analog bass, strings, and soft kick drum. Life is good while it lasts, but don't let go of the dream. Download MP3 Outlooks by Serhii Volynchuk Nice and minimalistic glitch track with an uplifting mood created by piano, airy synths, various glitch sounds, straight drumbeat, and strong percussion. Best for natrue timelapses, slow motion videos,
documentaries about oceans and whales, background for lounge zones, etc. Witten in the manner of Thomas Newman. Download MP3 Beautiful Sunny Day by Dmitriy Rodionov Enjoy the romantic and laid-back vibe of New Age background music. Download MP3 True Nature by Geoff Harvey Gentle acoustic guitar phrases suggest a rural setting.
Medium tempo and sensual. Download MP3 Last Train by AleXZavesa Corporate house track with a warm piano, and percussion. Download MP3 Brazil Piano Night by Manuel Ochoa Smooth and easy-going Brazilian bossa nova with flowing jazzy rhythms. Download MP3 Acoustic Affection by Mark Woollard A mellow, relaxing acoustic track. Perfect
for heartwarming movies, commercials, romantic movies trailers, or any video project requiring positive emotions. Download MP3 Slow Current by AG Music Close your eyes, calm your mind, and drift away. Nice pads and harmonies with easy fills and soft drums create a relaxed and pleasant background. I've included in pack different versions of this
track for your comfortable using. Best use for healing practice, relaxation, study, meditation, yoga, or visualization. Used strings ensemble, piano, flute, glockenspiel, cello. Featuring warm piano, electric guitar, and woman vocal. A beautiful uplifting masterful composition. This background music provides a mellow and relaxing settings and good as
sentimental music theme for intros, movies, or love stories. It is perfect for videos about technology, inspiring innovations, developments, science, education, producing and engineering, equipment, documentary films, digital technologies, presentations and slideshows, beautiful motion graphics, corporate and business videos, and timelapse. The
music is great for travel destinations, summer videos, or any other project that needs something fresh and sophisticated. Wonderful background music for on hold products, luxury commercial, real estate video, radio or Tv broadcast, leisure time and more. Very carefree and laid back conveying a sense of simplicity making it useful for demonstration,
tuition or advertising. This theme will grab your viewer's attention, and stirs up emotions of love, happiness, and cheerful mood. Suitable for meditation and spa, luxury items, massage therapy, or any projects desiring calming yet positive music. Download MP3 Nice Feedback by AudioPanda Soft, gentle, and light corporate track with neutral piano
arpeggios. Download MP3 Quarantine Mood by ColourTunes This royalty-free music is recorded in Heaven and put on Earth just for you. Download MP3 Feel Good Lifestyle by Premium TraX Uplifting and inspirational composition featuring acoustic guitar, synth pads, Rhodes piano, acoustic piano, strings, bass guitar, percussion, and drums. The
possibilities are endless. Let this music guide you through that moment. Download MP3 Pink Wind by raspberrysounds An elegant, soft track in chillhop style. Featuring repetitive melody electric guitars, soft piano pads, and arpeggio. Download MP3 Noble Sacrifice by AG Music A very romantic, touching, tender, and soft music theme with a mellow
orchestra sound. Featuring piano, viola, cello, violins. Download MP3 Heart Emotion by MediaM Tender, sentimental, romantic and emotionally fulfilling cinematic piano music theme with a lot of warm and hope. Featuring piano, celesta strings, and bells. Background music with a contemporary vibe and feeling. Light and rhythmic percussion, deep
bass, atmospheric plucks and pads, light vocal samples all combine perfectly in this track. Download MP3 China Melancholy by FabianKreutzerSound A melancholic and relaxing composition played by Vietnamese bamboo flute and piano. It will also fit perfectly for any romantic movies, love stories, wedding videos, or slideshows where you are looking
for an inspiring touching track that will emphasize the feeling of love and happiness. Download MP3 Shape Of Me by Infraction Summer style, laid-back but still energetic, chill-house dance music with acoustic guitar and catchy beat. Download MP3 Innovative Thinking by Music Box The mid-tempo, upbeat, and inspiring corporate motivational music
give you a feeling of confidence, success, achievement, growth, and prosperity. This track can be used as background music for the following inspirational videos: commercials, promotion videos, and presentations. Great for projects related to the casual lifestyle, leisure time, shopping malls, hotel lobbies, in-store music, elevators music, interior
designers, music for real-estate projects, and more. Nice flow and feel. Download MP3 Cartoon Time by Nazar Rybak This playfuyl and funny background music is great to show the funniest yet sneaky moment to the audience. Download MP3 Since We Met by DPmusic This one is a lovely and tender cozy jazz track with touching sound and a romantic
mood. Download MP3 Good Working Day by TimTaj Inspiring, easy, calm, corporate background track for any media or video. Deep, dreamy and spacious. This music piece will create a vivid tone for advertising, romantic media, video projects that need to inspire an uplifting feeling for the audience. Playing with a piano melody and soft pads is
excellent where you need very calm and quiet background music. Download MP3 Sleepy Moon by MintWhale Dreamy chill-out music, with airy synth melody, warm Rhodes chords, calm soundscapes, vinyl noise, and a slow lo-fi beat. Nice background for meditations, relaxations, yoga videos, contemplative nature videos, cinematic views, drone videos,
weddings, and love stories, nostalgic or sensual moments. Perfect for business presentations, commercials, motivational videos, technical developments, as music for phone hold systems, and product promos. Very light, instrumental theme with spring mood and inspiring emotions. Nice background for weddings, emotional moments, family videos,
slideshows, prayerful videos, inspiring speeches, and hopeful videos. Here you can hear electronic accurate drums, cinematic piano, and elegant strings. Ideal for multimedia use, voiceovers, relax near the swimming pool, summer barbecue with friends, city parks walk and other uses. Download MP3 Living A Carefree Life by Andy Littlewood Easy
going acoustic based track with a feel good vibe. Download MP3 Favorite Moments by GreenBird Favorite Moments - the inspirational acoustic track is featuring with folk guitar, piano, and warm pad. Let this uplifting song take you on that journey with a finger-picked guitar, ukuleles, piano, and soft beats. Download MP3 Tech Breaking by Nazar
Rybak Light, futuristic electro tune with hypnotic drum kit patterns, trance gated synths arpeggiators and contemplative mood. Great choice for cafe, bakery, travel, cooking and DIY project videos, advertisements, web videos, internet commercials and much more. Suitable for a natural environment, newborns photo, cute babies videos, first birthday
celebration, prenatal centers, love stories, fairy tales voiceovers, educational cartoons, simple and cute projects. Download MP3 Play School by ColourTunes Nice and easy cartoon-like theme with a playful, yet smooth mood. Great for all projects, where a timeless and classic groovy motivational background music is needed. Feature repetitive electric
guitars, soft piano pads, and arpeggio. Download MP3 Dont Worry by raspberrysounds Relaxing chillhop music track with lounge melody and lo-fi hip hop beats is sure to get you through the day. Uplifting, motivational, positive mood. Page 1/1382 from principal PDF 10 other PDF are available in the download page.', WIDTH, 450, DELAY, 0,
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time, so you won’t have to wade through an ocean of generic music. Amazing background music for meditations, prayers, prayerful videos, inspiring speeches, hopeful quotes, worship videos, pictures from drones, nature views, and many more. Download MP3 Sentimental Acoustic by ColourTunes The romantic and playful acoustic track featuring a
ukulele, double bass, 12 string guitar, bells, and handclaps. Download MP3 Page 5 Fragile Touch by AG Music This music track is made in the style of cinematic, romantic music. The track is suitable for background music in ethnical visual projects, oriental dance shows, Bellydance performers, mysterious land, travel TV program, authentic ads. It will
work well with company news, advertising, promotion videos, technology videos, phone on hold, and many more. 2 versions are available: full track / piano only version Download MP3 Story About Love by APmuse Enjoy the peaceful, super soft acoustic track with gentle guitar, piano and strings. Good background for the corresponding images, xmas
videos, Christmas slideshows, holidays promotion, winter slideshows, movie credits, new year presentation, special events, memory slideshow, inspiration openers, and etc. Download MP3 Embrace The Opportunity by Music Box A bright, uplifting and motivational track with a strong corporate feel. Inspire your audience with a soft mood that's warm
and joyful. Including corporate presentations, advertising, background vlog, YouTube videos, tutorials, promo, slideshows, montages, openers, business projects, lifestyle and travel, medical and health videos, real estate, startup videos, app promos. Perfect for inspirational media content, TV advertising, family values vlogs, wedding videos, home
renovation and cozy design ideas, real estate promos about a residential complex, and much more. It is universal for any project that evokes positive feelings. Download MP3 Fresh Look by DPmusic Cool and breezy background music with modern R&B beat and airy atmosphere. Download MP3 The Sunshine by GreenBird A beautiful acoustic track
featuring guitars, piano and warm synth pad. Great for vlogs or travel videos, or themed around summer. This track can be used anywhere - in games and romantic movies, love story photo slideshows, reflective video, as background music for website, and more. Download MP3 Deep Serenity by Yoav Alyagon Hypnotic, atmospheric, ambient
meditative composition, with a dreamy, ethereal sound. Download MP3 The Beautiful Rain by Dave Brenner Relaxing, peaceful, and airy track with a gentle chillout beat and overall dreamy atmosphere. This gentle atmospheric track can be perfect background music for any project like inspirational narration, presentation, travel video, catchy Youtube
story, and other lovely media. Suitable as background music for infomercials, weather forecast, educational apps, product demonstrations and other projects. The ambient composition combines the sounds inspired by nature with ethnic elements, transmits tranquility and enlightenment. Perfect to set an optimistic and motivational mood. Download
MP3 Walk On Water by AG Music A very subtle, smooth, and calming atmospheric track. This track can be used as an inspiring musical background for commercial websites, computer arcade video games, tv or radio show, finance, travel or weather news, advertising, and business presentation video, wedding or fashion slideshows, Youtube and
Instagram. Download MP3 Page 4 Dreamy Horizon by MediaM A beautiful and calm, atmospheric corporate track featuring electric guitar, soft piano, and quiet synth beats. Piano and harp play sweet chords, bells play melody. Download MP3 Sentimental Guitar by Strat 56 Solo acoustic guitar instrumental. Could be used in business commercial,
product promo slideshows, Youtube videos. Beautifully composed, it is a mellow yet vibrant pairing of strings and woodwinds. Excellent for video slide shows, film, infographics, corporate, underscore, background, presentations, etc. Best for fashion vlogs, summer videos, youth-oriented content, relaxed travel journey and various media use. Download
MP3 Yoga On The Beach by Mark Woollard Calm the mind and soothe the senses with this gentle Ambient Music track. This royalty free music can perfectly fit as background audio for lounge zones, afterparty relax, videos form the height (drone, helicopter), cinematic landscape, spa and resort presentations, as on hold music in call center or
ringtone, as background in shopping mall or any other media and multimedia projects. Great for emotional video content, nature timelapse music, touching life stories, dramatic movie trailer, and more. Download MP3 Calming Piano by Jeremy Kim A positive and peaceful piano arrangement that loops seamlessly. Deep, warm bass, RnB motives. It
sounds like a sad, mildly depressing story from an old movie. Download MP3 Back To Home by raspberrysounds This TripHop track has a unique stylish sophisticated atmosphere with elements of light melancholy. The ukulele is the lead instrument backed by a pleasantly bright acoustic guitar, adding some extra sunshine to the piece. Download MP3
Miracles Happen by DPmusic This one is a sincere and serene cinematic piano music with strings, harp, acoustic guitar, pads and celesta featuring. Download MP3 Eternal Morning by MintWhale Smooth and dreamy deep house music, with Rhodes chords, spatial vocal cuts, and a gentle synth beat. Download MP3 The Waves by GreenBird The Waves
- inspirational chill out track. The perfect choice for wedding ceremonies or nature footage. Ideal for; slideshows, travel, voice over and many chill out activities. Perfect for movies, video games and any project dealing with Karate, Japan and Japanese history. Download MP3 Majestic Flight by DimmyPlus A reflective and flowing royalty-free
inspirational piano composition, with hopeful soaring strings, soft acoustic guitar, and very light percussion to create a wondrous and majestic mood. It has a very sentimental and reflective melody played very slowly. Also suitable for educational use, advertising, or commercial use. Download MP3 Flying Lounge by Mr_B_Music_Studio A dreamy and
atmospheric electronic piece featuring synths, violins and classical guitar. The melody evokes a feeling of pure joy and exhilaration. Energetic and uplifting, mixed with a classic pop sensibility. This track evokes a sense of success, achievement, team spirit. Download MP3 Dream Of Love by APmuse This is a romantic emotional, hopeful classical music
track with an inspiring mood. Modern sound with piano, groovy synths and strings. Enjoy! Download MP3 An Awakening by DPmusic A melodic and deeply soulful ambient music with warm and atmospheric mood. Perfect for trailers, tutorials and vlogs dealing with Tai Chi, Qi Gong and China. Download MP3 Graceful Moments by AG Music Graceful
Moments is a peaceful, quite with a soft and worm pads and atmospheres and a cool Nylon guitar riff. It is great for positive and optimistic background music, funny and comedy trailers, playful and amusing projects, happy and cheerful videos, cute and easy moods, cartoon and humor scenes, children and kids games, hilarious and joyful commercials,
awesome and friendly youtube videos and much more. This relaxing track is great for photo slideshows, presentations, family movies, wedding videos, love stories, commercials, advertising, or any project needing a relaxed and inspiring vibe. Download MP3 Positive Spring Vibes by Plastic3 It's a calm, peaceful, soft lounge electronic 2min music track
with a positive, beautiful spring mood, which contains rising magic synths and pad, bells, slow drums, catchy mute electric guitars, and live bass. Perfect for royalty-free business music, podcast background music, inspiring presentation, video or motivational slideshow, and for many other purposes. Nice electric piano with electric guitar playing
beautiful harmony and melody together with a catchy beat. Download MP3 Enjoying The Evening by raspberrysounds It's a warm, carefree, relaxing RnB track with great drums, bass, cool modern synth, and percussion. Perfect music for yoga clubs, spiritual seminars and sessions, and videos dedicated to such activities. Perfect for vacation and
summer entertainment videos, product video reviews, lounge bar, and chill zones, lifestyle vlogs, advertisements, and more. Perfect background music for studying, relaxing and meditating.Would also be ideal for quiet moments of life, recreation, theater productions and your inspiration! Download MP3 Dive In by SnowMusicStudio Smooth chillout /
lounge atmospheric background music. Download MP3 Cherry Street by Rick Dickert Laidback latin-inspired arrangement of piano, guitar, vibraphone, organ, bass, and drums. Fit for emotive projects, slideshows, inspirational commercials projects, motivational presentations, wedding and romantic videos and more. Download MP3 Green Garden by
GreenBird Green Garden - acoustic track featuring with folk guitar, piano and warm pad. Download MP3 Give Your Warmth by raspberrysounds Warm, relaxing, charming Hip-Hop track with easy vocal samples, drums, bass, modern synth. Download MP3 Nature Walk by Alex Borg An acoustic royalty free music theme with lovely folk guitar bits,
melodica, percussion and plucks, best for travel, family, summer clips or slideshows. Lullabies make parents and kids fall asleep faster, as they provide a sense of security, and sense of belongingness and love. Perfect for romantic comedies, Christmas and New Year's themed videos, gathering around the fireplace, wrapping gifts, etc. Perfect for video
productions, advertising, slide shows, film underscore, documentary and more. Enjoy! Download MP3 Rainy Mountains by MintWhale Warm and nostalgic piano music, with airy ambient soundscapes, and textures. Perfect background for an inspiring, modern business project, advertising, digital, commercial, slideshow, video presentation, travel, vlog,
tutorial, slideshow, etc. Download MP3 Night City Streets by MintWhale Dreamy deep house tune, with deep Rhodes, spatial vocal sounds,electric guitars, and a soft synth beat. This background track can be used as elevator music, call center music, music for shopping malls, on-hold music, music for vacation videos, SPA and hotel advertising, travel
agency tours presentation or more. Download MP3 Twisted Fantasies by KD Music This is background and smooth royalty free bossa nova, jazz track. Download MP3 Cocktail Lounge by Nuform Music Chilling mood and a lounge vibe for this track useful to be included in product presentation, vacation video, and any other use for a calm and
atmospheric mood. Perfect background music for abstract visuals, documentaries, time-lapses, high-tech promos, stylish adverts, romantic or intimate contents. Download MP3 Research Lab by MintWhale Deep and atmospheric electronic music, with e-piano chords, spatial arpeggios, synth pads, and a fast glitchy beat. Perfect as background music
for sleep, relaxation, yoga classes, deep breathing exercises, spa treatments, and tutorial videos. Featuring warm piano, soft nylon guitar, and minimalistic synth sound. Download MP3 Your Reflection by SPMusicGroup Do you want to listen to something new and relaxing? Download MP3 Professional Tech by Giraffe Music Inspiring, positive and light
track for technology presentations. A great track for use in any project needing joyful, carefree and positive background music. Download MP3 Relax Time by MediaM This is a soft and quiet atmospheric track, with smooth and gentle flute and pads. This unique and atmospheric music theme is more than perfect for your documentary projects, around
the world, video games, trailers, YouTube videos, cartoons, and more. This track has a light, positive and uplifting mood. Captivating hypnotic scenes, with a sense of wonderment questioning and what might be next. Good for the vintage movie, coconuts, seaside, marijuana, chilling out on a sunny day or whatever you would like to associate with
Carribean music. A simple spacious composition that makes it ideal for visual support. Similar to Vangelis. If you want to add to your projects feelings of motivation, emotion, confidence, achievement and success, then this track is for you. Beautiful background for weddings, Saint Valentine's videos, love stories, romantic and sentimental projects,
slideshows, inspiring speeches, and more. It also fits any optimistic and cheerful videos and tutorials. Download MP3 Sensitive Heart by DPmusic An inspiring and gentle piano music with a sweet mood and lovely atmosphere. Download MP3 Moon Beams by MintWhale Dreamy, ambient deep house music, with e-piano chords, airy pads, spatial plucks,
synths, lush vocals, and cool beats. This track is great for YouTube videos, presentations and advertising. Amazing background for kind stories, charity campaigns, inspiring speeches, prayerful videos, worships, weddings, love stories, family photo slideshow, nostalgic moments, or many more. Download MP3 Focus On Your Goals by Music Box A soft
upbeat background music track with a strong motivational and uplifting feel. A tender romantic melody floats above a seamlessly flowing piano. It's consisting of glocks, celesta, various synts, electronic drums and percussion. Download MP3 Page 24 French Baguette by Soundroll Fast and upbeat French music with elements of swingin' gypsy jazz or
Russian or Balkan folk. This recording fits well for ambient situations, relaxing backgrounds or as on-hold music. Starting with a simple and memorable guitar harmonic melody, this full-length track progresses to reach a powerful and inspiring conclusion with anthem-style percussion. Two versions available: Full track / Piano Solo Download MP3
Leadership Of The Brave by DreamSounding A bright, inspiring royalty free corporate music, with piano, airy guitar plucks, claps, bells, and drums, best for ads, explainers, vlogs, or promo videos. Nice music for stylish medieval videos, films, documentaries, royal and ceremonial videos, advertising, historical videos, ancient reconstructions, and many
more. Enjoy. The track will become a perfect backdrop for projects involving life, family, children or cute animals. The airy Chill Out atmosphere of this track creates warm, tender emotions and will suit a lot of video projects as background music. Download MP3 The Breath Of Air by Berool It is a dreamy, ambient royalty-free music track with slow
beats, deep e-piano stabs, airy plucks, and vocal cuts, best for corporate, timelapse, or promo visuals. Download MP3 Afterthought by raspberrysounds Stylish, smooth, a cool chillhop track. This track is ideal for those who like such artists as Moby, Naughty Boy, Fatboy Slim, Massive Attack. Download MP3 On The Sunshine by Azovmusic This positive
and joyful acoustic track with the sound of a new adventure and success. Download MP3 Inspirational Ambient by Media Sushi Beautiful and focused corporate track with a soft sound of electric guitars, smooth pads, and an easygoing beat. Download MP3 Minimalist Dreams by ihsandincer Peaceful and lush lounge track with a dreamy mood and
smooth, relaxing vibes. Download MP3 Marimba Groove by Rick Dickert Laid-back arrangement of marimba, vibraphone, guitar, bass and percussion suggested to underscore tropical scenes of leisure, vacation and peaceful gatherings. All the music in our library is specially designed for commercial use. This track evokes a feeling of joy and
happiness. Great for sweet moments, family gathering, mother and child, romantic love, careful and gentle scenes and more. A dynamic arrangement with light sound design elements increases the emotional core of this music journey. For example videos about resorts, hotels or tourism, underwater life shots, marine biology, and ecology. Also good
for studying, working, concentrating. Perfect background music for high-tech visuals, scientific documentaries, time-lapses, and stylish adverts. This positive and joyful nostalgic ukulele music with a catchy whistle may be useful for any media application you have in mind. This melody is consisting of many sound effects and pulsing rhythms, like
raindrops on the window. Perfect as background music for scientific documentaries, films about space exploration, abstract visuals or instalations, hi-tech promos, etc. Download MP3 Chilled To The Bone by Mark Woollard A laid back, simple and neutral track for different settings. Download MP3 White Sand by Andrea Bellina Relaxing and chilling
track with mute guitar, electric guitar, piano and synth. The melody contains magical elements which provide a peaceful and serene feel. Enjoy! Download MP3 Technological Future by ihsandincer A warm and atmospheric electronic track that combines digital and orchestral sounds. Suitable for scenes which inspire contemplation, slow-motion video
footage, relax at the beach, lounge zones, etc. Suitable for a sunny vacation, happy commercial, beach pool party, Youtube videos, and more. Download MP3 Windermere by Rick Dickert Jazz-influenced arrangement of piano, upright bass, and drums in 82-second loop suggested underscoring lounge scenes, dining sequences and ambiance depicting
leisure. Download MP3 Simply Sweet by Jeremy Kim A sweet and simple classical piano track with a reflective, dreamy feel. Download MP3 Be Here And Now by DPmusic Calm, gentle background music with warm atmospheric sound. Download MP3 You Want The Sun by KD Music Romantic and cute folk track with guitars, bells, claps, and
percussion. Download MP3 Advertising Company by TimTaj It is an inspiring, easy, motivational and confident corporate music that is ideal for business presentation, company promotion, technology, science, medicine, construction, marketing, education, innovation and corporate projects. The theme is suitable for children's themes, animation, or
animal themes to imply a cute and cheerful feel. Suitable as backdrop music for educational content, kids invention ideas, robotic technologies, funny cartoons, vintage video game menu screen, toy shop, etc. Suitable for uplifting and inspiring projects, including corporate presentations, YouTube videos, slideshows, business videos, lifestyle and
travel, real estate, startup videos, app promos, and more. This track can be used as a cheerful musical background for children games, tv or radio jingles, advertising, commercial or youtube video. . This sensitive and straightforward tune contains piano as a lead instrument, timbrel, and electric guitar. Perfect for advertising, vacation party movies,
travel, and holiday visuals. Download MP3 It All Begins Here by AG Music Experience a calm and soothing atmosphere with this ambient music track. This slow and spacious background music is good for reflecting moments, Clint Eastwood television films, cowboys and wild west theme documentaries. Download MP3 World Of Opportunities by
DPmusic This is an elegant and inspiring electronic background music with light and atmospheric sound. Download MP3 Happy Everyday Life by DimmyPlus An inspiring and uplifting background lifestyle pop track perfect to set an optimistic and motivational mood. Mix them all, or choose just one and make your composition of any duration! It can
even last an hour and still sound like it was made by a pro. Download MP3 Elegant Motive by RMSound Elegant and soft acoustic track with an inspiring piano and a beautiful guitar solo. Works well for scenes involving fun days out, road trips, leisure activities, nature, countryside rambling, friendship, elation, positivity, feeling happy. Starting with
the soft waterish ambiance in the background that gradually swells up and buried into a strong synths chord. Perfect background for an inspiring, modern business project, advertising, commercial, slideshow, video presentation, travel, vlog, tutorial and etc. Perfect for cruise ship promos, travel blogs, romantic videos, luxury lifestyle videos, drone
footages, nature views, and many more. Clean twin harmony guitars. Download MP3 Croissant And Coffee by ihsandincer A romantic, traditional and emotional French track, featuring accordion, piano, violin, mandolin and guitar. Download MP3 Summer Flower by AleXZavesa This minimal deep house music track. Full of love, passion, romance, and
emotions. This track would be great for videos about wild nature and exotic animals, African travel, vacation vlogs. Download MP3 Page 11 Summer Flowers by ihsandincer Hopeful and caring rustic acoustic track designed to bring a positive feeling to your projects. Great for TV and radio advertisements, animations, elevators, lobby and hotel scenes,
catchy romantic scenes, elevators, lounges, video games, and any project is needing a goofy and jazzy music background. Perfect as background music for slow-motion videos, documentaries, nature clips, cinematic soundtrack, memorial videos, etc. Download MP3 Time Spent With You by DPmusic This is beautiful and emotional acoustic folk music
with nice guitar, piano, strings, electric bass, and bells. This track is chilled, relaxed, sensual, hypnotizing, and charming. 2 versions are available: full track / piano only version Download MP3 Christmas Wonder by Geoff Harvey Magical timely xylophone notes backed with soft sweeping strings and choir vocals create an exciting fantasy style
Christmas melody designed to convey happiness and the magical feeling that Christmas brings. Download MP3 Melancholic Drive by Premium TraX Peaceful and relaxing ChillHop track with a carefree, easygoing vibe. Download MP3 Ambient Softness by Eitan Epstein Music This is an atmospheric, slightly melancholic, and nostalgic electronic music,
full of peace and calmness. Download MP3 Aspiring Mind by TimTaj It's a royalty-free, confident, inspiring and motivating background music that's perfect for corporate projects, promotional videos, slideshows, motivational videos, marketing, presentations, business videos, and more! Download MP3 Good Days To Remember by APmuse This is a
heartwarming instrumental piece. This heartfelt, a beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for movie productions which looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. The acoustic guitar is performed in an original finger-picking rhythm, followed by a smooth chord progression throughout the piece. This catchy tune conveys a feeling of success
and happy days - perfect for commercials, family videos, slideshows, technology, background music for different projects, and more. Perfect for documentary projects, ocean life underwater footage, inspiring moments, art exhibition, travel YouTube vlog, and more. Perfect background for advertising, coffee time, youtube, fashion, restaurant
atmosphere, drone videos, city views, educational content, and many more. Download MP3 Monday Mood by Fahmy Isaac A slow, soft, and easy-going track featuring piano, percussion and nature sounds. Perfect for films, documentary projects, television, inspirational videos, and any project needing a gentle yet motivational background. Download
MP3 The Beauty Of The Nature by ihsandincer A relaxing modern classical music track with orchestral strings, piano, electric guitar, and ethnic flute. Imagine serene views of waterfalls and listen to the shimmering sounds of the water rush of the mountain river. Filled with ambient textures, sun-drenched Rhodes chords, airy pads, spatial vocals, and
a slow glitchy beat, makes this mix is the perfect background music for any setting. Suggested to underscore scenes of leisure, vacation sequences and casual dining settings. 2 versions available: 1) full track; 2) version without drums Download MP3 De Stress by Azovmusic This beautiful chill beat track can be played to help create a relaxed and
peaceful atmosphere. Splendid background audio for advertising, drone footage, nature views, cinematic videos, travel stories, sky and stars views, real estate promos, presentations, air balloon views, and many more. Featuring with mallet asian instruments, percussions and synthesizers. The track can be used anywhere there is a need to create a
motivational atmosphere. Suitable for travel vlog, inspiration video, creative portfolio, drone timelapse, peaceful slideshow, nature visuals, and more. This Upbeat Hip-Hop composition will add a light, brightness, and recognition for your project! Download MP3 The Most Beautiful Story by RGMusic Beautiful, emotional, and storytelling cinematic
piano with warm and inspiring strings, breathtaking, mellow and flowing melody, touching, tender, and sensitive mood. Download MP3 Christmas Relaxing by DimmyPlus It is an inspiring, beautiful, and emotionally fulfilling piece of music perfect for Christmas projects, wedding videos, romantic videos, inspirational projects, motivational
presentations, photo slideshows, and much more. Nice background for educational videos, advertising, product promos, nature views, drone videos, real estate, presentations, and many more. Perfect for love stories, travel vlogs, nostalgic videos, nature, time-lapse, memorials and other inspiring content. Perfect for corporate projects, commercials,
films, and videos of all kinds. Has a gliding, dreamy surreal sound. Download MP3 Pure Love by APmuse The track is very romantic and sentimental, featuring a beautiful slow acoustic guitar accompanied by emotional piano and warm violins. Ideal for IGTV, luxury vlogs, expensive car ads, deluxe fashion, instagram content, model lifestyle, exotic
travel videos, morning workout, unboxing video, street lifestyle and more. Beautiful, elegant, inspiring and Inspiration moods. Download MP3 Magic Of The Moment by MintWhale Feel the depth of this tranquil and soothing glitch chillout music. Featuring romantic piano, bells, soft and tender violins and Santa snow steps in the frosty forest :) This
dreamy track can be used in small games for kids, New Year projects, or as a musical background for advertisement, presentations, photo slideshows, youtube videos, cartoons films, etc. Download MP3 Santas Path by Mike Nowa Easy going and laid back Christmas melody consists of electric piano, electric guitars, bass guitars, Hammond organ,
strings, percussion, and drums. Download MP3 Ocean Abyss by MintWhale Deep and mysterious abstract electronic track, with deep bass, e-piano chords, spacey arpeggios, futuristic sound effects, and a glitchy beat. Excellent background music for fine dining settings and cocktail parties, romantic candlelight dinner, hold music for phone systems or
podcast bumper music. The track has a light and upbeat melody and a playful mood, which makes it fit almost for most purposes. Excellent music background for family-oriented material, precious memories, love, and never-ending friendships, wedding tips, and ideas, engagement video, romantic getaways, and uplifting commercials film. The soulful
background harmonies provide a relaxed and laid-back mood. Very useful film production music for heroic scene conveying both positivity and negativity for an ideal film end scene. Download MP3 Live It Up by raspberrysounds An inspiring, stylish ChillHop track with creative synth, nice drums, bass, cool vocal cuts, atmospheric percussion. Beautiful
piano fills with warm pad, strings and acoustic guitar creating lovely, sweet and hopeful atmosphere. Acoustic piano and clear harmonies play a beautiful melody through this song. Warm ambient synth and drum sounds comprise the basis of the track with a distant guitar echoing out the melody. Also, this track is featured of digital synths, bass, EDM
drums and percussion with effects. Download MP3 Enjoying The Tranquility by Audioflame Ambient Chill pop music with calming feel for mellow projects, peaceful movies or ambient landscape videos. Perfect for holiday, seasonal, celebratory movies, happy and motivational Christmas projects. Download MP3 True Kindness by DPmusic Gentle and
calming piano music with a touching and sincere mood. Download MP3 Intergalactic Path by MintWhale Futuristic ambient electronic track, with e-piano chords, spacey plucks, spatial vocals, and a slow glitchy beat. Made with love for people. This track is great to add a Christmas mood where is needed. Download MP3 The Clock Is Ticking by AG
Music 'The Clock Is Ticking' is a very soft and quiet atmosphere track, with a very smooth and gentle piano sequence in the background. Download MP3 Bedtime Story by Jon Wright A soft felt piano is accompanied by delicate oboe, light choirs and orchestral elements in this warm, loving and emotional cinematic cue. Download MP3 Joe The Jazzy
Man by Manuel Ochoa Piano trio featuring marimba. Great as background music for intimate atmosphere, travel content, nature time-lapses, and romantic films. Ideal background music for luxurious fashion videos or spacey commercials. Features acoustic guitar, pedal steel guitar, drums, bass, electric slide guitar, dobro. Download MP3 Road In
Success by Azovmusic Bright and positive, motivating, inspiring and uplifting corporate music. It's an excellent background for weddings, romantic videos, prayers, saint valentines videos, nostalgic moments, inspiring speeches, and many more. '4 versions are included. Download MP3 Pink Pony by Mike Nowa A happy, smooth, and uplifting children's
music featuring an acoustic piano, glockenspiel, strings, and a bouncy snare drum. Will be perfect for presentations, advertisings, commercials, slideshows, educational content, multimedia projects, etc. Download MP3 Dining Room by Manuel Ochoa Sophisticated and tender, slow tempo piano composition. The atmosphere is calm, positive, and
relaxing with a sense of freedom that your mind can easily get lost in. Download MP3 I Look Forward by Manuel Ochoa Uplifting piano composition, organic with flowing mood. This beautiful melody will make an excellent fit for any of your media projects, both personal or professional, as it can be easily looped to fit any duration required. Loopable,
relaxing and not annoying, it can be used as any kind of background music. Perfect background music for your video, media, YouTube vlog promo, and other different multimedia projects. Thanks for listening and purchasing! Download MP3 In Your Eyes by raspberrysounds Lush, dreamy, and sensual lo-fi chillhop track with sensual female vocal,
kalimba, piano, bass, and slow drums. It is perfect background music for TV infomercials, technology reviews, YouTube videos, podcasts, etc. Download MP3 Great Results by APmuse An inspiring and uplifting corporate background music track. Old vinyl noise, Rhodes, electric guitar, and calm hip-hop beat with calm and lounge mood. Download MP3
The Flowering Garden by Geoff Harvey Enchanting, flowing, piano-based piece evoking perfect rural or garden scene. Suitable for various media and event projects. This music backdrop can be used in a variety of projects including corporate presentation, scientific documentaries, opening credits, flashback moments, medical research, new
technology design, business media projects, and more. Download MP3 Heart Of Asia by GreenBird Moody, atmospheric and relaxing music track great for documentaries, programs, advertising and Asian videos. It features ukulele, acoustic guitars, piano, glockenspie, and handclaps all played in an easygoing, happy-go-lucky style. Perfect for a
cinematic background or heartfelt productions. Featuring warm electric guitar, peaceful synth pads, soft piano. Download MP3 By The Seaside by raspberrysounds A fresh, upbeat chillhop track with cool synths, vocal cuts, airy bells, bouncy bass, and a nice afrobeat. Best for urban chill, intimate atmosphere lounge zones, corporate branding, relaxing

time, as on hold music, etc. Perfect background for meditations, prayerful videos, worships, yoga classes, inspiring speeches, spiritual videos, nature videos, drone footages, and many more. Download MP3 Christmas Fairytale by Plastic3 Christmas holiday romantic music track with festive celebratory mood can be used anywhere as a romantic Xmas
or new year music background for websites, children games, tv or radio jingles, advertising, and commercial YouTube or Instagram video. Very useful for travel, tourism and beauty end uses. Perfect background for weddings, emotional moments, sentimental stories, travel, inspiring speeches, and many more. Best for nature time-lapses, slow motions,
sea world documentaries, advertising to children, etc. Featuring piano, orchestral strings, harp and percussion that create a hopeful, inspirational mood. Features pizzicato, glockenspiel, and marimba creating a simple sweet music theme for happiness, smiles, and joyfulness. The melody edges towards upper-class projects, great if combined with
wine, food or contemporary themed projects. Enjoy! Download MP3 On The Way To The Top by DPmusic This is a calm, minimalistic and upbeat corporate music with catchy and bouncy mood. This track is great for meditation video tutorials, yoga session or sunset timelapse. The progress then is muted and melted into some kind of another world to
absorb the listener and put him into dreamland. Groovy and punchy beats. Featuring with Asian instruments, ambient sounds and synthesizers. Download MP3 Slowest Motion by Yevhen Lokhmatov Just listen to this gorgeous electronic composition made of magnificent guitar sounds, which are mixed with digital synths. It featured of acoustic guitars,
strings, flute, organ, and various percussion. Download MP3 Inviting Warmth by Jeremy Kim A positive and optimistic acoustic guitar and piano duet. Download MP3 Calm Positivity by Yevhen Lokhmatov A relaxing and downtempo track with a dreamy and romantic atmosphere. Download MP3 You Are Beautiful by GreenBird You are Beautiful Romantic inspiring track in style of Piano and Orchestral. Features nice and friendly melody played on acoustic guitar, piano and bells. Melodic, calming and heartfelt. Download MP3 Good April by Soundroll Chill and jazzy chillhop with lo-fi hip-hop beats for Youtube, Instagram, and other social media platforms. Download MP3 Sunny Spring by
MintWhale This atmospheric chillout track evokes warm memories of summertime. Use this music as a mood enhancer or just as a nice piece of music to listen to. It is perfect for a background. Download MP3 Page 22 The Silk Hill by Jerzy Piaskowski Easy-going bosa-nova tune with the boost to get up and dance. Download MP3 Thai Forest by Mike
Nowa It's beautiful ambient track with high level of relaxation. Download MP3 Relaxing Fashion by Yevhen Lokhmatov Relax pop music track with deep house style vocal chops. This track consists of Indian tabla, metal tongue drum, electric guitar, bells, percussion, and fretless bass. With many variations and some additional synth sounds like deep
bass and pad. and more. It's light and slow with feeling of joy. Perfect for children events, happy commercials, comedy spots, funny slideshows, kids footage, and any sort of positive media that requires uplifting and joyful background music. Download MP3 Natural and Organic by Jeremy Kim A light and spacey atmospheric track that is suitable as
background music in a wide range of productions. It is contemporary and fresh, with a positive feel to it. Download MP3 Lofi Hiphop by Azovmusic Chill lo-fi beat. Suitable to be used as background music in promotional videos and business presentations to get that soft tension of positive progression and optimism. Perfect for childrenâ€™s projects,
slideshows, YouTube videos, animation, commercials, advertising, and more. This background music is created for meditation, reiki, healing video, and yoga practice. This music makes you think about space exploration, science-related projects, new technology, robotics, and more. Download MP3 Chill With Me by Audioflame Modern future chill track
with soft drums, chill pads, warm bass and other. Feeling Thankful and Blessed.... Download MP3 Christmas Feelings by DimmyPlus Is an inspirational and uplifting, festive christmas folk track featuring with warm acoustic guitars, jingle bells and percussion. If you are looking for a softer, more muted type of music, this is for you, great instrumental
background music for media projects including YouTube videos, films, television, commercials, etc. Download MP3 Working People by Manuel Ochoa A smooth and easy-going corporate piece that sounds like "The Sims" series. Ideal for scenes requiring a slow ball room or dinner dance. This Hip-Hop track best to add youth vibes for ads,
lifestyle/urban clips, fashion contents, Youtube vlogs, and more! Download MP3 Pure Blue by Soundroll Bright, beautiful and peaceful electronic ambient music featuring synth pads, electric guitars.The music is great fit in travel video, lifestyle or fashion visuals, social platform vlogs and blogs. The overall style is ambient electronic background music.
Download MP3 She Gotta Stay by AG Music This is beautiful and feels like heaven atmospheric cinematic music with lush summer vibes, is performed softly and delicately. This track is best for creative ads, documentaries and youtube vlogs. This track was made mostly by using steel tongue drum. Perfect for small mobile games, children, and their
parent's video, also for toddlers' activities, cooking recipes, etc. Download MP3 Waiting For A Miracle by DPmusic This one is deep ambient music with airy piano and gentle pads. Atmospheric, ambient. It has an uplifting bright tone, but not hectic. Ideal for wedding videos, romantic and Valentine's day projects, inspiring and emotional commercials,
and advertisements. Nice background for commercials, corporate content, presentations, promo videos, product advertising, inspirational videos, and many more. This track is great for travel videos, relaxing content and some kind of advertising. Featuring instruments are soft synth pads, peaceful and muted piano, light drum beats and smooth synth
pluck. The piece is harmonically rich, with layers of sound gradually growing. Download MP3 Successful Work by MediaM Inspiring and uplifting track perfect to set an optimistic and motivational mood. Some of the textures in this track include serenity, clarity, and peacefulness. Download MP3 Lovely Girl by Mike Nowa It's slow Country, Acoustic,
Americana Ballad track. Perfect for parties, dance events, vacation videos, commercials, presentations, slideshows, and more. Best for elevator backgrounds, cafe, lounge or intimate contents. Suitable for tutorials, presentation, organic living, family videos, etc. Stylish and catchy, yet warm and laidback. The main instruments are soft synth, pluck,
swelling pads, air piano, groovy drums. This inspiring instrumental track will fit perfectly for a wide range of promotional media, including uplifting marketing videos, corporate motivational videos, business retreat, and events vlogs, as well as other marketing material related to modern lifestyle, making progress and achieving goals.
Hopeful/Heartwarming, relax, sentimental music. Featuring acoustic guitar, strings, bass, claps, drums, bass and percussion. The introduction of a Harp, softened by celestial synthesizer washes, all supported by very subtle rhythm patterns make this piece ideal for tender or poignant scenes. Download MP3 Dream Wonderland by Nazar Rybak
Inspiring and beautiful fusion of electronic and acoustic music. This a bit funky track can be used as a musical background for projects needing a lounge sound, like commercials, presentations, websites, youtube videos, etc. Think about Wall Street, high finance, current affairs or political advertisements. Excellent for multiple types of visual media.
Download MP3 Heart Of Africa by ColourTunes This music will take you on a journey through the heart of the African plains. Download MP3 Digital Worlds by MintWhale Deep, hypnotic electronic music, with spatial synths, e-piano chords, airy pads, and a glitchy beat. This track can be used for kids games, TV or radio ads, New Year or Xmas Youtube
video and more. Features a special marimba sequence, perfect for productions looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. Download MP3 Little Fluffy Clouds by Michael Adels Laughing kids playing with their toys! This sweet and happy looped song is perfect for children games. Great for kids-themed projects, animal videos, and cartoons. An
excellent backdrop for festive projects, motivational video, Disney style cartoons, fantasy audiobooks or fairytales, adventure movie trailer, Victorian era, historical reconstruction documentary TV series and much more. Download MP3 Amber Moon by MintWhale Ethereal ambient piano music, with spatial soundscapes and slow pads. With Rhodes,
pads, plucks, and slow beats. Download MP3 The Dream by AG Music A very soft and quite atmosphere track,with a very smooth and gentle Celesta and piano movement in the background. Featuring vibraphone, a soft beat, and subtle fx, this would make a perfect music bed for many productions, advertisement music and phone hold music.
Download MP3 A Mojito Groove by Rick Dickert Steel drums, piano, organ, guitar, bass and percussion combine for light, easy-going arrangement in 109 second loop suggested to underscore scenes of tropical leisure, celebration and vacation. A track that reflects the melancholic beauty and magic of life is ideal for wedding videos, photo slideshows,
sentimental love stories, romantic moments, soothing dramatic moments, etc. Beautiful and soft, this track would be a perfect choice to create a feeling of happiness, coziness and joy. A feelgood uplifting catchy composition that would be appreciated and admired by all ! Download MP3 Mysterious Ways by Strat 56 Dark and poignant Americana style
solo electric guitar instrumental with dreamy and contemplative mood. Download MP3 Chill Hiphop by DimmyPlus Stylish and cool chillhop track, with modern hip hop elements, warm rhodes, deep bass and vocal samples, filled with lush atmosphere. Download MP3 Whiskey And Cigar by Berool Inspiring chill lo-fi hip-hop loop with a cool beat,
groovy bass, nice piano chords, awesome guitar, and sax! You can loop it and listen forever. This minimal and emotive corporate track with an ethereal and dreamy atmosphere does just that. Download MP3 To Be Continued by Berool A smooth post-rock background music with a sense of emotional drama. Have an inspiring melody and elegant mood.
Perfect for your high-tech explainer videos, promos, advertising, slideshows, and any project related to high-tech industries. This music can be used for meditation, relaxation or as a lullaby. Download MP3 Exquisite Conversation by DPmusic This one is a beautiful acoustic jazz track with a lovely mood and warm sound. Download MP3 Smile Is The
Key by APmuse Looking for an inspiring track that can put your viewers in a great mood? It is perfect as a background for voiceover, tutorial and youtube videos, corporate commercials, advertising, presentations, fashion videos. Main instruments are e-piano, soft synth pluck, pads, strings and deep synth bass. 5 versions included. Download MP3 Our
Romantic Moments by MintWhale Deep and emotional music in chillstep style, with Rhodes, pads, spacey plucks, airy vocals, and slow digital beats. Horror-styled instrumentation is frequently softened with more magical-like musical phrases. Good as slow and calm background for any videos and projects. Download MP3 Hopes And Dreams by Sascha
Giebel A soft and peaceful, uplifiting track with organic and light instrumentation of acoustic guitars, piano and tasteful percussion. Suitable for a love story, sentimental and romantic videos, inspirational projects, music for photo slideshows, family chronicles, youtube videos, etc. Just close your eyes and imagine a desert island, where you will hide
from human hurry. Download MP3 The White Feather by AG Music Uplifting, and easy-listening Indie folk track will inspire your audience. Download MP3 Our Secret World by AG Music This dreamy, peaceful music is the perfect background track for spa relaxation, natural healing projects, yoga, and any other meditation or dream-like videos,
background music for hypnosis tapes, self-hypnosis sessions, meditation, concentration, visualization, and scar removal. With this track, you can motivate your audience to succeed and reach new heights in your career. Perfect for aerial and travel videos, science and technology videos or commercials about technology. Download MP3 Tropical Colors
by Eitan Epstein Music This is a beautiful Caribbean acoustic island music, full of fun and joy. Download MP3 Silent Night Bossa by APmuse Easy going and relaxing bossa nova version of famous Christmas song. It features acoustic instruments, such as marimba and guitars, and some synth strings and mellow synths. Emotional piano with soft violins
and cellos creates a warm atmosphere of love. Download MP3 Hypnotic Universe by MintWhale Slow, relaxing glitch chill-out music, with spatial plucks, warm Rhodes chords, airy vocals, and a deep beat. A track that captures movement towards something better. Download MP3 Inner Silence by DPmusic A deep and relaxing ambient track with
analog pads and piano featuring. Ideal to add a modern touch and a recognition for your project. Download MP3 Night Whispers by AG Music Sometimes all you need is a place to relax and decompress. Background music like this makes your media project really special and catchy. Download MP3 Ethereal Nebula by MintWhale Nostalgic ambient
music, based on warm piano, slow soundscapes, and spacey pads. Meditation music helps relieve stress and anxiety and helps induce relaxation through slow tempo beats. It's perfect for happy sunny videos, kids content, vlogs, commercial, advertising, slideshow, youtube videos, and more. Download MP3 The Story Of My Day by DimmyPlus This song
with acoustic guitars and warm melodies will bring your creative project to a whole new level! The uplifting, inspirational track will surely inspire your viewers - just perfect for your travel vlogs, student projects, Youtube videos, love stories, outdoor indie films and so much more! Download MP3 The Dark Sea by AG Music A very soft and quite
atmosphere track, with a very smooth and gentle piano sequence in the background, A beautifully reflective, mellow piece perfect for productions looking to create a peaceful, heartwarming mood. If you need to fill your project with sadness and drama, then this track is what you need. Download MP3 Fascinating Peacefulness by DPmusic
Mesmerizing and charming music with gentle atmospheric sound and a peaceful mood. Download MP3 A New Opportunity by DreamSounding A bright, inspiring royalty free corporate piece, with piano, airy guitar plucks, claps, bells, and drums, best for ads, explainers, vlogs, or promo videos. Perfect to contemplate a full moon through the night
clouds, moments of loneliness and reflection, solitude and intimate sense. Download MP3 Secret Garden Mystery by Rick Dickert Pizzicato strings, vibraphone and percussion combine for measured arrangement suggested to underscore scenes depicting mystery, detective comedy, spy theme, intrigue and crime in progress. Download MP3 Yoga
Challenge by Manuel Ochoa Relaxed music featuring piano and synthesizers, great for healing, zen, meditative moments. Download MP3 Mistletoe by Rick Dickert Festive and tender ambient arrangement without overwhelming. Download MP3 Find Your Goal by DPmusic This one is a transparent and clear corporate track with acoustic guitar,
electric guitar, bass, piano, strings, and analog synth pads featuring. Download MP3 Dream Counter by APmuse A relaxing easygoing music theme played with airy electric guitars, deep piano, tender male voice and soft beats. This heartfelt, sentimental track features a special bell sequence, and is eventually joined by wondrous, tender piano.
Download MP3 Mountain Peak by Mike Nowa It's slow and mellow Americana, unplugged Country track. Download MP3 Island Holiday by Sascha Giebel Soft and airy uplifting instrumental background music with synthesizer, piano and classical guitar instrumentation over a light mid tempo drum groove . Download MP3 Reach All Your Goals by
Berool A light, easy listening royalty-free corporate theme with piano, guitar plucks acoustic guitars, strings, bells, and steady beats. Download MP3 Ezy Cruising by Strat 56 An easy going electric blues instrumental. Featuring soft plucks, flute and subtle natural fx. Best for youth ads, presentations, lifestyle content, and many other videos! Download
MP3 Positive Wave by APmuse A happy, upbeat acoustic track with an optimistic and playful mood. Soft piano and guitar weave a delicate layer of melody to create a gorgeously romantic feel. Perfect for futuristic videos, documentary films, hi tech projects, science, bitcoin, cryptocurrency, modern fashion, active sports. Perfect for space projects,
technology videos, nature and travel slideshows, timelapse video. Suitable for meditations, astral journeys, out of body experiences and quiet contemplations, Relaxing, Studying, Chilling, Revising, Meditation, Sleep Aid & Yoga. Positive background for commercials, slideshows, product advertising, educational videos, children games, medical and
healthcare videos, travel vlogs, and more. Catchy and memorable, this track is ideal for use in advertising, TV cooking shows, elevators, travels, or summer clips. Download MP3 Unforgettable Evening Walk by AleXZavesa It's a peaceful and inspiring corporate track. Download MP3 Cutting The Sky by MediaM Here is a bright, motivational, and
inspiring electronic future bass music for your creative projects. Download MP3 Calming Night by MediaM This is calm, warm, peaceful and beautiful background music with soft corporate atmosphere. Perfect for urban timelapses, intimate atmosphere, slow-motion videos, travel media content, product presentations, commercials and stylish adverts.
Download MP3 Bridge Across Forever by Premium TraX This sultry R&B/chillhop track featuring lush synth atmospheres and deep sub-bass is perfect for romance, sensual product placement, Seduction, Attraction, Sexy commercial moments, fashion campaign. Nostalgic videos, romantic and sentimental videos, emotional moments, slide shows, and
much more. Download MP3 Yoga Asanas by FabianKreutzerSound A meditative traditional Indian song with sitar, tanpura and bansuri bamboo flute. Download MP3 Spring Dreams by MintWhale Dreamy lo-fi chill-out music, with Rhodes chords, airy guitar sounds, deep pads, and a slow hip-hop beat. Download MP3 Along The Seashore by Elijah
Aaron A romantic rock ballad in the style of Goo Goo Dolls. Download MP3 Dream Together by DPmusic This one is a modern smooth jazz tune with catchy groove and summer chill atmosphere. Download MP3 Sleeping Baby by MediaM This is lovely, warm, cute, gentle and very beautiful tune with a positive and joyful atmosphere. It's an orchestral
track consisting of woodwinds, brass, strings, percussion, piano. Perfect for all kinds of happy, positive, cheerful, playful, and optimistic video and children content. Download MP3 Hummingbirds by Alexander Lisenkov Energetic and uplifting track in a festive mood. Perfect for use in corporate video, positive advertisements, and lively lifestyle
programming. Ideal for fashion vlogs, young audience, urban content and many others! Download MP3 Glory Sunday by AG Music Very peaceful, inspiring, and uplifting track, sounding like all the simple things of weekend activity. Download MP3 Dreaming Of Summer by raspberrysounds Cool and lush chillhop track with stylish and easy vocal
samples. Each composition creates an emotional connection and appeals to minds and souls. Perfect for commercial advertising, business presentations, interactive promo video, advertising, and more. Download MP3 Stars Above by Mike Nowa It's acoustic country style track. Featuring soft drums, deep bass, deep synth. A laid back, groove featuring
alto saxophone, bass, piano and jazz kit drums. Download MP3 Welcome Summer by Plastic3 This is my new, optimistic and positive, summer pop music track with a cheerful bright mood. Download MP3 All Our Dreams by MintWhale Dreamy chill out music, with Rhodes chords, spacey plucks, deep pads, and a slow beat. The track has the energy of
urban soundtracks mixed with the sensuality of smooth jazz. The ideal choice for nature films, documentaries, meditation, spa advertisements, videos for relaxation. Great for themes involving Italy, Venice, Sicily, Rome, romance, nostalgia, sentimental journey, Italian cooking, pizza, pasta, gondolier, heartbreak, lost love. Sunny, positive and
motivational background track for business projects, technology presentations, slideshow with music, YouTube, and more. Download MP3 Charming Folk by Azovmusic It's a warm, acoustic guitar-driven track with light percussion, whistling, and bell-like tones. Suitable for the serene and heart-warming scene of nature, peace, love, simple happiness.
Great as background music for travel videos, product promos, romantic moments, timelapse footage, memorable videos, etc. Download MP3 Lullaby Ending by Erick McNerney A peaceful lullaby with a nostalgic, slightly melancholic tone. Download MP3 River Ride by Tom Beuchel This quirky jam has an acoustic funk feel with bouncy guitar leads.
Download MP3 Life Is A Wonderful Gift by DPmusic Optimistic and uplifting corporate pop track with catchy guitar fills, soft synth, warm piano, and light drums. Bright and positive and inspiring. Best for YouTube promos, travel advertising, nature timelapse, slow motions, romantic clips, and more! Download MP3 Eternal Sunshine by AG Music
Beautifully and Dreamy, the soothing, uplifting track gradually grows, emotive guitar lines over hypnotic atmospheric textures. Download MP3 Moon Landing by AG Music Instrumental dark ambient music made for synthesizers and soundscapes, great for space travel in films, tv-series and podcasts, in dark and adventure environments. Its warm and
clean tone will fill with energy, hope, and confidence. It features digital synths, sitar, wooden flute, tabla, tambura and percussion. Featuring minimalistic glitchy beats, deep bass, Rhodes chords, calm synths, and water sound effects. Download MP3 Above The Skies by Top Flow Abobe the Skies - light, inspiring, motivational summer anthem with
ambient guitars, soft piano and gentle pads on the background. Features piano, electric guitars, percussion, and bright strings. Download MP3 Only Going Upward by TimTaj Hopeful, thoughtful, and inspiring background music will evoke feelings of hope, confidence, success, and achievement. This tune is a mix of corporate music, ambient and chill
out music. This beautiful track has a pastoral. Download MP3 Healthcare by TimTaj Healthcare - is soft, hopeful, and inspiring corporate background music. Download MP3 Timelapse Tech by Dopestuff Timelapse Technology is a deep and atmospheric downtempo track with glitchy drums and atmospheric electronic sounds. It is featuring repetitive
melody electric guitars, soft piano pads, and arpeggio. Download MP3 If You Just Believe by DimmyPlus An inspirational and triumphant classical royalty-free track featuring piano, strings, and drums that create a proud, hopeful mood. Best for nature timelapses, youtube promos, inspiring travel vlogs, romantic wedding videos, etc. Perfect for
corporate presentations, slideshows, openers, business videos, science and technology projects, vlogs, lifestyle, traveling, iOS and Android app promos, explainers, YouTube and Vimeo videos, tutorials, etc. Download MP3 Deep Down Feelings by SPMusicGroup A gentle and soothing track perfect for love stories, romantic experiences, and a happy
ending. Download MP3 Bright Time by APmuse Upbeat, easy-going, inspiring acoustic background music for your great projects. Perfect for corporate, promos, landscapes, medical, nature, road trips Download MP3 Christmas In 2020 by Geoff Harvey An alternative Christmas melody designed specifically to convey a difference 2020 Christmas
focusing on all the changes, concerned the impact the year has had for many. This melody fits well for commercials, advertisements, sports video, motivational video, travel shows and any project that needs a cheerful and uplifting background. Download MP3 Feel You by raspberrysounds Hip and young, this track in the chillhop style is featuring by
swaying waves of a downtempo beat, and swirling pads. Have inspiring, relaxing and warm moods. Great for business presentations, Youtube Ads, and projects related to finance, economy, technological development and more! 4 versions included. Download MP3 Pillars Of Creation by Mike Nowa A calm and relaxing track with a dreamy electric
piano melody, many digital synths, and textures, and light touch of percussion for a better sense of movement. It's a nice background for call centers, shopping malls, travel videos, spa and luxury hotel promos, real estate presentations, splendid lifestyle videos, fashion and stylish videos, or more. Ideal background music for simplicity and joy, exotic
trips in comfortable places, cooking shows, the pursuit of happiness, freedom, etc. The ideal soundscape to create an atmosphere of summer, feeling of freedom or lounging urban vibe to any project. Featured instruments are acoustic guitar, upright piano, strings, bells, electric bass. Perfect for Christmas commercials, advertising, and celebration
videos. Download MP3 Smile For You In The Morning by GreenBird This track is an optimistic corporate piece that features mute guitar, piano, synthesizer, and percussions. It features mallet Asian instruments, percussions, and synthesizers. Great for business videos, advertising, presentations, technological videos, travel vlogs, motivational videos
and much more. Download MP3 The Beginning Of Everything by Berool Dramatic and emotional royalty-free background track with atmospheric piano, airy strings, synthesized and vocal pads, glitchy parts, and noise effects. Similar to 'Big Little Lies' soundtrack. Download MP3 Warm Conversation by APmuse A romantic and charming rhythm and
blues ballad music in 1950s style. This theme will grab your viewers, and stirs up emotions of love, happiness, and romance. Download MP3 Sun Of The Horizon by AG Music 'Sun Of The Horizon' is very calm music with airy pads, reach textures, with a floating ambient feel. Great for travel, relaxing videos and presentations. Download MP3 Night
Story by MintWhale Dreamy, atmospheric chill-hop track. Download MP3 Summer Dreams by RMSound Sentimental and happy track featuring piano, acoustic guitar, and drums that evokes dreams and memories of summer.This track is perfect for photo slide shows, family home movies, commercials, sentimental projects. The piece ends with a
somber main theme which can be used for the most dramatic situations. Download MP3 Feel The Vibe by ihsandincer An uplifting, inspiring, motivational and modern indie pop-rock track featuring live electric guitars, synths, bass, drums and and indie vocals. Download MP3 Dreamless Sleep by AG Music Dreamless Sleep is a very soft and quiet
atmospheric track, with a very smooth and gentle piano sequence in the background. Featuring electric piano, strings, lo-fi elements, and hip hop drums. Download MP3 Innovative Strategy by TimTaj This technological track is ideal for any inspiring, technological, business videos, presentations, slideshows, motivational infographic, finance analytics,
and corporate projects. Splendid background for travel stories, lovely moments, weddings, romantic adventures, nature views, summer and sunny videos, or more. Perfect for documentaries, especially related to science, medicine, and education. Perfect background, for advertising, drone videos, nature views, travel videos, space and night sky views,
meditations, dreamy videos, or many more. Download MP3 Beauty And Fashion by ihsandincer A minimal and smooth track featuring electric guitars, bass, drums, electric piano, and various effects. Suitable for lounge settings, restaurant dining, nostalgic scenes, sweet dreams, and more. Download MP3 When Angels Singing by APmuse A tender,
spiritual melody that conveys a deep sense of peace and tranquility. Great for sensitive moments and touching scenes, romantic movies, autumn leaves, love and romance, remembrance or any setting where a graceful and nostalgic piano sound is desired. This slow and warm music will fit well on documentaries and cinematic projects Download MP3
Unchanging Values by DPmusic This is a smooth and light corporate track with warm plucked synth, deep piano chords, analog synth bass, strings, and airy pads. Enjoy! Download MP3 Sexy Cocktail by Manuel Ochoa This is New Orlean blues track, with a relaxed piano melody and carefree jazz feel, captures a scene from typical everyday life. Driven
by muted electric guitars, orchestral string section as lead melody, bold and confident drum machine beat. Beautiful music for hopeful videos, weddings, motivational speeches, charity videos, success stories, emotional moments, and many more. Main instruments are electric pianos, rhodes, acoustic bass, strings, acoustic and electric guitars and
light drums. Nice background for corporate content, promo videos, advertising, business advertising, commercials, real estate, gadget reviews, product promos, and many more. Perfect for presentations, company promos, innovative product launches or vlogs. Download MP3 Missing Someone by DPmusic This one is an emotional and tender
cinematic piano tune with gentle sound and a romantic mood. This touching royalty-free tune can be perfect for wedding videos, love stories, emotional moments, sentimental and romantic videos, melodrama movies or more. Download MP3 Great Ideas by Geoff Harvey An inspiring and joyful track that sparkles with life and enthusiasm. Ready to use
in timelapse videos, technology and innovation presentations, and slideshows. Nice background for meditations, yoga classes, worship videos, prayerful moments, space and nature views, cinematic scenes, inspiring speeches, and deep philosophical videos or so. Perfect for music on hold, travel slideshow, positive advertising montage, and creative
corporate video project. Perfect for any kind of video project showing family life, home video, and stories about nature, children, and animals. Download MP3 Feel This Groove by Premium TraX Upbeat, funky and groovy track with a jazzy beat, Rhodes piano, playful bass, strings, turntable scratches and more. Beautiful and nostalgic, harvest time,
family scenes of joy. This is great peaceful background music for relaxing or while reading, studying, writing or doing some kind of activity. It is the perfect choice for your videos, commercials, media projects, youtube videos, and advertorials. Great for travel videos, time lapse videos, product presentations. The main instruments are piano, strings,
cello, celesta, acoustic guitar, and vocal pads. Nice piano chords with light plucked synth fills, drums, and warm bass create a wonderful background. The main instruments are piano, analog pads, strings, acoustic guitar, and celesta. Download MP3 Your Time Has Come by DimmyPlus Is an inspirational and bouncy corporate royalty-free music piece
for your optimistic video projects, such ass: commercial presentations, tutorials, vlogs, travel and holiday visuals, motivational videos, music on hold or summer footage. Download MP3 Evening Sky by MintWhale Slow and emotional ambient piano music with warm, airy soundscapes. Excellent background for prayerful videos, inspiring speeches,
weddings, melodramas, cinematic videos, philosophical quotes, romantic stories, and many more. Perfect for a mellow commercial, travel videos, summer clips or vlogs. Download MP3 Walking On The Sand by DPmusic This one and light and easy smooth jazz track with a cool atmosphere and relaxing mood. Ideal for advertising, TV cooking shows,
elevators, travels, or summer clips. Evokes Santa with reindeer embarking on present giving to children everywhere, playing in the snow or any family Christmas scene. Download MP3 Worthy Achievements by DPmusic Uplifting and inspiring background music with motivational and optimistic mood. Also, you can use this inspiring track in other
corporate videos, business, and happy life projects. Download MP3 Page 3 The Embers Of Time by AG Music A very rhythmic track that includes marimba patterns with some groovy percussion elements. Perfect background music for corporate achievements, romantic anniversary, honeymoon journey, summer trip with family or friends, success story,
drone video, business projects etc. Download MP3 Take Me 2 Wonderland by Nazar Rybak This one is an inspiring and warm royalty-free composition with a touching and light character and hopeful and romantic mood! It's a strong and effective arrangement of an elegant piano, daring strings arp, will be the right choice for your time-lapse videos,
film score, greeting cards, slideshows, romantic movies, melodrama trailers, advertising, wedding ceremonies, presentations, and family footage! Place this inviting and elevating music theme under your great projects today, and you will not lose! Enjoy it! Download MP3 Flying Over Ganga River by ColourTunes This atmospheric and romantic
royalty-free stock music with Indian flute instrument Bansuri creates a new space for us to explore. Download MP3 Meditative Desert by Eitan Epstein Music Experience peace and calm with this soothing, meditative, and serene new age music. Download MP3 Interstellar Lights by DPmusic Beautiful ambient music with airy sound and peaceful mood.
Download MP3 Christmas Holiday Gifts by Plastic3 This is my new, Christmas holiday romantic music track with festive celebratory mood, which contains inspiring bells and synths solo, electronic drums, soft pad, and bass. Thanks for listening and purchasing. Ideal for contemplative moments, trendy commercials, sci-fi romance, lush production or
infomercials. Download MP3 Top Of My Mind by GreenBird Inspiring corporate background music, featuring synthesizer with warm pad and modern elements. Good for videos tv documentary corporate, media needing warm positivity. Good background for city lifestyle videos, city overviews, fashion videos, beauty vlogs, make up videos, luxury real
estate promo, hotel and spa promos, product advertising dress showroom and more. You can use it anywhere in your project, including film, documentary, or nature production. Spacey, Dreamy, flowing, positive with Healing and meditation mood. Download MP3 Science Hub by Christian Aen Inspirational and neutral background corporate music
track. Perfect background for advertising, drone videos, space and sky views, nature footages, weddings, travel videos, r many more. Download MP3 Inner Strength by TimTaj It is a soft, motivating, inspiring, positive, corporate background track for your projects. Download MP3 Beautiful Ocean View by MintWhale Peaceful lo-fi chill out music, with
Rhodes chords, cute synths, deep pads, airy plucks, and a slow beat. Perfect for Advertising, Urban Street Videos, Vlogs, Tutorial, Cooking music, Corporate Slideshow, and other commercial visuals. Perfect background music for weddings, love stories, gentle moments, nature views, friends and family videos, heartfelt storytelling, nostalgic and a bit
dramatic videos, and many more. Featuring deep bass, synth chords, piano, electric guitar arpeggios, percussion, atmospheric pads and vocal chops. A soothing, futuristic e-piano plays chords at low volume, spatial plucks create a sense of extension, while glitchy beats relax the listener. Download MP3 Inner Calm by AG Music 10:00 min of a
meditative composition with a new age and holistic sound. Download MP3 Eternal Space by MintWhale Emotional ambient piano theme, with spacey textures, airy pads and warm soundscapes. Download MP3 Through The Grass by SnowMusicStudio A soft and beautiful acoustic finger-picked romantic guitar music with a folk feel melody, that
seamlessly flows between different section. Perfect as background music for slow-motions, nature documentaries, romantic clips, aerial footage, memorial videos, etc. This background music will add a style and easiness for your projects. Download MP3 Elegancy by AudioPanda A beautiful, lively, positive and energetic classical composition with an
elegant, exciting, majestic feel. Childlike feel makes it suitable for education. Steady beats and calm guitar notes in the background give way to a positive and uplifting synth melody played by plucks, soft pads, and arpeggios. Two versions are available: full track/piano solo version. Download MP3 Southern Smooth by Strat 56 Nice smooth easy
instrumental, lite rock, new country . Brings to mind a diamond ring, lazy early morning, and a cup of delicious English tea. Download MP3 Day With You by MintWhale A nostalgic and sentimental royalty-free ambient piano music with airy soundscapes and slow pads. Perfect for image videos, promotion, explainer videos and much more. The string
section conveys a sense of tension that builds to a crescendo before subsiding again. Download MP3 Sparking Joy by Elena Naumova Music theme with a catchy melody, festive atmosphere, snow, hopes, and gifts for the best time of the year. This delicate and tasteful background music will stir the imagination and bring to mind a couple enjoying a
sunny day at the beach, people enjoying a carefree lifestyle, or a woman looking passionately at a man she adores. Also, it can be used for a dynamic casual video game. Download MP3 Inspire Yourself by GreenBird Positive corporate track for modern, elegance, and smart videos. Great for projects related to technology, nature, space, love,
innovation, feelings, traveling and much more! Download MP3 City Style by ihsandincer Stylish and cool urban lounge track featuring an electric guitar and synth beats. Great to use in any kind of corporate presentations, business advertising, Kickstarter and crowdfunding campaigns, inspirational Youtube video, and more. Great for drone footage,
nature films, and projects related to landscapes, space, mindfulness, and meditation. The relaxed and cool atmosphere of the track will make your video more saturated and creative! This track will approach for urban vlogging, fashion, cars, supercars, boats, boards, apps, games, Instagram, Vimeo, youtube, fashion look-book, modeling shoot, light
mode travel, photography, street style photography, health and body, beauty tutorial, and other. If you need an uplifting and positive sound for your projects and videos, this track will be a perfect choice. Tender, gentle, uplifting, sentimental and wholesome. Perfect background audio for any Video, Media, TV, Radio, YouTube, Promo, Presentations,
Slide-Shows and other different Multimedia Projects. Download MP3 Keep Dreaming by AG Music An elegant soft and sweet acoustic composition featuring piano, ukulele, and strings. Suitable for meditations, astral journeys, out of body experiences and quiet contemplations, Relaxing, Studying, Chilling, Revising, Meditation, Sleep Aid & Yoga music.
This track can be also used in mobile applications, advertising, commercial, etc. Download MP3 Sunny Bunnies by SnowMusicStudio Funny and bright happy instrumental music track. This corporate track is the perfect choice for any corporate projects and promotional videos. Great for optimistic and positive vacation music, relax and peaceful
moods, tropical and exotic Hawaii beach music, summer holidays, travel shows, sunny Jamaican sea, romantic vacation music and more. Download MP3 Sweetheart by APmuse Tender, light, and positive romantic piece with pure piano and brilliant acoustic guitar. The composition filled with fabulous mood and elevated feelings is similar to the Disney
studio projects. Download MP3 Calm Place by RMSound Light, technology, inspiring, motivated, minimal background tune with the pleasant, calm, inspirational, innovational, and peaceful mood. Download MP3 My Dreamland by raspberrysounds An atmospheric, relaxing LoFi Chillhop has a modern soundscape with scratchy vinyl, cold synths, nice
drums, rich bass, refined and sensual vocal samples. Enjoy! Download MP3 Holiday Mood by Plastic3 This is my new, calm and positive track for holiday and celebratory events. This uplifting background music can be used anywhere - as a motivational soundtrack for websites, games, tv or radio jingles, youtube video and more. Enjoy! Download MP3
Shades Of The Rainbow by DPmusic This is beautiful easy listing tune in a smooth jazz style and Bossa Nova rhythms. Download MP3 Slow Way by ihsandincer A minimal and smooth track featuring electric guitars, bass, drums, electric piano, and various effects. Ideal for relaxation, studying, voice-overs, product demos, adverts, infomercials, and
much more. A retro sound and style with a touch of Texas. Nice background for advertising, nature videos, drone videos, real estate, inspiring speeches, travel and adventure videos, product promo, or many more. Download MP3 Smart Architecture by Alexander Lisenkov "Smart Architecture" is the background and minimalistic track in a neutral and
peaceful mood. Download MP3 Italian Bossa by Soundroll Latin bossa-nova, fun and simple track, with piano, upright bass, accordion. It's perfectly suitable for commercials, presentations, slide shows, YouTube videos, documentaries, photography, TV / Radio media production. Download MP3 Dream Dance by Elijah Aaron Catchy male and female
vocal lines mixed with an explosion of pop percussion and world rhythms. Download MP3 Page 18 Beachside Chill by Dopestuff Smooth and relaxing chillhop lounge music with a warm and fuzzy feeling. Download MP3 Signs Of Hope by AG Music This is an inspiring soft and beautiful emotional music track. Perfect for the natural landscape or
sensitive melodrama. Download MP3 Time Of Meditation by RMSound This is an original piece of music, designed for your meditation and relaxation with peace and calm. This chill music is perfect for any type of video where you want to create a feel-good tone for your viewers to enjoy. The track is perfect for background information, slide shows,
presentations, commercials, video, documentaries, and any other your creativity project. This beautiful track has pastoral and great for underwater, nature, reiki, space videos, and yoga music. Download MP3 Page 17 Far Away Stars by MintWhale Atmospheric and futuristic deep house music, with Rhodes chords, spacey plucks, deep bass and a
gentle synth beat. Download MP3 Chilli Jam by Dopestuff A positive and relaxed track with a smooth, jazzy vibe. It contains soft bells, guitars, synths and easy light drums. Great choice for tech videos, medical videos, technology based projects, infomercials, tech commercials, future technology videos, documentaries and much more. Great
background for cocktail parties, family and friends meeting videos, cruise chips promos, coffee or drinks advertising, walk and talk videos, or many more. Great as background music for travel videos, nature documentaries, aerial footage, memorable videos, etc. Great as background music for slow-motion videos, documentaries about nature, aerial
footage, romantic contents, etc. It can also be used as background music for kids videos, advertising, animations, etc. Download MP3 Deep In Love by Alex Borg This is a romantic composition with soft acoustic guitar and somnolent drums. Download MP3 Page 9 Magic Gardens by MintWhale Peaceful chill out music, with Rhodes chords, spacey arps,
deep pads, airy guitar, and a slow beat. Download MP3 Light Serenity by DPmusic This one is a calm and transparent background track with a pure and clean sound and atmospheric mood. Download MP3 Your Breath by MintWhale If you are looking for dreamy, chill-out, chill-out music that will create a peaceful mood, this track is right for you.
Download MP3 Snowy Sunrise by Plastic3 Childish instrumental Christmas music with a spirit of winter and fairytale mood. Download MP3 Over The Moon by MintWhale Peaceful dreamy music, with Rhodes chords, spacey vocals, deep pads, airy pads, and a slow hip-hop beat. It's also great for relaxing scenes involving love, friendship, and
contentment. Best for erotic visuals, night city skyline view, boutique instore music, premium luxury goods, VIP experience, and more. Combines ambient sounds with soft synths and bass to create modern elevator music. Perfect background for restaurant atmosphere, cooking shows, lounge areas, drinks advertising, coffee promotions, luxury
lifestyle, music for elevators, call centers, and bars. Download MP3 Lost Hope by AG Music It is a calm, soft, quiet, and underscore track for any nature, drone videos. Download MP3 You Know About It by raspberrysounds This chillhop track with a stylish atmosphere is what you need to create a relaxing urban vibe. Download MP3 A Very Joyous
Christmas by Jon Wright Festive, uplifting and classical Christmas music. It features piano, strings, cello, violin, synths, and percussion. When you reminisce on this time later, that light-hearted and tender music comes to your mind. Featuring nylon guitars and an airy string section, this track is ideal for projects that need an emotional warmth and
peaceful atmosphere. Download MP3 Jingle Bells Bossa by KD Music It's the bossa nova version of the classic Christmas song "Jingle Bells." The traditional Brazilian arrangement gives a perfect mood to this song, with a base made of nylon acoustic guitars, acoustic drums, core bass, and grand piano. The track works well for cozy coffee houses,
country club, romantic couples snuggling and kissing, outdoor cinema, retro-style projects, commercials for jewelry, engagement rings, YouTube videos. It's like birds flying in the air, gliding in the cloudy sky, but not knowing where to fly. Dramatic, dreamy and spacious. An uplifting inspirational good mood feel. Beginning with a simple, playful
Kalimba and Marimba pattern, it breaks into full a full dance with exuberant high register flute passages. This track has that warm and cozy feeling with the deep Rhodes chords and soft vocal swells, spacey synth plucks, and slow airy beats. Perfect for meditations, prayerful videos, slow motion videos, worship, inspiring speeches, philosophical
quotes, space and nature videos, National Geographic videos, sunrise-sunset views, and many more. Download MP3 Old Horizons by MintWhale High-quality, original ambient track. Great for travel journey, Ibiza vacation, leisure time, vacation photo slideshow, youthful content, fun and holidays. Download MP3 Gimme Love by Emanmusic This is a
tender, melodic, and lovely easy-listening track that brings thoughts of summer, happy days in the sun. Download MP3 Here With Me by AG Music Gentle and warm modern classical piano composition with soft light and a soothing, calm feeling. Download MP3 The World Is Yours by raspberrysounds Relaxing, lazy atmospheric chillhop/lo-fi hip-hop
beat with vocal samples, piano bits, synths, and deep bass. It's perfect for a variety of projects including presentations, Youtube videos, commercials, tutorials, and more. Download MP3 Time To Coffee by raspberrysounds A positive, inspiring hip-hop track with an emotional synth, cool drums, modern bass, cheerful vocal samples, inspiring electronic
guitar, airy percussion. Download MP3 Opportunities For Success by APmuse An inspiring and uplifting corporate music track. Download MP3 No Worries Anymore by Berool Uplifting whistling melody and chillhop beat with children's sound on background that makes the peaceful mood. Featuring marimba, double bass, and jazzy drums. Perfect for
commercial, advertising, fashion catwalk, makeup tutorials, beauty product demo, street video, digital TV background, intro/outro and more. Download MP3 Want To Fly by MediaM Modern, inspirational corporate royalty-free music with floating rhythms, and laid-back beats. The sad violin track features a combination of beautiful strings and a solo
piano to create that desired atmosphere. Download MP3 Meant To Happen by DimmyPlus A sentimental, mellow, warm glow surrounds this track featuring piano and acoustic guitar. This slow and tender track is great for videos, presentations, advertising. Perfect background for an inspiring business project, digital advertising, commercial,
slideshow, video presentation, travel vlog, tutorial and etc. Download MP3 Inspirational Sunshine by MediaM A soft, easy-going chillout tune with a laidback vibe and positive feel. Best for incredible landscapes, documentary movies, romantic passion, or travel visuals. The music creates a sense of peace and well-being. Download MP3 Random
Thoughts by AG Music Clear your mind and find your center with this peaceful background music track. This meditative, mellow and emotional royalty free music will be perfect background for any video and multimedia projects. Enjoy! Download MP3 Oh My Dear by APmuse Cozy, warm, and relaxing jazz music with romantic tones and an intimate
setting. This wonderful royalty free instrumental tune will be perfect for drone videos, cinematic views, nature landscapes, sky and space videos, dreamy and contemplative videos or more. Download MP3 Something Wonderful by Sascha Giebel A soft and peaceful, uplifiting track with a very organic and light instrumentation of acoustic guitars, piano
and tasteful percussion. Small bells harmoniously sway in the background adding the sense of joyfulness. This inspiring pop track will fit perfectly for a wide range of promotional media, including corporate marketing videos, business motivational videos and events vlogs, as well as other marketing material related to modern lifestyle, making
progress and achieving goals. Download MP3 Successful Company by Giraffe Music It is motivational, emotional, and confident background music that is ideal for business presentations, advertisements, presentations of the new company, tutorials, conferences, information projects, education, slideshows, infographics, corporate projects, and more.
Featuring flowing electric guitar melody, synthesizer, and piano. The bright ethnic style would be useful to give a sense of purpose and optimism to African-themed adventure or everyday life. Will be the perfect choice for adventure videos, travel videos, advertisements, slideshows, time-lapse videos, documentary drama videos, emotional
documentaries, soft and calm videos, documentary thinking moments, drama TV shows and YouTube videos as well. This music is to inspire, bring back your childhood memories, and make you smile on a rainy day when all you want to do is lay under your warm blanket and read a storybook. Perfectly suitable for hi-tech technology, timelapse video
related to corporate branding, science development and more. Download MP3 As You Fly Away by RGMusic Heartfelt, sensitive, and emotional piano track, with soft and airy strings, to accompany you on your most beautiful moments. Download MP3 Page 13 Sunny Horizon by MintWhale Inspiring and dreamy music in chillhop style, with warm
Rhodes, airy pads, guitar melody, spatial vocals, and soft beats. Download MP3 The Real Estate by GreenBird The Real Estate - Corporate track. Suitable for science videos, hi-tech processing, Earth from space stream images, relaxation and pensive mood etc. A sweet melody starts playing, and the eyes of the beloved person light up instantly. This
track will give positive vibes to your projects. This inspiring, touching, and just slightly nostalgic acoustic guitar track. Download MP3 Back To You by AG Music Soft and quite atmosphere track, with a very smooth and gentle piano movement in the background. It will help you create an atmosphere of joy and happiness for your project. Download
MP3 Sweet Simplicity by Jeremy Kim This is a sweet and simple piano solo track that can be incorporated into various projects including commercials, advertisements, film, television, youtube, personal videos and presentations. Download MP3 Between The Stars by MintWhale Deep and peaceful ambient electronic music, with e-piano chords, spatial
arpeggios, synth pads, and a soft glitchy beat. Download MP3 Dream For The Best by ihsandincer Calm and inspiring corporate track featuring legato strings, acoustic bass, kick drum and bells. This music is slow and will fit well for yoga, meditation, zen, healing, health usages. Download MP3 Health Comfort by Nazar Rybak This calm, soft and chill
music will works perfect with corporate presentations and slideshows, product promo, commercials and demonstrations, hi-tech reviews, beautiful nature videos, infographics, time-lapses, inspiring and motivational travelling videos and more! Used acoustic harmonics, soft drums and percussion, soft bass and synth. It embodies the optimism and
glamour of a red carpet appearance, with bright flashes from photographers and crowds of excited people filling the streets at night. Ideal for modern corporate presentation, cutting edge technologies, science inventions, new product launches, and more. Download MP3 Lounging In Hawaii by Geoff Harvey Laid back and chilled out Caribbean
soundtrack featuring Hawaiian Slide Guitar, steel drums and bongo's creates a sense of being on vacation on a beach or tropical island lounging and chilling out suggesting at paradise island or exotic island. This elegant chill out tune is just made for it. Download MP3 Chill Is Rain by Nazar Rybak A soft, warm, inspiring and emotional background
documentary music track with smooth pads, light piano and warm atmospheric sounds. This track can be used as a motivational musical background for business websites, computer arcade games, tv or radio jingles, advertising and commercial youtube video, enjoy! Download MP3 Coming Back Home by White Cat Music Beautiful acoustic track, very
melodic, smooth and peaceful. Download MP3 First Step by GreenBird First Step is a modern inspirational, corporate music coming with a melody piano and guitar. Suitable for the hotel lush atmosphere, carefree urban scenes, summer gardens and lazy cocktail hours. Download MP3 Urban Groove by Yevhen Lokhmatov Relaxing chillhop beat with
lo-fi vocal chops and live electric guitar melodies. Download MP3 Economics Innovations by AudioPanda A flowing, breezy, clean downtempo electronic music with an atmospheric, technological, innovative feel. Download MP3 Space Inside by DPmusic Cool and dreamy ambient track with a lounge atmosphere and peaceful mood. Recommended
usages : promotional media, uplifting marketing videos, facebook, youtube, vimeo, television, radio, slideshows, corporate presentations and advertising, films, documentaries, festivals, podcast, videocast, phone on hold music, education training, apps/games, audiobooks and projects related to technology, sports, design, fashion and lifestyle. Have an
inspiring, relaxing and warm mood. Amazing background for inspirational videos, product advertising, luxury lifestyle videos, car promos, travel adventures, nature views, drone footages, or more. Well suited for medical projects, and new technology for health, as well as for scientific projects and corporate presentations. There is a nostalgic, retro
vibe provided by the lead synth that complements the clean guitar melody beautifully. Download MP3 Our Story Begins by DimmyPlus Fresh and uplifting indie folk track, featuring warm and energetic guitars, happy piano chords, bells, and percussions that create a confident, optimistic mood. Gentle background for nature views, drone videos, smoky
landscapes, worship videos, inspiring speeches, philosophical quotes, prayer videos, or more. Download MP3 Sincere Kindness by DPmusic Inspirational piano track with an atmosphere of gentleness, warmth, and tenderness. Chilled and slightly hypnotic track full of fascinating unusual sounds that will never let the viewer bored. Download MP3
Realization by Berool It is an inspiring, uplifting royalty-free corporate tune with piano bits, muted guitar plucks, acoustic guitar, and strings, best for presentations, vlogs, or promos. Great for all media needing a very pretty tune with a warm heartfelt feel. Download MP3 New Summer Morning by White Cat Music Delicate, melodic acoustic looped
track, based on acoustic guitar and piano. Download MP3 Age Of Innovation by Giraffe Music Calm, stylish and soft corporate background music with a light sound and confident atmosphere. Download MP3 Oriental Fantasy by Geoff Harvey A flowing Asian melody featuring Gzhun, Dizi flute and atmospheric zonal washes creates a traditional Chinese
melody suggesting Asian culture and traditions. Suitable for tutorials, presentation, nature, family and beautiful video projects. This track brings to mind the sunset on a warm summer evening when all the things of the day can wait until tomorrow because you know that the one you love is always waiting for you. Great usage in any kind of corporate
and business presentation music, kickstarter and crowdfunding campaigns, traveling and inspirational Youtube video shots. Download MP3 Far From Noise by SPMusicGroup A calm, luxurious royalty free music loop with soothing female vocal, a cool piano, flutes and stylish beats. Our music is produced by humans for humans. Great for videos
involving interviews, nature videos, vacation videos, corporate videos, and projects that tell inspiring stories of our lives. Download MP3 Pulsing Time by Michael Musco This electronic pop music combines a positive vibe with an upbeat spirit. Featuring gentle electro piano, light hip hop beats, pads, sound of the sea and vocal cuts. Perfect to use in
inspirational, motivational or uplifting projects. Synths are playing bass and pad. Download MP3 Colorful Evening by MintWhale Chill and atmospheric hip-hop track, with the spacey synths, Rhodes chords, airy pads, and a slow beat. It has a calm and smooth vibe, nothing big and loud, just some small synth pads that build a little bit of tension, some
chill mellow beats, and dreamy vocals. Download MP3 In Empty Temple by DPmusic Emotional and beautiful music with an airy sound and peaceful atmosphere. Great for tech presentations, digital promos, media slideshows with music, 4K drone footage, life in the megacity timelapse, awesome innovation ideas, etc. Download MP3 Acoustic Night by
Mike Nowa It's a Pop Acoustic track. Download MP3 Jolly Polly by DimmyPlus A funny inspirational ukulele song featuring bells, whistling, piano chords and soft percussion. Download MP3 A Place To Chill by Mark Woollard A smooth, flowing, downtempo piece. Inspirational, motivational, hopeful, humanity, romance, togetherness, deep emotion.
Suitable for adding a classy and urban vibe to any project. Steady beat of bass and drums. It consists of Acoustic guitar recorded in the spacy hall playing over synth pad, bass, and powerful electric beat. Ideal background music for weddings, love stories, melodramas, sentimental movies, charity projects, inspiring words, Saint Valentine videos, family
slideshows, and many more. Download MP3 Lounge It by Dopestuff Groovy and laidback, this chillhop music track features electric bass, smooth keys, and drums. But not anymore! With a unique, thorough Search and helpful filters, the perfect song is closer than ever. Great background for business videos, promo videos, advertising and
presentations, dreamy and relaxed videos. Featuring soft beats, warm Rhodes, water sound effects, and dreamy guitars. Perfectly fit for any kind of media projects, such as success story videos, business presentation, fashion show, urban style commercials, and others. A perfect back drop for an emotive presentation or advertisement. Download MP3
Islands In The Sky by Geoff Harvey Electric piano and soft sweeping strings provide a beautiful, flowing melody. Download MP3 Peaceful Sky by APmuse This peaceful, airy, inspiring instrumental track will create a feeling of love, peace, and well-being. Acoustic guitar, bells, slide electric guitar makes fairy, peaceful atmosphere. This delightful
soundscape is ideal for any romantic film score, love scenes, narrative cue, dramatic and elegant movie trailer. Download MP3 Mind Voyage by AG Music A peaceful meditative composition with a holistic sound. A slightly suspended atmosphere unleashes an idea of curiosity and concentration. Download MP3 Fun Joyful Jazz by ABCstudio A light,
groovy and easy-going jazzy track with positive, uplifting and joyful vibes. Download MP3 Peaceful Serenity by Premium TraX Calm, atmospheric, and dreamy ambient music composition features various atmospheric pads, synthesizers, vocal FX, and deep drums. An ambient electronic guitar solo drives the track with its warm vibrant tones. Good
underscore for a movie about Chine or Japan, travel documentary, tranquil vibe, nature, memories and reflections, and more. This track is great for creating of relaxing and calm mood. Great as background music for peaceful vacation time, tropical Hawaii Beach music, lazy summer days, sunny sea landscape, romantic vacation music and more.
Download MP3 This Fashion Time by raspberrysounds Stylish, smooth, and easy lounge chillhop music. Download MP3 Just Think Big by DPmusic Atmospheric, calm and focused corporate music with a soft and beautiful sound. Download MP3 Hollywood Red Carpet by AG Music This is a bright adventurous orchestral instrumental, with a classic
American big city big-band flavour, which sounds like the exhilarating introduction to an awards show or the Oscar ceremony. Warm and relaxed, the music creates a lively, easy-going atmosphere that's perfect for scenes about home or family, such as when someone visits their parents' house after a long time away and is welcomed with open arms
and hugs. This royalty free track can be used in promo videos, presentations, corporate and business projects, documentaries, TV and Radio programmes, as on hold music and other multimedia projects. A lo fi recording that suits the organic sound and style of this particular genre.
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